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PREFACE

In this dissertation, I explore the history of research of John 10: 1-18, I attempt to make a con

tribution to the understanding of this very important chapter in John by using Literary Theory

for exegetical purposes, draw some conclusions with regard to the Christology of John and

open some avenues of the understanding of the significance of the shepherd metaphor for our

own context. In John's own time, this chapter definitely had social, religious as well as politi

cal significance. I attempt to determine how these facts interact with Jeremiah 23: 1-8 and

Ezekiel 34: 1-6. I also draw some conclusions which may serve as guidelines in our own con-

text and especially our own pastoral needs in the situation of conflict in our society, leaders

who lead the flock of God astray and the need of unity among Christians.

In completing the dissertation, I express my thanks to my wife, Patricia, for her support and

encouragement through my years of study. I am especially grateful for her support during the

time of the study for the Masters examinations and the research and writing of the dissertation.

I shall always be grateful for her unwavering support, commitment, assistance in the proof

reading and unconditional love and care to me and to our family. Her optimism has helped me

to reach the goal I set out to achieve. I also thank Kas Harryparshad for his assistance in the

acquiring of material through the inter-library section of the university. My thanks also goes

to my promoter, Johannes Smit. His in~ight, academic expertise and sensitive guidance have

challenged and inspired me over the years. I am very thankful for the many hours we shared

in discussing many of the points addressed in the dissertation, the theories and approaches used
","

in the dissertation as well as in Biblical scholarship in general. His depth of knowledge and

expertise has enriched me greatly. My greatest thanks goes to God who has revealed himself

in the incarnation and the life, works and glorious death and resurrection of the Good

Shepherd, Jesus Christ.

George Moodley

Durban
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CHAPTER ONE

THE IDSTORY OF RESEARCH: JOHN 10:1-18

1.0 INTRODUCTION

The shepherd discourse is one of the most significant sections in the Gospel according to John.

In its literary context, it draws together theological as well as social information about the

situation which shaped its message. The theological significance is revealed through the use of

the 7['CXPOLJlLCX, metaphors, the four 8"(W dJlL - sayings of Jesus and ultimately his direct speech.

The theological information which is revealed through the use of these literary figures draws

on virtually the whole narrative and concentrates the theological claims of the gospel to a com

pressed and highly compacted discourse. The social significance of the text comes to the fore

in the compression of the theological claims in the context of conflict. John 10: 1-.18 provides

a magnifying glass perspective on the circumstances in which the Gospel was shaped. If we

accept Painter's (1993:1) view that "the Gospel was shaped in conflict between Jewish

believers in Jesus as the Messiah and the synagogue", then both the envelope structure of con-

flict (9:13-41 & 10:19-2lff) and the conflict between the shepherd and the thieves, robbers or

hired servants in the discourse draw this conflict together into a number of theological and

social (and therefore also pastoral) kernel points. It therefore comes as no surprise that John

10: 1-18 has blessed and changed many lives over the years.

Since John 10: 1-18 has played an important role in the history of the church, it is important to

introduce this study with an overview of the history of Johannine scholarship as it relates to

John 10. This overview will reveal the variety of disciplines in terms of which scholars have

studied the shepherd discourse. It will also reveal the results of their approaches. As such, it

will provide basic perspectives which are widely accepted, the broader context of scholarship

within which this dissertation is written as well as provide an occasion for me to enoaoe in
c c

dialogue with these scholars and their views. I basically follow Beutler and Fortna's (l991Y

very useful edited version of some of the papers read at the 1985 (Trondheim - Norway) and

1986 (Atlanta - Georgia) conferences of the Studiorum Novi Testamenti Societas. These
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. essays either follow a diachronic or a synchronic approach." Beutler (1991), Turner (1991) and

Painter (1991) follow a diachronic approach. Sabbe (1991) criticizes a diachronic approach

. and then follows a synchronic approach. Du Rand (1991) and Thyen (1991) follow a syn-

chronic approach.

The following issues will be addressed in this chapter:

1.1 Problems of the shepherd discourse.

1.2 The Old Testament and Jewish background of the shepherd discourse.

1.3 The history of religions origin of the shepherd discourse.

1.4 The relationship between tradition, history and John's interpretation of

the shepherd discourse.

1.5 The relationship between the shepherd discourse and the Synoptics.

1.6 The structure of the shepherd discourse in its syntactic and narrative context.

1.7 The literary context of the shepherd discourse within the Fourth Gospel.

1.1 PROBLEMS OF THE SHEPHERD DISCOURSE -

Busse (1991 :6ff) focuses on the literary and the theological problems in John 10. Under the

literary problems, he addresses the 'loose insertion of John 10: 1-18 into the gospel as a

whole', the text critical problem related to the wording of 10:7, the genre of 10: 1-18 or 10: 1-5

and the author's use of historically correct data about the Jesus events leading up to and includ

ing the discourse of John 10. Under the theological problems, Busse (l991:12ff) identifies the

question about the appropriate context for the interpretation of the relationship between the

legitimate and illegitimate shepherd, the salvation-historical framework of the gospel and·

Jesus' consciousness of his mission as portrayed in 10: 14-18. In what follows, these problems

and Busse's answers will bebriefly reviewed and expanded.

1.1.1 Literary problems of the shepherd discourse

1.1.1.1 The problem of the loose insertion of John 10:1-18

The question of the loose insertion of John 10: 1-18 into its particular place in the gospel has
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been identified as a problem. Because of the apparent abrupt change of the topic and its transi

tion to a differe~t' narrative genre in 10: 1 (Busse 1991 :6), and the 11 nouns, adjectives, verbs

and adverbs which only appear in John 10 in John (Beutler 1991:24), the shepherd discourse

has been criticized as being a loose insertion into the context of the Fourth Gospel as a whole.

The words only used in John lOin John, comprise: aAACixoBev (10: 1); 1roLj.L~V (10: 11

[2X],14,16); B~6ryw (10:3); aAAoTpwc; (10:5 [2X]); cPetryw (10:5,12); VOj.L~ (10:9 & 1 Tm

2:17); KA81rTW (10:10); 8vw (10:10); /-WJ8WT()(; (10:12,13 & Mk 1:20); AVKOe; (10:12 [2X]);

1rOtj.LvYj (l 0: 16) (cf Beutler 1991: 24). Another element of the problem is that it also appears as

if 10:26b-28 is presupposed by the preceding material and that it should be placed earlier in the

narrative. Traditionally, literary or source, redactional and traditional critical scholars

attempted to solve these problems by using the growth model or the rearrangement hypothesis.

The rearrangement approach moves 10: 1-18 to follow 10:28. The growth model approach

reconstructed earlier collections of sources (9:4f, 39-41; 10: 1-18, 24-38) which were later

expanded by the evangelist through narrative material (e.g. 9:1-3, 6-38; 10:19-22, 39-42).

Other related views are that chapter 10 and especially 10: 16 were insertions into the text by the.

ecclesiastical redactor. In view of the implausible presuppositions of these approaches and
i;''!?

unsatisfying results, Busse (1991 :7) rejects them.

Since 'the chapter is firmly integrated both as to narrative and speech' Busse's (1991:7) alter

native is to find links and relations b~tween John 10 and the preceding and following textual

narrative sections. His argument is that the narrator's commentary in 10:19-21, 31 and 39a is

firmly integrated with the larger whole in the narrative. The introductory 1rcYALV in 10: 31 also

shows that the narrator is perfectly conscious of the function of John lOin the larger whole.

As far as Jesus is concerned, the Pharisees' challenge in 10:24, ''Ewe; 1ron Ti}v tf;vx~v 7Jj.Lwv·

CirpW:;; cL ail el 0 XPWTOC;, cL1rE: 7Jj.LLV 1rCiPPTJaLe;t and Jesus' response in 10:25 Ei'lrov Vj.LLV KCiL ov

1rwnven' Ta ep,,/Ci a B"/W 7iOLW BV T'iJ OVOj.LCi7L TOU 1rCiTP()(; IJ-OV TCiUTCi j.LCiprVpeL 7iepL Bj.LOU

analeptically recall similar scenes in 8:25 and 7:26. The content of Jesus' response, that 'his

deeds ... can lead to fait~.'.(Busse 1991:7) also links up with the narrator's commentary in this

regard in 9: 4b as well as the sign character of his healing of the blind man which in turn

recalls 8:12 and proleptically refers to 11:9f. According to this view, Busse (1991:7) endorses
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Baur's judgment that 8: 12, 'E)'w eLJ.LL TO ~&)(; TOU KC)(JJ.LOU· 0 CtKOAouBwv iJ.LOL OV J.Ly} 7repL 7rCi~ij(J"(I

iv TV (JKOTie;t, CtAA' e~ eL TO ~we; Trye; rwrye;, forms the major idea of chapters 8-11.

Building on the significance of 9:39, Busse (199l:7f) argues that since 10:1 introduces an anti

type - the thief and robber - the type must be looked for earlier in the narrative. This he

identified as 9:39: KCiL ei'7rev 0 'IT)(Joue;, He; KpiJ.LCi i)'w de; TOV KC)(JfJ.OV Tourov ~AeOV, tVCi 01. J.Ly}

{3Ai7rovree; {3A87rW(JW KCiL 01. {3A87rOVrec; TU~AO(' )'8vWVTCiL. In Busse's (1991: 8) words, this

verse already states that

the Pharisees have lost the right to lead the people, the salvation community of Israel;

this right has now gone to Jesus, the stumbling stone (verse 39b).

Drawing on the Old Testament imagery of the everyday life of the shepherd (Ps 23, Ez 34),

Busse (1991:8) argues further that John 10 continues the statement in 9:39 by contrasting the

shepherd with thieves, robbers and ultimately strangers and hired servants/day labourers. It is

primarily the shepherd's characteristics of 'caringly guarding and securing life as part of his

task' and the application of these characteristics to the realm of rulers and the quality of their

rule which are contrasted with the characteristics of the thieves, robbers and strangers and

hired servants/day labourers. Characteristics of secretiveness and violence are attached to the

behaviour of these rulers and leaders. The motif of judgment in 9:39 (together with that of

salvation) therefore also links up with the judgment of the behaviour of these rulers. Since the

motifs of judgment and salvation run through chapters 7-11, both Jesus' teaching and his ip)'a

function to save and to judge. As is evident from the opposition, they, in turn judge him

precisely on the basis of his teaching and his ip)'a (10:32 - miracles). It is this conflict·

between Jesus and the rulers which started in chapter 5 and gains momentum as Jesus heals and

works, that reaches its first climax of the conflict between Jesus and the rulers in chapter 10.

Therefore, in the immediate textual context, the shepherd discourse must be read as a unit

together with chapter 9. The blindness of the Pharisees and the inability of the people to com

prehend the significance of the parable in John 10:6 enhance the argument that the shepherd
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discourse is not a late insertion. Its words, form, structure and abrupt beginning all serve to

enhance the narrator's plan, i.e. to highlight the christological features against the background

of all the figures which stand in contrast to the Good Shepherd.

An additional argument for the relationship between John 10 and its literary context is its links

with the following chapters. John 11:8-10 links up with attempts to stone Jesus (10:31,39)

and the light symbolism (8:12; 9:5). The interpretive insertion in 11:4 is patterned in analogy

to 9:3-5. Both the revelation of the works of God (9:3-5) and the glory of God (H :4) find

their ultimate expression in Jesus' death and resurrection. As such, they link up with the later

events in Jesus' own life - the final decision to kill him (11 :47-53). The proleptic accusation

of blasphemy in 10:39 links up with 18:20 and 19:7 where,

Jesus points to his public teaching in the synagogue and temple, and where the' Jews'

stubbornly object to his self-revelation as Son of God (Busse 1991 :9).

Othedinks are between 10: 18, 19b and the Johannine passion account. Jesus' authority over

his own life and his 'hour' which arrives as determined by the Father (18:4-7 and 10:39b),

Jesus request to let his disciples go (18:8f and 10:28f) and the statement in 18:37 that those on

the side of truth hear his voice, draw on 10: 1-5.

Apart from the fact that thereare. many more links with the larger narrative whole and the Old

Testament (e.g. Ps 80and Jer 23), I agree with Busse's basic approach. Moreover, we may

add that just as in the case of the other relationships between the signs and discourses, also

here, the healing of the blind man, links up with the shepherd discourse and emphasizes Jesus'·

nature. His works are supported by his own proclamation about his person, and his proclama

tion about his person is supported by his works. Therefore, the works of Jesus and his claim

about his person in chapters 9 and 10 must be seen in conjunction with the christological theme

that is being developed in the gospel· from the first verse. The shepherd discourse therefore

must be seen as a unit which fits perfectly with the entire Fourth Gospel on the one hand, and

on the other hand as a unit which builds on a christological plan.
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Thus, the shepherd discourse is then very closely tied up with the wider context of the Fourth

Gospel. With such evidence supporting the unity of the text, it becomes a futile exercise to

rearrange the text. Following Julichet, Busse (1991 :9) is right in saying that rather than

approaching a text with one's own presuppositions, one must attempt to 'comprehend the

author's complex line of argument before assuming a subsequent interweaving of alleged tradi

tions'. We must seek to interpret the text without violating the author's purpose of writing it.

1.1.1.2 The wording of verse 7

The text critical problem in 10:7 provides a problem with regard to two alternative interpreta

tions based on the two variants. In the saying, ,Ajl~ v &jl~v'Ai"(w ujl7v on 8"(W 8LjlL ~ Bupa 7WIJ

7ipo{3Ci7WV, p75 and copsa render the variant 0 7iOLjl~V TWV 7iP0{3a.7WV. Despite its weak attesta-

tion, Busse (1991: 10) opts for the variant reading. His argument is that this reading continues

•
the conflict between the shepherds, and 'should remain at the centre, both in terms of topic and

of execution and expansion'. In order to provide a reason for the weak attestation of the read-

ing, Busse draws on Schnackenburg's view that the metaphoric use of the door in verse 9 was

later used in ecclesiastical apo10getics to denote opposition to false church leaders. 'Only the

shepherd who appeals to Christ and who was appointed by Christ could be certain of his

legitimacy'. This then provides the reason for the rejection of ~ Bupa TWV 7ipo{3a.7WV. Fur-

ther, the contrast between 0 jl~ 8L(J8PXOjl8VOC; (nCx in verse 1 and (; 6e c:i(J8PXOjl8VOC; (nCx are

only drawn on in verse 9. Here the metaphor draws on Nm 27: 17 (Mi 5:4) and is used

soterio10gically. The use of OLCx in 3: 17 and 14:6 correspond with this image. Therefore, the

soteriologically significant distinction between the legitimate and illegitimate shepherds is made

explicit a number of times in John. These facts convince Busse to accept the variant reading.

Even though Busse's reductionist view seems plausible, it basically rests on a presupposition

that ~ Bupa TWV 7ipo{3(:nWIJ has been inserted by apologists at a later stage and that it is

improbable that John would have used it as such. If we want to counter this view, the main

question is whether John would have regarded the reference to shepherds of the Christian com

munity to be implied in this text. If this can be answered positively, then there is no reason

for not accepting the majority reading.
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My view IS that since chapter 21 uses metaphors which are related to the shepherd metaphor

(apv[Ci,7rpo(3ci.7Ci [2X]), the majority reading may be accepted. In the sense that Peter himself

_ and by implication other leaders in the believing community which will follow him - must act

as representative of Jesus (the door) and continue his work ((3oaKe [2X], 7ro[p.wve) in relation

to the sheep (7rP0(3Ci70V and CxKoAovee'iv link up with John 10), there is ample evidence that the

majority reading can be accepted. This argument is based on my view that chapter 21 does not

constitute a later redactional addition to the gospel. Apart from the fact that the verbal- and

stylistic coherence argument for the difference between chapter 20 and 21 are not convincing,

chapter 21 also includes the seventh sign in John. If the highly symbolic nature of John's text

is taken into consideration, it is highly improbable that John would have been satisfied with the

report of only six signs. Moreover, this is indeed the more difficult reading and as lvletzger

(1975:229) says, 'the reading 0 7rOLP.YJV ... is an early alleviation of the text, introduced by

copyists who found the expression "the door of the sheep" too difficult' (cf. also Beutler

1991 :20). If we accept this view, then, we have to provide an adequate (and at this point

preliminary) interpretation of 10:7. Brown (1966:393f) points out in this regard, that this

reading can be interpreted in terms of the immediate context and that one does not have to

resort to unfounded arguments about the activities of the apologists. This approach renders a

two-fold interpretation - Jesus is the door of the sheep in the sense that no shepherd can reach

the door apart from him and he is also the door through whom one has to enter if one wants to

experience salvation. This double interpretation is further seen by Barrett (1967: 308) as par

ticular to the style of the Fourth Gospel and not an indication of contradiction. The clue to the

two different interpretations is to be found in the rendering of the Genitive in verse 7 as '1 am

the door to the sheep', by means of which the tme shepherd will enter and the statement in

verse 9, '1 am the door by means of which the sheep enter into the fold'. Consonant with the

ambiguity in John's style, Barrett states that it is probable that both interpretations are implied

in verse 7.

1.1.1.3 The genre of 10:1-18 o~-10:1-5

Another literary problem which is and has been open for discussion is that of the genre of John

10. It has been identified as allegory, similitude, parable, concept or image by scholars.
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Barrett's (1967:304) view is that

It is neither parable nor al1egory, though it is related to both forms of utterance. It is a

symbolic discourse in which symbolism and straightforward statement alternate and stand

side by side.

Brown (1975:390f) makes a distinction between 10:1-5and 10:7ff. He views 10:1-5 as con

sisting of twin parables (10:1-3a and 10:3b-5) while 10:7ff 'consists of allegorical explana

tions'. He bases his argument of the twin parables on the incidence of twin parables in the
_.

Synoptic tradition, e.g. Luke 14:28-32 (man building a tower and the king going to war) and

Luke 15:3-1 0 (lost sheep and lost coin) (Brown 1967:392f). His view is that some of the

material in 10:7ff 'represent a later expansion of Jesus' remarks'. He contrasts his view with

that of JLilicher. JLilicher's distinction between parable and allegory rests on the mistaken

presupposition that a parable is 'a simple illustration or illustrative story having a single point'

and an allegory consists of 'an expanded series of metaphors where the various details and per-

sons involved all have a figurative meaning'. Grounding his views in evidence from patristic

exegesis, JLilicher maintained that 'allegory was an artificial, literary device, and was never

used by a rustic preacher like Jesus who spoke in simple parables'. Hence, the allegorizing of

these parables points to the change of the parables of Jesus into allegory as the work of

exegetes. Even though he commends JLilicher for his work on the parables and the dangers of

allegorizing without certain boundaries, Brown (1975:390) regards his views as an

'oversimplification' which rests on the reductionist view that Jesus only spoke in simple

parables. Quoting Hermaniuk, Brown argues that the precise distinction between parable and

allegory found in Greek· rhetoric is not to be found in the Hebrew ~iV7.) which covered all·

figurative illustrations: pa~able, allegory, proverb, maxim, simile, metaphor, etc. Brown con

cludes that 'simple allegory was within the plausible range of Jesus' preaching' as is also evi

denced in contemporary Qumran and rabbinic examples. Barrett (1967:307) shares this view.

Related to the ~~7.) and based on the sim~l~ distr~ction between speech iV1rapOLfJ. LCW; and

speech (iv) 1rappy/CJL<;i in 16:25 and 29 he concludes that 1rapOLfJ.La 'must ... mean some kind

of veiled or symbolic utterance'. I treat it as a parable, i.e. as a brief conventional story which
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is metaphorized by the literary context with which it interacts (cf chapter 3 below).

Of these approaches, Brown's and Barrett's certainly seems the most acceptable. One thing is

certain, and that is that we do find a very high concentration of metaphorical and figural use of

language in John 10. As a general observation, I support Busse's (1991:11) endorsement of

Berger's view that John 10: 1-18 may be labelled an 'image field ... which is approached from

all angles; the author "plays" with the entire metaphorical range available' (Berger 1984:39).

The use of highly abstract figurative language here is used didactically. These metaphors and

figures are used for the benefit of the reader for identification purposes: who Jesus is - and the

nature of the various relationships in which he appear in John 10 - is closer defined and

specified. This is especially achieved by virtue of contrasting the shepherd with the 'thief and

robber' and the 'hired servant'. The abstractions used in the discourse enhances the author's

plan: to present the real nature of Jesus, to draw the lines of the relationship between him and

his followers and to contrast these views with the local Jewish leaders. In this context, the

metaphors come alive as indicators mapping these relationships as well as metaphors blending

into one another, into the perception of who Jesus is and ultimately the plot of the narrative.

1.1.1.4 The problem of historical accuracy

Even though I0: 22 introduces a different place and time as that in which the shepherd dis

course took place, the basic content of 10: 22ff presupposes the shepherd discourse. This raises

questions concerning the historical accuracy of the reports as it relates to their time framewo~ks

and geography. Busse's (1991:11) argument is that it is here not primarily the historical cor

rectness of the reference but the theological unity which the audience should perceive which is

central to the argument. Even so, since the 'Johannine Logos has become flesh in space and

time' (Busse 1991: 12), all discourse in the Gospel takes place in space and time. The time

framework and geography must be seen as a help both assisting the readers to follow the

author's argument, as well as providing the material circumstances in which Jesus as the

incarnated Logos reveals his true nature and the nature of the knowledge of God in !Jpace and

time.
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1.1.2 Theological problems of the shepherd discourse

Busse (1991: l2ff) identifies three majortheological problems in John 10, viz. the identification

of the appropriate context for the interpretation of the relationship between the legitimate and

illegitimate shepherd, the nature and function of the salvation-historical framework in John and

Jesus' claim to be one with the Father. All these problems are related to the identity of Jesus

and are therefore christological problems.

The appropriate context for the interpretation of the relationship between the

legitimate and illegitimate shepherd

The interpretation of this relationship is determined by the context of conflict initiated in chap-

ter five and introduced in the immediate context in chapter 9 and more particularly in 9:40f.

The observations of Busse (1991: 13) that this relationship is grounded in the .state of sin' of

the Pharisees (9: 40f), that the major function of the metaphors referring to the illegitimate

shepherds are 'to emphasize the centrality of the person of Jesus and his deeds', that the

'robbers and thieves are those who preceded him and who pretended to be what he is exclu-

sively: the life-giving saviour'; and that 'his death is understood - in contrast to the medieval

theology of atonement or saving death (cf. 18: 8; 17: 11 f)' - as a saving from the wolf, can be

accepted. A few observations may clarify these issues further.

The 'state of sin' of the Pharisees is not that they do not perceive the spiritual reality which

Jesus represents. This in Itself does not constitute sin: EL TVcPf..OL ryTC, OUK QV cLXcTC

CtjJ..CiPTLCiV. Rather, the fact that they say, 'we see' constitute their sin: vuv oe f..i"('cTC on

Bf..ir.oIJ-ev, ~ Ct,uCiPTLCi UIJ-WV IJ-iVcL (cf. 8: 21,24; 15: 22,24). This statement highlights the will

ful resistance of the knowledge of God represented by Jesus and by implication, also the will

ful continuing in their religious practices in the face of what has been revealed in and throuoh
l:l

Jesus. Their practices do not accommodate the divine knowledge which Jesus reveals.

Analeptically, this statement draws together all the information that the reader has about 'the

Jews" resistance to Jesus in John (cf. especially 9: 16). Proleptically, it points forward to later

incidents of this willful resistance. In 11 :53,57, the decision to kill Jesus is taken, and in

12:39ff, their condition is labelled as that God cPf..WKcV CiUTWV TOUr; OcPBCif..jJ..OVr;, KCit
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In the context of chapter 9 and 10, the physical blindness of the man in verses

10:1,2,13,18,19,20,24 is contrasted \vith the spiritual blindness of the Pharisees. Brown

(1975:381) suggests that, symbolically speaking, the author wants to point out that the man

was born in sin and that it is only the washing in the pool - which flows from Jesus himself 

which cured him. This may also refer to baptism. Quoting Tertullian, Brown states that the

sacrament of water can cleanse (from sin and therefore spiritual blindness) and set free to

eternal life. Referring to Augustine, Brown states that 'this blind man stands for the human

race.... If the blindness is infidelity, then the illumination is faith.... . .. he was baptized in

Christ.' Accordingly Busse (1991:13) points out that the emphasis lies not in the Pharisees'

lack of faith - which would deprive them of their credentials.-, but rather the state of sin which

is grounded in the hardening of their heart.

The centrality of the person of Jesus and his deeds in 10: 1-18 become evident in the contrast

ing of Jesus as Shepherd with those who are not shepherds. It is within the framework of con

flict, unbelief and rejection that Jesus shines as the good, true and only Shepherd of the sheep.

The theological and social contexts in which the contrasts take place, can be recovered from

the earlier and later contexts in the narrative.. This is discussed later in this dissertation. One

preliminary point should however be made: in addition to these contrasts, the works (signs) of

Jesus (10:25) play and important role in bringing out the answer to the question: ''Ew~ 7r078

7~lJ if;uX~lJ ~P.WlJ ClJpW;; ei crv ei 6XPW70c;, ei7r8 ~p.~lJ 7iCiPPYJcr(,<;;t. To see hovv' this is possible,

the correct understanding of Jesus' works are important, i.e. the crux of the matter is that the

understanding of the works in John should be determined by the incarnation.

As the 'life-giving saviour', Jesus brings 'eternal life' which is qualitatively and quantitatively

different from that which his opposition brings about. As saving death, his death brings about

a liberation from a situation where the lives of people are determined by his opposition. His

saving death brings people into a realm of existence where different categories determine

behaviour. All these elements of the relationship between Jesus and 'the Jews' ultimately
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relate to his commission that he received from the Father.

The contrasting images of Jesus and his opponents are ultimately created by the narrator

through the situations of conflict in the narrative. These include, division: 6:52; 7:43f; 9: 16;

11:54f; intention to kill: 5:18; 7:20; intention to arrest: 7:3, 32; 8:20; 10:39; intention to

stone: 8:59; 10:31-33; 11:8; charge of being possessed: 7:20; 8:48,52. The significance of

these communications in the narrative is that they ha\Oe a reve1atory function. They bring the

nature of Jesus more to the fore.

1.1.2.2 The salvation-historical framework of the gospel

The salvation-historical framework of John's gospel is closely related to the death of Jesus 

which is also his glorification. It is only through his death that life can be imparted to the

sheep (10:16f). Further, as is evident from 12:20-23, the increasing of his fold - the inclusion

of the Gentiles into the believing community - depends on his death. The death of Jesus then

has a salvific as well as a communal function. Brown (1975:399) explains that the tripartite

passion, death, resurrection and ascension of Jesus,

constitute the one, indissoluble salvific action of returning to the Father. If Jesus is

to give life through the spirit, he must rise again (7:39); and so resurrection is truly the

purpose of his death'.

It is only through death that he can impart life to the sheep (12:24). In this act, the laying

down of the life of the Good Shepherd (10: 17f) is not a self seeking act but an act in obedience

to the will of the Father. The fact that he has the 8~ov(Jia to lay it down and to take it up

again, is closely related to his close relationship with the Father. This relationship is, among

other aspects, grounded in the authority, command and knowledge he has of the Father, e.g.

authority: KaL 8~ovoI,av eowK8v aV74J KPLO~V 7iO~8LV, on vLoC; Cxv8pw7ioV e07Lv - 5: 27; i~ovoLav

exw 8eLvm aV7~v, KaL e~ovoLav exw 7iCtt..LlJ t..a{38Lv aU7~1J" 7aV7TjV 7~V eV7ot..~v 8Aa{3ov 7iapa.

70U 7ia7pOC; j10v - 10: 18; KaB(.)(; eowKac; aV74J 8~ov(JLav 7iCtoY]c; (JapKoc;, LVCX 7iav 0 oeowKCXC;

cxu70 owo"{/ aV7oLC; SW7JV aiwvLOV - 17:2; command: e.g. on 8"(W i~ ej1CXV7ov OUK i!vit..Y]ocx,
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Ct.AA' b 1rij1\f;CtC; j1e 1rCt7~P CtU70C; j10L 81J70A~V oeowKev 7L ehw KCtL 7L ACtA~(JW - 12:49; A..710lt!/

edge: 8"(W oLoCt CtV70V, on 1rCtp' CtU70V eij1L KCt.KeLvoc; j1e Ct.1ri(J7eLAeV - 7: 29; KCtL OUK 8"(VWKCt7e

CtV70V, 8"(W oe oLoCt CtU70V. KCiv ehw on OUK oLoCt CtU70V, B(JOj1CtL 0j10WC; Vj1LV \f;ev(JTf)C;· Ct.AACt

oLoCt CtU70V KCtL 70V AO"!OV CtU70V TfJpW - 8: 55. In contrast to the position which Jesus'

opponents have in history, his position is grounded in the authority, command and knowledge

which he received from the Father. That this is God's plan, is amply illustrated in references

to Jesus' authority, his works, the use of the divine oeL-indicator in 10: l6c, the Father's com

mand and knowledge, etc. Together with the notions of the incarnation and the love of the

Father, the context created by this information places Jesus' person, works and death in the

salvation-historical framework.

In the conflicts with his opponents, this corpus of symbolic information - which is progres

sively revealed to the reader throughout the narrative - plays a vital role for both the

understanding of Jesus' commission and the activities of the opponents. It is therefore not only

Jesus' activities which realizes in the signs, discourses and especially the I am-sayings which

provide important information about him. All his violations of accepted 'Jewish' practices

have a similar role. In all these cases, the apparent violations on the one hand and the

theological implications on the other, can be perceived from two perspectives. Either his

violations (with the· attached . theological information) are· rejected and regarded· as

blasphemous, or the theological information (together with the violations) have to be accepted

and believed. The pastoral function of the shepherd discourse serves to bring these perceptions

clearer into focus. To continue to be exposed to the' Jewish' representatives' exploitive prac

tices, is not what God had in mind for his flock. To enter through the door provided by Jesus,

to follow the Good Shepherd and to listen to his voice, is to enter and exist in the salvation-·

historical sphere where God rules.

1.1.2.3 Jesus' claim to be one with the Father

In 10:30, Jesus claims, 8"!W KCtL b 1rCt7ryp ev 8(Jj1eV. The response of the Jews is to attempt to

stone him (10: 31). Just as in 10: 25 when Jesus claims that the works which he does are done

in the name of the Father, he now appeals to the works again: IIoAACt BP"(Ct KCtACt BoeL~Ct Vj1LV
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8K TOU 1rCnpor:;' OLCt 1rOtOV O'.iJ1"wV ep~/ov 8J.Le t..LBCiSe7e; Their response is, IlepL KO'.t..OU ep-you ov
t..LBCi SOJ.Liv (Je at..t..Ct 1repL {3t..O'.(J(PTJ J.LLO'.r:;, KO'.L on (Jv avBpw1ror:; wv 1rOLetr:; (JeO'.v7ov Beov. The

charge of blasphemy is closer specified to indicate that they regard him as an ordinary person

who 'makes himself God'. After Jesus' subsequent counter-argument, he then deletes the

reference to himself - i.e. that they must believe in him. eL ov 1rOLW Tex ep"(Ci. TOU 7iCi.7pOr:; j:.OV,

J.L~ 1rw7evSTi J.LOL· si OB 1rOLW, KO-V 8J.LOL J.L~ 1rW7eVY]7e, 70tr:; ep"(OLr:; 1rW7eVS7e, [VCi. "(VW7e KO'.L

"/LVW(JKTJ7e on 8V 8J.LOL (; 1r0'.7~P KCX"(W 8V 7<{J 1rO'.TPi. This argument reverses the direction of

thinking: if one does not depart from the presupposition that Jesus is one with God and. then

conclude that the works that he does are also from God, then one may just as well start from

the works and this will equally lead to the same conclusion: namely that he is in the Father (=

one with God). Be that as it may. To be one with the Father, to be in the Father and to accept

the works of Jesus as \\;orks of the Father, are all one and the same thing. If one does not view

these statements in the context of the author's ideology - t..o"(or:; became flesh -, then one may

conclude that Jesus is an ordinary man claiming to be God. However, if one accepts that the

author's perspective - e.g. about the incarnation, the authority of Jesus, the command that he

has from the Father, etc. - then it is possible to believe that Jesus is one with the Father, in the

Father and that his works represent the will of the Father. This perception has important con

sequences for the shepherd discourse. In the same way)hat the symbolic conflict between

Jesus and the Jewish leadership concerning the signs and related discourses earlier in the narra

tive bring about important changes to the Jewish perception of the nation, the leadership, their

tradition and their ritual and ceremonial practices, the shepherd discourse draws the lines of the

conflict even clearer. The use of the shepherd metaphor places this conflict as well as Jesus'

consciousness of his oneness with the Father in pastoral context. Therefore, we may conclude

that who Jesus is as well as the nature of all-his works, serve a pastoral purpose. The changes

in official Judaism' s practices which he brings about do not have conflict as goal but a realiza

tion of God's care, compassion and love in history!

The question which remains, however, is what the nature of the one~ness is. ·Busse (1991: 15)

regard it as a functional unity and not a unity in substance. He explains:
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In the context (verses 24-9) only the deeds (e.g. chapter 9) and the profession of the

shepherd (10: 1-18) which God conferred upon Jesus are in view. Thus God acts through

him, as is confirmed by the Johnannine Jesus himself in verses 37f. (cf. 14:10). This is

alluded to already in verses 14-18. Yet, it is not until verses 24-28 that the christological

conviction comes to full expression. By means of the image of the shepherd, then, the

author metaphorically describes the office held by Jesus (Busse 1991: 15).

Even the a minori ad majus argument in 10: 36 does not support the idea of a unity of sub

stance. None of Jesus' or John's audience would have concluded from this argument - and Ps

82:6 which it quotes in support - that it is an argument for the unity of substance. The quota

tion of Ps 82:6f, is a quotation from the context of God's judgrri"entof the 'divine' (kingly/

"priestly) council who represents him in their judgment of human affairs. - Even though they are

'gods', they are judged - because they did not rule appropriately - and condemned to die like

mortals: ,,:m O'1(v;'i ,n~:n Jl1"~Jl Oj~~ p~ :o~,~ 11-')7 ~J:n OJl~ O';'i'~ 'Jl1~~ 'J~. Busse

(1991: 1Sf) concludes,

The most that can be concluded is that they (the judges - m. i.) stood in a special

relationship with the one who commissioned them. The proximity to God of the one

who may exclusively call himself' Son of God' must be much greater. All this is only

recognisable to Jesus' audience via his deeds (verse 38c-e). He and the Father are one

because he performs only God's deeds. Only the one who is commissioned by God, the

one who does and says everything in accordance with the Father is capable of being

God's representative.

As a functional one-ness, the relationship between God and Son, and later in the narrative

between Son and disciples and ultimately between Father, Son, disciples and those who will

come to faith through the witness of the disciples, are functional. The content of this func

tional relationship is such that the Son has 'seen' the Father, the Son is the "Ao)'OC; incarnate and

everything that the Son does, represents who and what the Father is. This is true to such an

extent that the disciples and all who will come to faith through their witness, will look/see
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what the Son does, and in this 'seeing', also 'see' the Father.

1.2 THE OLD TESTAMENT A:'\l) JEWISH BACKGROl~l) OF THE SHEPHERD

DISCOURSE

In addressing this theme, Beut1er (1991: 18) focuses on the exploration of the Old Testament

and Jewish 'Bildwelt' or 'field of images' underlying John 10. Whereas Brown (1967) and

others regard the background of the field of images of shepherd, flock, thief, robber, hireling

and wolf as that of the Old Testament and Judaism, Robinson (1971) regards it as that of

Gnosis. Beutler (1991: 18) points out that since Gnosis has its own background in the Old

Testament (at least to a certain extent), and it is certain that John was written in a situation

where he addressed a Gnostic context, these two approaches do not exclude one another.

Focusing, however on the Old Testament and J.ewish background, Beutler addresses this prob

lem by concentrating first on the synchronic and diachronic literary contexts of the text (' Form

und Gattung' and the composition or redaction historical process), then on the background of

the distinction between the motifs of good and bad shepherds and finally on the motif of the

door.

1.2.1 The literary context of John 10

Following Busse (1991), Beutler (1991:20) regards the primary context in terms of which John

10 as polemical text is to be understood as 10: 1-13, the healing of the blind man in chapter 9,
/

and in the larger context, chapters 7-10 or even 5-12. John 10: 1-13 turns on the antithetical

sections in 10: 1-3a between those who climb over the wall and the shepherd who comes

through the door and in 10:3b-5 between the shepherd whose voice the sheep know and with

the stranger whose voice they do not know. The shepherd and thief/robber are again con

trasted in 10:7-10 and in verses 11-13 we find the contrasting of Jesus as Good Shepherd and

the hireling. Jesus' opponents are identified as Pharisees (9: 13,15-16,40) and as 'Jews'

(10:18,22).
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Following Fascher (1942), Beutler (1991:21) regards 10:1-5 as a parable which is interpreta

tively elaborated on in 10:7-18 (cf. Mt 13:24-30 which is elaborated on in 13:36-43). It is

especially the two markers, ~ Bupa in verses.7,9 and b 7ro~j.1,~lJ in verses It~14 which provide

the interpretative links with the parables in verses 1-5. In 10:7-8, the i~tW c:Lj.1,~-statement is

positively evaluated and contrasted with oao~ 7rPO ij.1,oV (those who came before Jesus), who are

negatively evaluated. In 10:9-10, the positive evaluation of Jesus is the dominant and his func

tion as door is contrasted with the activities of the thief. The positive evaluation of the Good

Shepherd who lays down his life for the sheep in 10: 11 is contrasted with the actions of the

hired servant in verses 12-13. Verses 14-18 comprise the positive evaluation of the Good

Shepherd. Verse 16 is a central verse and draws on all the prior metaphors for its understand-

mg.

In the larger polemical context of John 10, verses 19-21 link up with 10:1-18 and also \vith the

healing of the man born blind in chapter 9. Based on the view that Jesus is the Good Shepherd

(l 0: 1-21), verses 22-30 link up without any breaks. It is especially verses 26-30 that link up

with 10: 1-18, that deepens the unity of action between Father and Son. This in turn is fol-

lowed by verses 31-38 and finally 40-42. Against the background of this view. Beutler

(1991:22) states: 'Es besteht also kein zwingender GnlOd, die vorgefundene Textanordnung in

Kapitel 10 durch Umstellungen zu verandern'.

As far as the redaction history of John 10 is concerned, Beutler (1991:22) states that the dif

ferent levels of interpretation of 10: 1-5 found in verses 6ff, do not necessarily indicate later

redactional activities. The redactional view usually departs from the presupposition that these

later redactions were constructed as counter-measures against false teachers in the church.'

Even though one can acknowledge that John 10 together with John 21:15-17, Acts 20:28fand

1 Peter 2:25; 5:2f deal with pastoral aspects related to ecclesiastical life this is still no arau-, ~

ment for a preference for redactional studies and the related argument that ecclesiastical sec

tiQI1S were added to John 10 at alater stage. A more appropriate view (which does not con

done the redactional vie\v), is that all these pastoral texts have a common ground in th~-61d

Testament. Beutler (1991 :22) states,
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dass friihkirchliche Mahnungen zu rechter Hirtensorge gegeniiber lrrlehrem aus dem

kirchliche Bereich selbst, ... und die johanneische Auseinandersetzung mit falschen

Hirten, Dieben und Raubem eine gemeinsame wurzel haben, namlich alttestamentliche

undfriihjudische Texte gegen unrechte Hirten Israels (m.e.). Der vierte Evangelist hatte

sie dann in ihrer urspriinglichen Zielsetzung ubemommen, die ubrige, die eher spatere

neutestamentliche Literatur iibersetzt in eine neue Situation, die durch die gegen Ende

des 1. Jahrhunderts beginnende Kirchenspaltung gekennzeichnet war.

It is against the background of this argument that Beutler addresses the Old Testament and

Jewish background of John 10.

1.2.2 The Old Testament Jewish background of John 10:1-18,26-30

1.2.2.1 Literal links with the Old Testament

In contrast to Freed (1965) and Reim (1974) who do not find any literal links between John 10

and the Old Testament, Beutler (1991 :24ff) follows Tragan (1976) in identifying some of the

possible literal links bet\veen John 10 and the Old Testament. These comprise:

- The shepherd who leads his sheep (Is 40: 11);

- the servant that gives himself over to die (Is 53:12);

- the bringing together of the sheep (Is 56:8; Ez 34: 13; 37:21-22);

- the 'one' Shepherd (Ez 34:23; 37:21-24)

- the shepherd, who leads the righteous to green pastures (Ps 23: 1-3)

- God as Shepherd of Israel, \'iho has a 'people of his pasture and sheep of his hand'

(Ps 95:7)

We may add some expressions of which we can not be sure: call by name (Is 43: 1 - Jn 10:3);

the in- and out leading of the sheep (Dt 31:2; Nm 27:17 - Jn 10:4,9); God's love of wis

dom/his Son (Pr 8:3 - In 10:17); the promise of life for those who tmst in God'tword(Lv

18:5 - In 10: 10).
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Thematic links in the Old Testament and Pseudepigrapha

a The corrupt shepherds and wolves

In contrast to the practice among other'oriental nations who described their kings as shepherds,

originally, Israel did not do it (Jeremias 1959:484ff). It is only at the time of the

Deuteronomist at the end of the monarchy that Israel started to use this metaphor for their

monarchs and rulers (Beutler 1991:25f). In Jeremiah 23:1-8, the shepherds of Israel are

judged because their exploitive practices brought about the exile and the fragmentation of

Israel (Jr 10: 21). The judgment of the shepherds in 23: 1-2 is followed by the announcement

that God will collect his people from all lands and that he will give to them new shepherds

(23:3-4 - cf. also 3:14-15). Jeremiah 23:5-6 voice expectations of a new branch from David

who will rule as king. This is continued in Jeremiah 23:7-8 which emphasizes the leading of

Israel from bondage under the northern nations in a similar way that God lead Israel from

Egypt.

Ezekiel 34 holds a similar view. The main theme, a call to prophesy against the shepherds of

Israel (Y;'-'Y NJJ;'i) and an accusation that they are feeding themselves (~~Y') and not feeding

(iY'~) the flock, is present in 34: 1-2. This is developed in verses 3-4 with specific references

to their mistreatment of the sheep and their carelessness concerning their well-being. This

caused them to be scattered and to become food for wild beasts (34:5-6). These statements are

followed by an analeptic reference to the irresponsible behaviour of the shepherds (34:7-8), the

calling of the shepherds to judgment (34:9-10), the announcement that God himself will

shepherd his flock (34:11-16) and that he will separate them through judgment (34:17-22).

This is followed with promises that God will raise a shepherd from David who will feed them

(34:23-24) and that he will make a covenant of peace with them (34:25-31). Whereas

Jeremiah judges the monarchs and rulers, Ezekiel criticizes not only the king but the whole

corpus of leaders (cf Beutler 1991: 26). This vie\v is supported by the description of all the

governing personnel in Judea as wolves in Ezekiel 22:27 (cf. the parallels in Zph 3:3). The

judgment of God between lamb and lamb in Ezekiel 34 is changed to read as a judgment

between ram and ram and calf and calf in the fragmentary Ezef...iel-Apocryphon which dates

between 63 BCE and 50 CE (cf. Beutler 1991: 27).
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The theme of the judgment of shepherds is continued in Deuterozechariah (Zch 9-14). The

reference to sheep without a shepherd in Zechariah also refers back to Numbers 27: 17, 1 Kings

22: 17, and Judith 11: 19 (cf also Mk 6:34 & Mt 9:36). The judgment of the shepherds is espe

cially found in Zechariah 10:3 and 11:4-17. (We are not certain whether this refers to the

shepherds of Israel or the rulers of the alien nations.)

References to the corrupt shepherds are also found in the Pseudepigrapha, especially in 1

Henoch 83-90, 4 Ezra and the Testament of Gad 1:2-4. The twelve sons of Jacob and their

descendants are described as sheep, Egypt as wolf (89: 12ff) and Saul as someone who rejects

his flock (89:42-44) in Henoch's dream. The alien rulers of Jerusalem after the exile are

represented as seventy shepherds who leave the flock and give them over to the wild animals.

The same imagery is used of the thirty five rulers who ruled between the return from Babylon

and Maccabean times (89:74-76). God's judgment of these shepherds is proclaimed in 1

Henoch 90:22-25. (1vfatthew Black dates this section of 1 Henoch at ca. 175 - 165 BeE - cf.

Beutler 1991: 27 .)

b The eschatological good shepherd

The following catalogue provides information from the Old Testament which refers to God as

Shepherd of Israel: pre-exilic, Genesis 49:24,48:15; Hosea4:16; Psalms 28:9,80:2 and prob

ably 23:1-3; exilic or post-exilic, Psalms 78:52,74:1,79:13,77:21,95:7,100:3. God is

represented as the coming Shepherd of his people who will gather his flock after the dispersion

. in exilic and post-exilic prophetic texts. The most significant references to the coming

shepherd are found in Isaiah 40:11, 49:9bff; Jeremiah 50:17-19,23:3,31:10; EzekieI34:1l

16; Zephaniah 3:19; Micah 2:12; 4:6-7; Lamentations 12:11; Sirach 18:13. In addition to the

theme that God will rule his flock as Shepherd in the future, the promise of a coming Shepherd

who will care for his people on his behalf arises around the time of the fall of Jerusalem in 587

BeE. These texts are found in Ezekiel 34:23-24; 37:21-24 and Jeremiah 3:15; 23:4-6. Micah

5:3 identifies this coming Shepherd as a messianic-political figure who will· be born from a

woman. These references link up with the one shepherd and one flock image in John 10: 16.
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The post-biblical translator of Psalm 2:9 in the LXX alludes to the care of the one shepherd for

all people. The statement, 'you shall break them with a rod of iron' is translated with 'you

will give them pasture' (cf. Rv 2:27; 19: 15 & PsSal 17:24,40). The nature of God's care is

described in Ezd'iel-Apocl)phon 34: 11-12 in terms of him leading them home and healing the

bruised. Here, God's nearness is compared to the closeness of a coat to the skin. His nearness

indicates that when they call on him, he will hear them. The Damascus document 13:7 also

refers to God's care and links up with Ezekiel 34 when it says,

'Und er soll Erbarmen mit ihnen haben wie ein Vater mit seinen S6hnen und alle ihre

Ve;streuten zurUck[bringen] wie ein Hirt seine Herde' (cf. Lohse - Ez 34:12,16).

The fact that the shepherd metaphor is used in the Old Testament in the context of vvisdom and

Lat'v' provides an important indication of the context in terms of which the care of the shepherd

must be interpreted - also in John. The reference in the Syriac Apocalypse of Baruch 77: 13

17, strengthens this idea: 'the shepherds of Israel are not any more, but the Law and wisdom

have been given to the people as shepherd, lamp and source' (free translation from the German

- Beutler 1991:30).

c The death of the shepherd and the salvation of the sheep

Even though there is no evidence of a suffering and dying shepherd in the Old Testament,
......... ....... 4~+-"

scholars have pointed out that Isaiah 53: 1-12 - and especially the references to lamb and sheep

in Isaiah 53:7 - provides the closest parallel to this notion. Zechariah 13:7, ;'i)7";'i'ri~ l;'i

1~~;'i r~i~m, with its consequent changes in Mark 14:27 and Matthew 26:31 may be added as

a reference. Zechariah' s statement is here changed to denote that the scattering of the sheep

(flock - Mt 26'31) will be followed by Jesus' resurrection and his 'going before' (1rpoa~w) the

sheep to Galilee. This positive evaluation of Zechariah 13:7 may be explained with the pos

sible equation of the struck shepherd (Zch 13:7) with the pierced one (1"P'1'''IV~) of Zechariah

12:10 whose death introduces the purification of the people (Zch 13:1-2) (cf Beutler 1991:30).

Even though there is no direct link between John and Deuterozechariah, John's redaction in

16:32 (rVCY aKOp7iWe~78) may allude to Zechariah 13:7 (r~i~m) and John 19:37 C01j;OV7aL de;
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The change from the judgment-statement in Zechariah 13:7 to a statement of salvation in the

context of the covenant and grace for (the poor of) the flock is present in the Damascus docu

ment 19:7ff. It reads:

Er bewahrt den Bund und die Gnade denen, die ihn lieben und seine Gebote befolgen, in

tausend Geschlechter wenn das Wort eintrifft, das geschrieben ist durch den

Propheten Sacharja: Schwert, wache auf wider meinen Hirten und wider den Mann, der

mir nahe steht, ist der Spruch Gottes. Schlage den Hirten, und die Schafe sollen sich

zerstreuen, und ich will meine Hand wider die kleinen wenden. Und die, welche ihn

bewahren, sind die armen der Herde. Diese werden gerettet werden zur Zeit der

Heimsuchung, aber die iibrigen werden dem Schwert ausgeliefert werden, wenn der

Gesalbte korrimt aus Aaron und Israel (Lohse 1986: 101).

The flock's salvation and the destruction of the rest by the sword are linked to the coming of

the anointed one from Aaron and Israel.

d The door

Jeremias (1965: 178-180) has already pointed out that the most probable interpretation of the

door-sayings of Jesus in John 10:7,9 is to be found in their relationship to the 7rCiPOLj1LCi in

10: 1-5. This interpretation relates 10:7 to the image in 10: 1-2 where Jesus is portrayed as the

door of the sheep in contrast to those who shepherd the sheep with destructive consequences.

In 10:9, Jesus is the door for the sheep. This relates to 10:3b-4 \vhere Jesus is portrayed as the"

Shepherd who leads the sheep out to pasture (cf Beutler 1991 :31).

Two other possibilities are that this motif connects with the Jewish and New Testament mes

sianic understanding of Psalm 117:20 (LXX), CiV71) 1] 7rVAYJ TaU Kvpiov, OiKCiLOL 8ia8A8VaOVTaL

£V CiU7V (cf Jeremias 1965: 179f), or that it interprets the temple veil (Ex 26:3lff) in away

similar to Hebrews 10: 19-21. Even though Beutler does not argue the point, this second pos-
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sibility links the Shepherd as door (10: 9) with the equation of the temple veil and the body of

Jesus which opened a new way as in Hebrews 10:19-21. In John, it is then primarily Jesus'

resurrection which opens the way et<; 7~V daooov TWV Cx"y'[wv (Rb 10:19-20). Such an inter

pretation will also provide firm links with John 10:17f, 11:1£f and 14:6. Beutler (1991:31)

quotes Stuh1macher (1986) in this regard,

A1s Tiir zu den und fUr die Schafe eroffnet Jesus a1s der sein Leben fUr die Schafe

hingebende gute Hirte die prosagoge eis ton theon ebenso wie er se1bst den kommenden

Gott reprasentiert.
~ ".

The identification of possible links between John and the Old Testament and Jewish texts is not

dependent on direct. influence. It is more adequate to regard it as an influence which forms

part of a process in terms of which these notions have been developed through time (cf. Beut-

ler 1991:32).

1.3 THE mSTORY OF RELIGIONS ORIGIN OF THE SHEPHERD DISCOURSE

Since the Gospel of John originated in a particular religious situation, it is reasonable to accept

that the beliefs and concepts of these religions did have some influence on its genesis. The

same is true of the shepherd discourse. Following Turner (1991: 33), this section focuses on

the 'Graeco-Roman conceptual sphere and the question of possible relationships to

Gnosticism'. Even though I acknowledge that 'Gnostic mythological structures' reside in or

behind the text, this stance does not mean John depends on these structures for his text. As

Turner (1991 :33) points out, John's uptake of some of these ideas were part and parcel of the

natural developments of the Hellenistic Jewish wisdom tradition, itself moving already

on a trajectory leading toward classical Gnosticism at the time of the gospel's compo

sition' .
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Therefore, this approach does not mean that the interpretation of John has to be reduced to

.Gnosticism. A key element of this tradition is the distinction between the literal or plain and

revealed or hidden understandi-ng of phenomena. This distinction as well as the concepts of

and relationships between sheep, shepherds, the sheepfold, the door of the sheep and the hirel

ing will be further explored in this section.

1.3.1 The distinction between plain and revealed

In the larger literary context of John 10, the reader of John experiences information which is

revealed by Jesus' speech and activities and which is not taken up or perceived by the charac

ters in the narrative: e.g. the healing of the blind man is only perceived as a contravention of

Sabbath regulations by 'the Jews' - they do not perceive the revelation of Jesus' glory and who

he really is. Hence, whilst this sign highlights the (spiritual) blindness and the deafness of the

Pharisees, it simultaneously reveals information about Jesus which is to be accepted by the

reader. This is also true of the shepherd discourse. The use of the 1rCiPOLJ.1.LCi in I0: 1-5 causes

'the Jews' to experience it as ambiguous speech and results in axLOJ.1.Ci (10:19-21). Their

request of Jesus to ei1re ~J.1.'i/J 1rCiPPYJOU;L (10:24), represents their preference for 'plain'

information and not the revealed. They are unable to perceive the hidden. This distinction

between plain and revealed or literal and hidden was a common Gnostic practice. Even though

both those in the narrative who perceive the hidden and the reader who progressively perceives

the information about Jesus revealed in the narrative, become acquainted with Jesus, the final

moment of revelation for them is held back till 16:25-30.

1.3.2 Shepherd and sheep in Asia Minor

In the Dorian and Ionian context, the term 1rP0{3Ci70/J refers in general to 'four-footed, grazing

domestic animals often intended to be slaughtered either for food or for sacrifice'. In Attic

prose and comedy (not in tragedy) it refers to sheep in particular (Turner 1991 :35). Further,

sheep is a metaphoric term for human beings as frail and dependent creatures who are not able

to conduct their lives on their own. It is in this light that the 'shepherd' is understood as a

leader of people. In Homer, this metaphor refers to Greek military leaders. Plato likens the

sheep to people, who in the Golden Age of Cronus were nurtured and provided for by a
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heavenly daemon as shepherd. When God let go of the cosmic tiller and the universe began to

devolve at the beginning of the age of Zeus, humans were deprived of the care of the heavenly

daemon. They became weak and helpless and were ravaged by wild animals. According to

Plato, this situation necessitated the coming forth of another shepherd - a human statesman - to

nurture the herd.

According to Turner (1991: 36), the characteristics ascribed to Apollo and Hermes - two Greek

deities which were regarded as shepherds - are similar to characteristics of the shepherd of

John 10. His argument is that Jesus' role as gatekeeper reflects ideas about Hermes' function

as shepherd present in Homer's Iliad, Hesiod's Theogony and also referred to by Pausanius.

These features include: Hermes increases sheep/herds, cares for and rules over both human

beings and domestic animals including sheep, is both master shepherd/herdsman and master

thief, and guards/defends the gates of temples and sanctuaries. The characteristics found in

Homer's Odyssey, Aeschylus' Choephoroi and Diogenes Laertius' Vitae comprise Hermes'

function of leading or escorting people to 'meadows' or souls in graves to the underworld or to

the uppermost regions (above). The two prominent similar features between Hermes and Jesus

as metaphorical shepherds are, 1) their function as gatekeeper and 2) the leading of the sheep

by the shepherd to pasture or the realms of the after-life (Turner 1991 :36f).

Capitalizing on Nilsson's research of Macrobius and Pindar, Turner (1991 :37) identifies the

following characteristics which Apollo shares with Jesus: he is described as attendant of the

sheep ((nr&wv(X /lr(Awv) and the epithets VO/lWr; (pastoral) and 'A"(vL8vr; (door-keeper or one

who averts evil from entering the gates of the city) are ascribed to him. To this may be added

the evidence from Hesychius' list of epithets (cf Turner 1991:37) where Hermes is called OOWC; .

(guardian of roads) - which again links up with Jesus as door.

I agree with Turner (1991:37) that even though there is no indication of 'genealogical connec

tion between these understandings of Herines and Apollo arid the functions of Jesus as

shepherd and door', the similarity of characteristics reveals at least similarities in what may be

called 'worlds. of thought' . Although John 10 doubtlessly stands closer to the Old Testament
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than these writings, we can not exlude the possibility of the influence of Greek thinking and

philosophy on John. Further, even though the historical accuracy of the Greek imagery cannot

be proved in the respective te~ts themselves (cf Turner 1991 :38), it is in keeping with

philosophy and religious belief in the hellenistic world at the time of the writing of the Fourth

Gospel. This means that there is a possibility that even though Hellenists reading John were

removed in time and place from the place of origin of the Hellenistic writings themselves, they

would have used this knowledge to understand John 10.

1.3.3 Shepherd and sheep in the Ancient Near East

Turner (1991 :38) points out that the imagery of the shepherd and flock (goats, sheep, cattle) is

used in the Ancient Near East more frequently than in Greek literature. The shepherd's crook

is usually an emblem of royal authority. The Egyptian Pyramid texts apply the shepherd image

to 'the ruler of the world to come'. Osiris or the dead Pharaoh is here portrayed as the one

who protects his subjects - even in the underworld. During the time of the Middle Kingdom,

the reigning king or even a god - e.g. Amun - is portrayed as shepherd. The depiction of the.

king as a shepherd was also quite common in Ancient Mesopotamia. Dumuzi, the fifth king in

the line of antediluvian kings in the Sumerian King list is referred to as 'shepherd Dumuzi'.

In the list of one hundred elements of civilized life in the Sumerian poem Innana and Enki:

The Tramfer of Civilised Arts from Eridu to Erech, the office of 'shepherdship' is ranked

eighth between 'the exalted throne' and 'kingship'. In the Hymn to Enlil, the All Beneficent,

Enlil is also referred to as shepherd (cfTurner 1991:38).

Apart from its use of the shepherd metaphor for Joshua (Nm 27:17) and Moses (Dt 31:1) who

lead the flock out and brought them in, the Old Testament does not use the shepherd imagery

for the Israelite kings. Here, it is reserved for :i,:i' - especially to portray his care and the

nature of his rule of the people of Israel (Ps 23: 1-4; 74: 1; 77:20-1; 78:52; 79: 13; 80: 1; 95:7;

100:3; 121:4; Gn 49:24; Is 40:10-11; 49:9; Jr 23:3; Ez 34; Zch 11:4-17; Mi 2:12 etc.), his

promise of the Davidic Messiah (Ez 34-37) or the struck shepherd (Zch 13:7). It is especially

the Deuteronomist that uses the motif of the flock that do not follow other gods, but :i,:i' as

Shepherd, e.g. 1 King 14:8; 18:21; 2 Kings 23:3; Dt 31:1-4; Ps 68:7; Jr 2:2-8; 3:15; 10:21;

i.
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22:22; 25:34-6; 50:6. Similar references to God, Moses, Davidand faithful leaders and

teachers of Israel are also found in both Pharisaic Judaism and the Qumran literature. Since

the activities of robbery and banditry increased during the first century and since these robbers

were usually regarded as nomadic shepherds, these terms acquired negative connotations within

official Judaism. Even though Philo uses the shepherd imagery for ii';'P, he sporadically uses

this metaphor to denote the pove; as the shepherd of the irrational powers of the soul and the

'Ao"(oe; as the nourisher of the world (cf esp. Jeremias 1968:487-488).

In the New Testament, the application of the shepherd metaphor to God is continued in Jesus'

parables (Lk 15:4-7, par; Mt 18:12-14; GThm 107). The sheep metaphor is used for 'those

who are lost with no one to provide for them' (Mk 6:34; Mt 9:36; 10:6; 15:24; Lk 12:32;

19: 10). Jesus is referred to as Shepherd who cares for the lost (in line with the imagery of

Ezekiel 34), the one who will be struck down (which alludes to Zch 13:7) and as the Son of

man who will separate the sheep from the goats at the last judgment (Mt 25:32). In 1 Peter

2:25,5:4 and Hebrews 13:10, Jesus as Shepherd oversees the flock. In Revelation 7:17, he is

described as both the 'victorious shepherd' and the 'Lamb who leads those who survive the

tribulation to the springs of living water' .

1.3.4 The origins of the shepherd metaphor

In ancient times, a distinction was made between herdsmen who were part of the city-state

economy and resided just outside the village in the countryside on the one_9~and and pastoral

nomads who shepherded their flocks through uninhabited territories together with their non

agrarian fellow tribesman on the other. Due to their positive appreciation of city life - which

provided the only form of social organization - Egyptians and Ancient Mesopotamians per

ceived the herdsman favorably. Ancient Israel, however, regarded the city as a source of

luxury, corruption and social inequality. They nostalgically viewed the nomadic (and also the

shepherd's) desert existence as spiritually advantageous. The real duplicity of the shepherd's

real existence, however, comes to the fore in the figure of Enkidu in the Akkadian Gilgamesh

Epic. Enkidu' s transition from wild to civilized life at the shepherd's hut situates the hut on

the border between civilization and the wild. This indicates the liminality of the shepherd's
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existence as well as the shepherd himself to be a liminal figure, 'oscillating between two

worlds between the isolation of the wilderness and the hustle and bustle of the settled com-,

munities' - between nature and culture (Turner 1991 :40).

In the use of the shepherd-image as activity and as metaphor, the Old Testament also

represents this liminality. After Moses inherits a flock from Jethro, he leads them into the

wilderness and encounters God in the burning bush-episode. In the kingship history of Israel,

David the shepherdboy is chosen and the city candidates rejected. It seems as if the with

drawal from the city signified innocence and moral virtue. Amos is also called a 'i'J - a

'lowly sort of shepherd' (Turner 1991 :40).

It is against this encyclopedic background information about the liminality of the shepherd's

social existence that we can easily understand why metaphoric imagery associated with the

shepherd was used to denote the ideas of mediation between the divine (the untrammeled

wilderness inhabited by the divine) and worldly (the city and marketplace). In this context, the

calling of the shepherd and the following of the sheep is not a calling of a shepherd leading

sheep, but the calling of the sheep out of the 'mixture' of the world. Turner (1991 :41) states,

the sheep uniquely recognise their shepherd's voice not on the grounds of habit, but

because they are the shepherd's 'own'; they share some affinity with the shepherd that

enables them to recognise his voice above all others.

The calling out of the world links up closely with John's perception of the KO(]jJ.O<; as evil and

in aa~kriess as well as with the idea that the </>wvYJ (voice) with which Jesus calls - in distinction

to the A0-Y0<; - is the divine voice of revelation. To 'hear' the </>wvYJ of Jesus (5:25,28;

10:3,16,27; 18:37) one has to stand in the realm of tnIth - BK 7~<; aAYJBeLcx<; (18:37) - and not

that of the world (8:47). This means that one inhabits the same sphere of existence that Jesus

inhabits and this signifies a 'certain affinity, sympathy, even identity or con-substantiality'

(Turner 1991 :41). As Turner (1991 :42) points out,- this idea in John is closely related to the

Gnostic concept of the revealing voice in the Gnostic treatise, the Trimorphic Protennoia
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(XIII,l), e.g. It is I who lift up the Speech of the Voice to the ears of those who have known

me (TP 42.14-16 - Jn 10:14-16; Evans et al. 1993:405) and for that voice which we listened to

is foreign to us, and we do not recognize it (TP 44.6-8 - Jn 10:5,8; Evans .et al. 1993:407). In

the hierarchy of revelation, the First or Original Thought of the Invisible Spirit reveals itself in

the first instance through a 'pure but not fully articulate Voice' which empowers the members

of the Protennoia; second a more articulate Speech which informs the members is revealed;

third, the fully articulate Logos appears in the same human form as the members. The hierar

chical relationship between Voice through Speech to Logos in human form is also found in The

Apocryphon of John. Here, the Voice appears in the form of the Father (Adamas) in whose

image Adam is made; this is followed'by Speech as the Mother - the spiritual Eve - who

reveals to Adam his spiritual origins; it finally culminates in the appearance of the Son, who,

in the form of the Logos, grants full enlightenment. Even though John's scheme of enlighten

ment is closer related to revelation through ambiguity in the 7rCi.POLjJ.LCi., with a final revelation

in the event of the crucifixion, both John's gospel and the Trimorphic Protennoia

clearly associate the Logos with the final, definitive stage of revelation. Also, both

understand the Logos in terms of a wisdom-like figure' (Turner 1991 :42).

The similarities between the Fourth Gospel and the Trimorphic Protennoia is therefore not to

be sought in substantial agreement, but both rather belong to the common religious environ

ment of Hellenistic Jewish Wisdom to a greater or lesser degree. In this context, John presents

Jesus as the manifestation of the divine Wisdom who speaks with a divine Voice in the mas

culine form of the Logos. Another link lies in the presentation of Wisdom as a fountain or

spring (Sirach 24; Phi10 De Fuga 109) from which the Logos flows like a river and from

which people drink instruction (Sirach 24; Jn 4:13-14).

1.3.5 The shepherd and the sheepfold

Traditionally, scholars have explained John 10: 1-6 as a) a reworking 'of the Old Testament

imagery found in Ezekiel 34 where God or the Israelite king is presented as the shepherd of his

flock Israel; b) one of the (lost) parables of the historical Jesus; c) as a derivation from Gnostic
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portrayals of the saVlOur (cf Mandaean Right Ginza V,2 and the Book of John - Turner

1991 :43)

As is evident from similar motifs found in John and the Old Testament, Ezekiel, Psalm 100

and other passages undoubtedly form part of the background of John 10. However, the ideas

of the 'model shepherd who gains entrance into the sheepfold through the door as opposed to

the thief and robber who steals into the sheepfold by another, illegitimate way' and the robbers

0) who 'call the sheep vvith a strange voice' (Turner 1991 :43 - m.e.) are not found in the Old

Testament.

The parable explanation also falters on this point. If John 10 is measured against Crossan's

(1963) features of Jesus' parables, we do not find sufficient similarities to identify a common

background. His features include elements of seeking, finding, discovery, surprise and

mystery concerning the advent of the kingdom as well as the radical reversals of established

values and perceptions in the parables. On the contrary, this passage has to do with 'the

advent of a habitually recognized figure through the expected or proper entrance' (cf Turner

1991 :44). These features are either original ideas of John or derive from a different back

ground.

Following Bultmann (1971 :364ff) and Fischer (1973:245ff), Turner (1991 :44ff) discusses the

possibility that these features derive from the Gnostic tradition, and more particularly, the

Mandean tradition as found in the Right Ginza V,2 and Book of John. The argument is that

the sheepfold corresponds to the world in the broader context of John. The human soul is then

regarded as being imprisoned in the world or sheepfold. Jesus as Shepherd is the redeemer·

figure or the divine voice or message who is sent from the divine world of light 'in order to

awaken the soul to its present condition and restore it to its true home from which it has fallen'

(Turner 1991:44). Fischer (1973 in Turner 1991:44) states in this regard,
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Only he is the Redeemer who comes out of the light-world through the gate, which is

located between the world of light and the world of darkness, into this world (i.e. aVAr/),

in which the soul is caught. But he who comes from elsewhere (namely from the world

of darkness), is a thief and robber. He who comes through the door is the (real)

shepherd of the sheep.

Against this background, the door-keeper represents the boundary between pleroma and the

lower created order through which the redeemer figure (in his cmcifixion according to John)

must descend and through which the redeemed souls must eventually ascend. The door-keeper

might also represent the cosmic powers which the Saviour has to deceive and pass by in his

incognito descent to impart revelation to the fallen humans below. This motif is expressed in

the Trimorphic Protennoia (XIII, 1,47.24-28; 47.28-31; 47.31-33; cf Evans et al. 1993:412)

as follows:

And none of them (the Powers) knew me, [although] it is I who work in them. Rather

[they thought] that the All was created [by them] since they are ignorant, not knowing

[their] root, the place in which they grew [I] am the Light that illumines the All. I

am the Light that rejoices [in my] brethren, I came down to the world [of] mortals

on account of the Spirit that remains [in] that which [descended] (and) came forth.

Fischer further identifies the calling motif - the calling by name - with the advanced knowledge

and eventual call found in the Gospel a/Truth (1,3:21.25-34),

Those whose name he knew in advance were called at the end, so that the one who has

knowledge is the one whose name the Father has uttered. The names of those not called

were regarded ignorant.

To this may be added Gospel a/Truth 1,3:22.2-12 (cfEvans et al. 1993:29),
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Therefore, if one has knowledge, he is from above. If he is called, he hears, he answers,

and he turns to him who is calling him, and ascends to him. And he knows in what

manner he is called. Having knowledge, he does the will of the one who called him, he

wishes to be pleasing to him, he receives rest.

The motif of the leading of the shepherd and the following of the sheep is 'the saving ascent of

the redeemer with the redeemed'. This motif is very common in the Gnostic literature. The

thieves and robbers who do not enter via the door-keeper are identified by Fischer (1973) as

the 'hostile spiritual powers or Archons of Gnostic mythology' (cf Turner 1991 :45). Even

though Fischer identifies all these passages, nowhere in Gnostic literature are these motifs

related to the activities of a shepherd. However, as Turner (1991 :45) points out, his intention

is not to identify the motifs as related to a shepherd figure with John 10. Rather, he intends to

identify a mythological 'deep structure' or Urmodelle which seems to underlie John 10 and

which in any case is not accounted for in any of the extent Old Testament and other Jewish lit

erature of the time as pointed out above. The prime example is found in The Exegesis of the

Soul II,6. Here, a woman is separated from her spouse, falls to earth, is seized by the

Archons who abuse her sexually and leave her in a whorehouse, unable to return. After hear

ing her mourning and taking notice of her repentance, the Father has pity and sends her spouse

- the Monogenes - who unites with her and purifies her from the pollutions of the world in the

bride chamber. Then follows her rejoicing:

This is the true resurrection from the dead; this is the redemption from captivity; this is

the ascent to go to heaven; this is the way to go to the Father' (Fischer in Turner

1991 :46).

The fact of the matter is that no real convincing argument for this Urmodelle-hypothesis can be

found in these arguments, i.e. apart from some superficial points of contact between the

Gnostic Literature and John 10. Even when the mythological' Unnodelle' is applied, t66 much

information in John 10 is unaccounted for. Therefore, Turner's (1991 :46) argument that this

exegesis of the soul does indeed stand close to the shepherd discourse and especially the myth-
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ological SUb-st~ct~re of th.e gospel a, a whole is not to be accepted. The descending and

ascending motIfs III John IS clearly rlated to the incarnation, death/resur~ection ~f Jesus.

Moreover, the world is not described as whorehouse in John. The 'darkness' III John IS related

to the conduct of people - more particLarly the darkness is a result of leaders who did not do

what God expected them to do: to carJ for the flock. It also links up with the motif of 'blind-

I . . d .. fG . . dness' in John. This blindness is not a 1Dlindness WhICh IS ue to a reJectlon 0 nostlc WIS om.

It is rather a blindness which does not acknowledge the spiritual realm, the revelation through

Jesus as incarnated Logos. Jesus' actr also .dO not purify a fallen .p~rs~n in a bride chamber

but on a cross! This is the ultimate lievelatlOn as well as the glonflcatlOn of Jesus. And as

John 10: 17f explicitly states: it could ave been different, but God intended it to be like this.

1.3.6 Jesus as the door of the sheep

Turner (1991:46) agrees that John 10:7-10 functions as a commentary on the preceding verses.
.. - I .

Here, Jesus presents himself as the door for the sheep and not as the shepherd who enters

through the door. It is here not Jesus who comes to the door-keeper; instead, it is others who

come to him as door and through wh1m they enter. Moreover, here, the thief and robber are

equated with a stranger whose voice the sheep do not recognize (10:5). They are not those

who get into the sheepfold through th1 other side anymore. Turner (1991:46f) then speculates

that the reference to those who cam, before Jesus as the door could be 'the Jews', Jewish

teachers, prophets, the spiritual movement from which the Johannine community originated or

disciples of John the Baptizer. Here, he does not take the literary context of John 10 into con

sideration. Even his view - following Bultmann - that' 10:8 clearly relates not to the door, but

again to the shepherd, conceived as thte revealer who is superior to all his predecessors who are

d . ,. n1 .all I .ecelVers IS 0 Y partl y correct. The parallehsm clearly shows that these who came before

him were thieves and robbers who parlded as 'door'. Jesus as door(!) is here contrasted with

'bogus saviours' (Barrett 1967:308).

The.:.~~:tion about 'into which' and 'TIt from which' the shepherd le.ads in 10:9 is ambiguous.

Even III Numbers 27:17 where Mosesr requested by God to appoint Joshua who i!;eAevaw>1

7rPO 7rpo(J(;nrov aV7WV Kat. o(Jm; B[(Jlit..'SV(JB7Cit 7rPO 7rPO(JW7rOV aV7WV Ka'i O(JrLC; e~a~BL aV70VC;
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KCXL orr7LI; eirr6~eL CXU7aVr:;, KCXL aUK emrm ~ rrvvcx,,/w'try KvpLav wrreL 1rP0{3CX7CX, air:; aUK err'TLV

7fDW~V, it sounds ambiguous. Howevlr, if we accept that this going in and out signify the

going in and out of the cuItiC space (E~29:30; Lv 12:4; 16:3,23) or camp or the holy space of

Israel or the group's existence (cf Lv j4: 8; 16:26,28; Nm 12: 14; 19:7, etc.), then in John, it

signifies the going in and out of members mto the Johanmne group. Even though Turner does
I

link this idea to John 10, his comment is limited and not explanatory. He states,

Perhaps ... the implication is thJ 'sheep' enter the sheepfold by joining the lohannine

community from which they thelgo out, as it were, to find 'pasture' in the light, that is,.

experience the higher insight to .hich the Johannine church thought it had access .

(Turner 1991 :47).

Turner refrains from explaining whetler this going out to find pasture is a going out at death

or not. It seems as if he realizes his problem and then abandons his argument halfway. Fol

lowing Fischer, Turner's (1991 :47) Gnostic interpretation focuses on the going in and out of

the sheep at the sheeps' 'original entrance into the world, perhaps a sort of elementary "fall"

of souls into the world'. These viewl do not seem plausible - not only because one gets the

impression of a continuous going in 1d out - 'to find pasture' - of the sheep, but also that the

'going in' does not allude to the idea of a 'fall'. This statement must rather be interpreted in a

different context - the context of a gbing in and out of the Johannine community or just as

metaphoric reference to protected, sa:l and sheltered life. This view lies. on a different level as

that of Turner.

1.3.7 The Good Shepherd versus the hireling

Referring to Fischer, Turner (1991 :47) states that Fischer does not regard the thief and robber

as the primary opponents of the shepHerd in John 10. The main opponent is the hireling who

cares nothing for the sheep and aba+ons them to the wolf. In a Gnostic context, Fischer

mterprets these statements in terms o~ The Exegesis on the Soul II,6:129.6-22 and its view of

Jeremiah 3:1-4 (cf Evanset al. 1993:210).
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For he said to the prophet Jeremiah, If the husband divorces his wife and she goes and

takes another man, can she return to him after that? Has not that woman utterly defiled

herself? 'And you prostituted yourself to many shepherds and you retumed to me!' said

the Lord. 'Take an honest look and see where you prostituted yourself. Were you

not sitting in the streets defiling t~e land with your acts of prostitution and your vices?

And you took many shepherds for a stumbling block for yourself. You became shameless

\vith everyone. You did not call 0 me as kinsman or as father or author of your

virginity' (m.e.).

~~

According to this text, Israel prostituted themselves by following after and submitting them-

selves to,hmany different shepherds wJo deprived the sheep of knowledge. In the context of
I--

The Exegesis on the Soul this would mean that,

also the soul has been misled by many false rulers during its journey in the world. In

this sense, the hireling would be l ruler figure, perhaps an Archon in the Gnostic sense

(Turner 1991:48).

The same view is expressed in Authlritative Teaching VI,3:32.9-33.3 where evil shepherds

enslave the soul by nurturing it through the satisfaction of bodily desires. The 'true shepherd'

on the other hand nourishes it with 10Wledge. The Shepherd's care and willingness to give

his life for the sheep is equated by Fischer to the shepherd's giving of knowledge to the

sheep/soul.

.- -..

Even though Fischer does not provide a Gnostic identification of the wolf, Turner (1991 :48)

'd 'f' . I .1 entl 1es It as 'a metaphor for the distracting and enslaving bodily appetites to which the hirel-

ing, the false shepherd, abandons the Joul'. Turner rightly observes that the ideas of capturing

(ap7r6:fet) and scattering (CJKop7rifet - which are also present in other New Testament contexts

representing activities of the enemies of the disciples' mission or the church- Mt 10: 16; Ac

20:28f, 1 Pt 2:25; 5: 1-2) do not fit this logic.
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The idea of the shepherd's laying do n of his life is present in Gnostic context and can be

found in Irenaeus' Adversus Haereses. Valentinus' view which is represented here is that,

the Gnostic saviour must take on a psychic body in his descent in order to deceive the

cosmic rulers, but must also put 1ff the psychic body in order to re-enter the world of

light on completion of his miSSiO! '(Turner 1991:48). ,..' .

Even though there is no extent GnostIc mterpretatlOn of Jesus mtentlOnal laymg down of hIS

life, an appropriate interpretation woJd be that 'the saviour discards the body with which he

descends in order to receive it again in the form of souls he has come to rescue' (Turner

1991 :48).. Following Bultmann, (19T :384f) Turn~r rightly rejects this view. These~tate

ments of Jesus find their significance in his death on the cross as his ultimate moment. of

glorification.

1.3.8 The Jews' disbelief

Turner (1991:49) points out that there are no allusions to Gnostic thinking in John 10: 19ff.

Except for the references to Psalm 816 in 10:34-36, and we may add, the reference to BJ1O:

7~C; <pwv~C; J10v (hOVeL (In 10:27), thl argument here reflects John's own creative use of the

Jesus tradition. The main point - and this will be taken up again later in the dissertation - is

that helief in Jesus primarily rests on 'tearing Jesus' voice and seeing that he does the Father's

works, IS one WIth the Father, and IS ,he Son of God' (Turner 1991:49) and not on eIther the

signs or testimony. As reflected in li:4lf, the reader (from the circle of the Baptizer?) is also

expected to believe - like some of the characters in the narrative - on the basis of John the Bap-
.-:....~.~) .,

tizer's witness and not on the basis of either the words of Jesus (the revealer) or the signs. To

a lesser extent, the ~itness does play rrole - i.e. if it is the witness of John. The opponents,

however do not belIeve. They do not comprehend that Jesus' works are BV 7~ OVOJ1Cin 70U

, ~ . ~ " I~ (10 25) M .7rcnpoc; J10V 7CiV7Ci J1Cip7vpeL 7repL eJ1r : . oreover, Jesus Judgment for the reason of

their unbelief stands: ixAAO: vJ1e~c; ou 1WJieVere, on aUK Bare BK TWV 7rP0{3<;!i7WV TWV BJ1WV. 70:

c."p6{3cm> TC, !:~c, T~, q,wvij, ~ov c,Kotvmv, KC,1'o, 1'tv~aKW "UTC, K'" C,KO~ovOovmv~ot. Their

failure IS that because they were nor hlS own, they could not hear the voice of the true
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shepherd and also did not follow him.

1.3.9 Conclusion

Turner (1991 :49ff) summarizes the findings of his research into the history of religions back-

ground of John lOin five points. These are as follows.

a) The real-life situation of the existence of shepherds in ancient societies required of them to

move to and fro between civilized city life and the wilderness. This fact of shepherd life

endowed the profession of the shepherd with an aura of liminality. Applied to divine beings

who represented contact between the divine sphere and human life, the image of the shepherd

(and related images of shepherd life) endowed these figures with liminal characteristics.

b) Modelled on Old Testament concepts found in Numbers 27: 17 and Ezekiel 34, John pre-

sents Jesus - and not the Jewish leaders - as the only and true shepherd of the community of

believers. This could represent the post-Easter situation of conflict between the Johannine

churches and extent official Judaism. John 10:7-10, however, portrays Jesus more in imagery

drawn from revelatory discourse than from the possible real-life situation of the Johannine

community. Turner agrees with Bultmann that the motifs in these verses cast Jesus in the'

mould of a heavenly revelatory figure. Bultmann (1971 :384f) sees the figure of the shepherd

here as a gnostic redeemer who leads fallen souls heavenward by means of a saving revelation.

This view also excludes the Old Testam~nt concept of the shepherd as king. The main points

of contact between John lO and Gnostic literature are i) the mutual recognition of sheep and

shepherd, ii) the sheep's recognizing of the shepherd's voice, and iii) the imparting of eternal

life by the shepherd as revelatory figure.

c) Even though there is no evidence in the Jewish wisdom traditions that 'Wisdom' the female,

figure representing wisdom in these traditions, is called a shepherd, functions as door to salva

tion or lays down her life, the religiolls mythological structure of the
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pre-existent divine wisdom descending from the divine world in search of her own,

underlies much, and perhaps most, of the Fourth Gospel, not only its prologue (Turner

1991 :50).

d) Consonant with the Gnostic preference for the vertical relationship between the divine and

the worldly and feelings of enmity, criticism, disappointment at human blindness to spiritual

knowledge and the sectarian community's alienation from the unbelieving world on the

horizontal axis of this-worldly existence, the main motifs in 10:7ff emphasizes the vertical

relationship. This is especially present in the parallelisms between

It is within this vertical framework of Gnostic thinking that the conflict and hostilities toward

the Jewish religious leaders on the horizontal plane, signify the polemical slant throughout the

Fourth Gospel. This polemic reaches its climax in the shepherd discourse.

e) The strong parallels between Apollo and especially Bermes on the one hand and the

shepherd of the Fourth Gospel on the other, do reveal information about Jesus as Shepherd

which indicates Jesus' superiority over these figures. Turner (1991:51) makes the point that,

Jesus was more than Hermes: not only a divine shepherd, but the true shepherd who

gives his life for the sheep; not only a guardian and shower of ways, but the very way,

truth and life themselves; not only the keeper of sacred doors, but the very door itself;

not only the leader of souls to their post-mortem destination, but the grantor of

eternal life; not only a son of god, but the Son of God.
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Dodd's (1992:53) statement about the relationship between John and the Hermetica can also be

applied to the comparative religion study of John. He states that,

... as a whole they represent a type of religious thought akin to one side of Johannine

thought, without any substantial borrowing on the one part or the other. It is when we

have done justice to this kinship that we are likely to recognize the full significance of

those elements in Johannine thought which are in striking contrast to the Hermetica (all

extra-Biblical literature - m.i.), and in which we must seek the distinctively Christian

teaching of the Fourth Gospel.

This is only possible if we study the significance of John lOin terms of its function within the

Gospel of John as narrative.

1.4 THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN TRADITION, mSTORY AND JOHN'S INTER

PRETATION OF THE SHEPHERD DISCOURSE

In his attempt to understand the significance of the alt~v-sayings, the 1rCY.POLItLCY., the B-yW eLItL

sayings and other complexities in the shepherd discourse, Painter (1991) relates John 10 to the

larger context of conflict in John 5-10. Following Jeremias (1968:494f), he argues against the

disruption theories of Bultmann. His main argument against the disruption theory (cL Bult

mann 1971:363-390) is that 1,0:26 presupposes at least the 1rCY.POLItLCY. of 10:1-5; also, that there ..

is no 'textual evidence, no convincing explanatory hypothesis or textual reconstruction' of the

purported disruptions or displacements, (Painter 1991 :54). Moreover, it appears as if the link

ing of the discourse in John 10: 1 to the preceding discourse is similar to the link of John 15: 1.

to the last verses of chapter 14. Here - just as in six other instances in John 10 - the double

,AIt~v-saying does not necessarily introduce a new beginning. There is also no indication of

the introductory quotation formula - A8-yedehev ovv CY.VTOL~ b 'Irwov~ - used in other parts of

John, nor an indication of a new time, place or audience which could signal the beginning of a

new section in the narrative: cSince this type of break is typical of Johannine style it might be

explained as the result of 'a process of composition' (Painter 1991 :55). Brown (1966:388-
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-392) argues that the style and function of the shepherd discourse within the context of the

whole of the Fourth Gqspel seems to be purposeful and is stylistically as well as thematically

related to the larger whole. Information represented and revealed in John 10 links up with

information, themes as well as the style (cf the narrator's reflection on the function of the

1rCiPOLP.iCi in 16:25ff) used earlier and later in the narrative. Some earlier themes are drawn

together in John 10 and others are introduced which are dealt with later in the narrative - espe

cially in terms of the relationship between Jesus and his works; the christology of John.

Painter's alternative to the disruption theory - to interpret John 10 as a continuation of chapter

9 and to understand it in the context of conflict - is therefore better accounted for. This

.approach also enables him to use the conflicts in the great debates and disputes between Jesus

and 'the Jews' in the five chapters preceding John 10 as key for the interpretation of John 10

(Painter 1991 :54).

The incidence of conflict in John is introduced by the references to persecution in 5: 16 and the

attempt to kill Jesus in 5:18 (cf Painter 1991:53). This event takes place after the healing of

the man at the pool of Bethesda. The narrator informs us that it is because Jesus healed the

man on the sabbath (notice that the command to take up the bed and walk takes place on the

sabbath - which indicates that the healing itself is related to a breaking of sabbath regulations)

that the Jews persecuted him: KCiL OLa. TOtrro eoiwKov 01. 'IovoCiLoL TOV 'Irwouv, on TCiUTCi hroieL

ev aCil3136ncp. Jesus' response to this comment of the narrator - and we may infer: to those

who confront him in their persecution - is: 0 oe ['I1]aoiJ~J.a1reKpivCiTo Cii.JTOL~, '0 1rCiT~P P.OV

ew~ apn ep-yareTw, KCx-YW ep-yar0J.1.w. The narrator informs us that OLa. TOUTO obv p.&'>-'>-'ov

eNTOVV CiVTOV 01. 'IovoCiLOL Cx1rOK78LVW, OTt OV p.ovov eAvev TO aal3(3CiTOv, Cx>-,>-,a. KCiL 1rCiTepCi

LOLOV eAe-yev TOV 8eov Laov eCiVTOV 1rOLWV T4> 8e0. The three reasons that the narrator provides·

are related to Jesus' breaking of the sabbath and to Jesus calling God his own Father and

making himself - EmvTov 1rOLWV - equal to the Father.

This links up with other incidents where 'the Jews' attempt to kill Jesus: 7: 19,20,25,32,44;

8:20,59; 10:31-33,39. For the purposes of providing a link with John 10, Painter (1991:53)

extracts the point that Jesus
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justified his action (vy'ork, ep-yov) by appeal to his relation to the Father (5:17-18), a

theme taken up in 10:14-18, 29..;}9, where another attempt to kill (stone) Jesus is

described' .

In the context of John 10, the main charge is blasphemy .. a charge already implicit in 5: 18. In

order to refute this charge, Jesus appeals to both his relation to the Father and to his works.

Whereas Jesus' appeal to his relation to the Father justifies his works in 5: 17, Jesus justifies

his relation to the Father with a claim to his works in 1O:25,37f. This double interaction

between claim and justificatiqn of the claim is typical of Johannine style. Whereas Jesus' heal

ings constitute sabbath-br~~n&.works and his discourses blasphemy for 'the Jews' (who

remain blind), these represent healing, restitution and the demonstration of the presence of the

spiritual which the Logos-Jesus represents in the material world for those who 'see' and com

prehend his real character. This link of the division or schism (10: 19-21) with the very promi

nent motifs of the identity of Jesus and people's reaction to him ties up very closely with the

rest of the Gospel. The perceived break between 9:40f and 10: 1 - which also includes a·

change in topic, from blindness to the shepherd discourse .. is then accounted for. With this

understanding, it becomes important for us to treat the shepherd discourse as intended by the

author and· to r~j_~_ct the ideas concerning displacement, rearrangement or disruption (cf also

Jeremias 1968:494-495).

1 provide an overview of Painter's views on the allegorical interpretation of the ecclesiastical

conflict between 'the Jews' and the Johannine community as represented in John 9-10.

1.4.1 The 1rC¥POLjLl.C¥ of John 10:1-5

In his comparison of John 10: 1-18 with 15: 1-11, Bauckham (1987) has pointed out that John

15: 1-11 comprises an allegorical exposition in the form of an extended 8-YW eijlL-saying of a

presumably lost parable of Jesus. If this structure is compared to John 10, 10: 1-5 represents

the parable, 10:6 a transitory statement and 10:7-18 the allegorical explanation_ of the parable.

In both these allegories, the relation between the Father, Jesus and the believers is elucidated.

Together with Jesus' parabolic sayings in 5:19f and 12:24, the parable in 10:1-5 and the two
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allegories in 10:7ff and 15: 1ff are the only incidences of the parable-allegorical exposition

complex so frequently encountered in the Synoptics (cf also Mk 4:8-20 & Mt 13:37-43). This

seems amore plausible explanation than that of Barrett. For Barrett (1967:304) the discourse

is neither a parable nor an allegory, because it lacks the form of the Synoptic parables. He

regards the shepherd discourse as a symbolic utterance which is related somewhat to a parable

and an allegory.

In John 10: 1-18, we find that both the' 7rapOLtLia proper and the allegorical explanation are

introduced with the double 'AtL~v statement by Jesus. The main purpose of this duplication of

the 'AtL~v-formula adds solemnity to the saying of Jesus which follows' (Barrett 1967:155 &
'. .

Painter 1991 :55). I agree with Painter (1991 :57) that to regard this as an indication of a

quotation of the speech of the historical Jesus .from the tradition (cf Lindars 1972:355) is

negated by the fact that many other sayings introduced by the 'A~~ v-formula in John (25

incidences) clearly reflect the evangelist's own hand. If we accept this view, then the next

question to be answered is the question about the historical probability that the 7rapOLtLia.

belongs to the tradition, i.e. is it a traditional parable of Jesus or was it constructed by John?

Painter's (1991:58) view is that '10:1-5 is a lohannine construction making use of traditional

themes and motifs'. His argument is that even though there is no direct evidence that this

parable belongs to the tradition, it does reflect characteristics of John's reworking of traditional

material (Painter's 1991 :5'6ff). His argument is three-fold: a) the strongest evidence'"is that

10:7ff does not continue the motifs of the 7iapOLtLia (l 0: 1-5) adequately, thereby indicating

that 10:1-5 is an earlier stratum, that John's allegorical explanations - where he addresses

issues which were regarded as important for his community - are secondary and that it has to '

do with the judgment upon the Jewish authorities for their attitude towards Jesus; b) 10: 1-5

represents themes and motifs present in traditional Synoptic material, e.g. Mark 6:34 (= Mt

9:36); the Q parable of the lost sheep (Mt 18:12-14 = Lk 15:3-7); Mark 14:27 (= Mt 26:31

= Zch 13:7 & cf also Jn 10:12'& 16:32 on the scattering of the sheep); 'c) the reworking of

Old Testament motifs in gospel material is a procedure used by both John and the Synoptics, cf

the depiction of God as Shepherd of Israel (cf Ps 23: 1; 80:2; 74: i; 79: 13; 95:7; 100:3; Is
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40: 11; Jr 31 :9) and the leaders of the people as true or false shepherds in Ezekiel 34, Jeremiah

7:1, etc. (cf Nm 27:17; Ps 78:70-72; Jr 2:8; 10:20; 12:10; Ez 34; 37:24; Mi 5:3 PsSol 17:45

& al'so Dodd 1992:358ff; Barrett 1978:373-375). A primary point of contact between all these

references is that a 'need' for a shepherd exists. This need has arisen because of many circum

stantial realities in the situation in which the authors of these various texts find themselves. To

various degrees, these circumstances are attributed to the neglect or exploitive and destructive

practices of the leaders of Israel. The same is true of John. (This will be further researched in

chapter 3ff of this dissertation.)

Painter (1991 :57) puts forward this view against Robinson's (1955:233-240) who' holds that

10: 1-5 is a parable \vhich was merged from two distinct parables in the tradition. He finds the

theory of the two conflated· parables unconvincing on the basis of his arguments as explicated

above. To this may be added that the argument for the two conflated parables does not rest on

the 7rapOLjlLa itself, but on the allegorical exposition of verse 7ff. Moreover, Robinson's view

that 10: 1-3a represents Jesus' challenge of the 'watchmen' of Israel (represented by the

()vpwpo<; in the first parable) makes Jesus' entering of the sheepfold dependent on their recog-

nition of Jesus - of which there is no evidence either in the immediate context of John 10 or in

John's narrative as a whole. Since Painter holds that 10:7ff represents a second substratum,

Robinson's (as well as Kysar's [1986:159] who argued that John 10:1-18 comprise of four

allegories) argument falls away.

Turning to the interpretation of the 7rapOLjlLa , Painter (1991: 57f) regards the allegorical identi

fication of the ()vpwpo<; as a special problem. Viewed from the perspective of the story's sig

nificance in its traditional form, the Baptiz~~~~ht be regarded as the ()vpwpo<; who opens the·

way or door for Jesus as Shepherd. Viewed from the perspective of the significance of the

story for the Johannine community, Jesus might be regarded as the ()vpwpo<; and the leaders in

the community as the shepherd(s). Be it as it may. Painter (1991:58) accepts that the

7rapoLj.J.La refers to the Baptizer and the shepherd to Jesus.

J
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1.4.2 The 7rexPOLJ.l.I.ex and the Johannine community

Departing from his earlier argument (Painter 1986:31-61) that John 9 comprises three strata

.(miracle story: 9: 1-3,6-11; the dialogues: 9:13-38; judgment pronounced by Jesus: 9:39-41),

Painter (1991:58) states that the third stratum, 9:39-41, is continued in John 10:1-5. Since he

believes that the 7rCiPOLJ.l[Ci is a Johannine construction in which traditional motifs were used,

he argues that the 1rCiPOLJ.l.iCi basically 'fits the context of the Johannine community rather than

that of Jesus'. The judgment of Jesus in 9:39-41 is then primarily used to 'execrate the author

ities who have cast out the Johannine believers' and together with 10: 1-6 'express the perspec

tive of the Johannine community in the face of excommunication from the synagogue' (Painter

..... >. 1991 :59). These words are addressed to some of the Pharisees, eK TWV rPCiPWCiiwv nV8<; who

in 9: 16 criticize Jesus for not keeping the sabbath. Others in 9: 13-17 (a'..)\OL) do no take this

into consideration but concentrate on the significance of the sign. Within these ranks, a

(JXi(JJ.lCi is said to arise. If this is compared with 10: 19-21, Painter (1991 :59) believes that the

majority (1rOAAOL) who accuse Jesus of being mad in theological terms, represent those who

accused him earlier of breaking the sabbath. Those who believe (aAAoL), represent those who

concentrated on the (JYJJ.l8~Ci of Jesus. Since John uses 'the Jews' and 'the Pharisees' inter

changeably, and the UXi(JJ.lCi exists in both groups, the judgment of Jesus in 9:41 is a judgment

of the unbelieving Pharisees and Jews (9:39,41; 10:1-5) - those who cast out the man who was

healed from his blindness from the synagogue (9:22,34).

Applied to the situation m the Johannine community, 'the authority of the recognized .

shepherds ofIsrael is challenged' (Painter 1991 :60) in John 10. The unbelieving Pharisees and

Jews are the thieves and robbers who did not enter by the door. The sheep - the Johannine

community - did not listen to them. Whereas action is taken against Jesus himself in John 5-8·

and 10, John 9 reveals action taken against those who confess Jesus to be the Christ. The

blind man in John 9 represents the Johannine community which is in conflict with the

synagogue and which has been cast out by the unbelieving Jewish leaders.

1.4.3 The allegorical interpretations of John 10:1-18

Painter (1991 :60f) distinguishes three strata in John 10: 1-21: the 1rCiPOLJ.liCi of 10: 1-5f, the first
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allegorical interpretation of 10:7-10 and the second allegorical interpretation of 10: 11-19. He

holds that 10:19-21 links up with 10:11-18.

On the issue of the identification of the intra-narrative audience, Painter argues that Jesus

addresses the same audience in John 10 as the one referred to in 9:41 and 10:6 in 10:7-10 - the

unbelieving Pharisees. Even though 10:6 and the use of 7reXALIJ may imply a change of

audience' - the believing readers (cf Schnackenburg 1980: 288) - Painter argues that the

allegorical links provide a unity between the different sections in John 10 and therefore also for

the intra-narrative audience. Since the 7rapOLJlLa and 10:7-10 'condemn the false shepherds

whom Jesus addresses in 9:41',10:7-10 is addressed on the intra-narrative level to the

unbelieving Pharisees. The Jewish authorities are co~demned for their failure to recognize and

believe in the only true shepherd of the sheep, aswell as for their unwillingness to submit to

his authority and teaching in spite of both his teaching and works or signs. Since the broader

audience referred to in 10: 19-21 presupposes 10: 11-18, .these verses are addressed to them.

On the extra-narrative level, the author was addressing the believing community, giving them

'assurance '" that they have found life, salvation' (Painter 1991:61). The 8'YW erJlL-sayings

then function on two levels - both as an address to the unbelieving Pharisees and as an address

to the believing community. This two-level communication event is also in keeping with the

christology of John. On the intra-narrative level, Jesus is rejected because of what he says to

his opponents. On the extra-narrative level, Jesus has to be accepted in terms of what he

reveals to the readers about his real nature. They recognize Jesus as the door which opens up

to salvation. Consequently, they follow him as Shepherd.

It is against" the background of this argumentthat·Painter (1991 :6lff) pro~ides interpretations'

of both 10:7-10 and 10: 11-18.

1.4.3.1 The interpretation of 10:7-10

Although a new theme is introduced \vith the 8'YW eiJlL-sayings and we encounter a change from

Jesu~.J'e'r1tering the sheepfold as Shepherd in i0: 1-5 to Jesus as the d~or throuah whom the
. 0

sheep enter and exit in 10:7-10, 10:7-10 can basically be regarded as an allegorical interpreta-
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tion of the 7rCipo~J1iCi. Painter (1991 :61) states that the change was most probably influenced

by

the evangelist's characteristic christocentric treatment of a theme from the gospel

tradition (Q, Lk 13:24 = Mt 7:13-14) concerning entering the door to life/salvation,

a development reflected in John 14:6, which may have influenced the interpretation of

Jesus as the door in 10:7,9.

John 10:8,10 has links with the 7rCipo~J1iCi. The main difference is that whereas the 7rCipo~J1iCi

contrasts Jesus as Shepherd (7rO~J1~v) to the 'self-styled shepherds of Israel' who are the thieves

and robbers (KA87rTf)C; KCit ATla7~C;) this thread is modified to portray Jesus as the door of life

and to lay the groundwork for identifying Jesus as Good Shepherd in the second interpretation; ..

Painter (1991:62) then argues that even though 10:7-10 is addressed to the unbelieving

Pharisees, it was primarily aimed at 'waverers in- the synagogue, affirming that only by facing

excommunication and entering the Johannine community could they have life'. It was

obviously also addressed to the Johannine community to 'assure them that they had eternal

life' .

1.4.3.2 The interpretation of 10:11-18

In this section, the contrast between Jesus as Shepherd (7rOLJ1~V) and the Pharisees as the

thieves and robbers (KAi7r7y/C; KCit ATla7~C;) is replaced by the ne~ contrast between Jesus as

Good Shepherd (0 7rO~J1~V 0 KCiAOC;) and the Jews as a hireling who allows the wolf to ravage

the sheep (J1W(}W70C;; AVKOC;). The contrast is between the sheep that 'belong' to the Shepherd

together with the argument that he gives his life for the sheep on the ~~e hand and the hireling·

to whom the sheep do not belong and who flees in a situation of danger. This motif most

probably refers to experiences of the Johannine believers (cf Painter 1991 :62) ..

On the question of the identity vfthe hireling, Painter (1991:63) argues that since there is no
...... -

link with the thieves and robbers (KA87rTf)C; KCit ATla7~C;) or the unbelieving Jews, the jiia()w7oc;

may refer to an individual in the Johannine group. This character has a legitimate position in
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the group. In the shepherd discourse, however, his authority is relativized in favour of Jesus

as the Good Shepherd. This contrast may then indicate a conflict inside the Johannine com

munity. The shepherd discourse - and for that matter the whole narrative - emphasizes that no

leader can replace Jesus - not even Peter. The tradition about Peter's denial and his reinstate

ment portrayed in Mark 14:27-31 (and par.) is also taken up by John (cf Jn 13:36-38; 21:15

19). In addition to the thematic links between John 10 and 21 - which I have already referred

to - these facts provide a further link: no shepherd or leader (of the Johannine flock) and not

even Peter can replace Jesus as Leader and Shepherd. This goes for the J.LWBWTOC; too. To

qualify as Shepherd, one has to lay down one's life for the sheep in line with the divine will.

,."!'

The general identity of the J,WJ(}WTOC; can be recovered from the response of forsaking the sheep

and fleeing (a</>LT]enV Ta 7rPO(3CiTCi KCiZ </>e£rysL) before the AVKOC;. This response of the

J.LWBWTOC; is based on the fact that 0 J.LWBWTOC; KCiZ OUK WV 7rOLJ.L~V, o~ OUK eonv Ta 7rPO(3CiTCi

LOW. The identity of the wolf (0 AVKOC;), likewise, can be retrieved from the context as well as

from other incidences where the New Testament refers to the activities of 'wolves'. Painter

(1991 :63) argues that the references to the activity of scattering' (OKOP7rLtSL) of wolves in

Zechariah 13:7, Acts 20:28, Matthew 7:15, 1 John 2:19 and 4:1 represent false teaching in the

believing communities. It is these teachings which shatter the unity of the communities and

cause schisms within the community. In contrast to Jesus, the hired servant flees and leaves

the sheep to the wolf (heretic teaching) on J.LWBWTOC; eonv KCiZ ou J.LS!l.SL CiUT({J 7rSpZ TWV

7rpo(3aTWV. Painter(l991 :64) states in this regard,

The wolf takes his opportunity in the neglect of the hireling. Once the situation of con-
--

fusion has arisen, the hireling, claiming to be the shepherd, seeks to assert his authority.

The evangelist, however, argues that the scattering of the flock is a result of the flight of

the hireling and that confusion can not be remedied by an appeal to authority.

This argument can be accepted as far as it goes. However, to infer that the 'hireling's claim to

authority is a claim to 'institutional authority' founded in Peter, takes it too far.' The only evi

;dence for this view is the interpreter's interpretive links between John 10 and 21.
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In John 10:14-18, John expresses the relationship of Jesus to the sheep and to the Father. This

relationship is a common theme in the whole gospel. However, the theme's expression in

these tenns in these verses, is unique in the whole gospel. In contrast to Bultinann's

(1971 :380f) view that a mystical (Gnostic) tradition - emphasizing the unity of a heavenly

being with the intermediary and the Gnostic community - underlies John 10: 14-18, Painter

(1991 :64) argues that the mutuality fonnula can also be explained as a portrayal of 'sectarian

consciousness'. As such, 'the evangelist's image of the community (is) ... the mirror image of

his christology'. The loose-standing reference to a similar unity in the Q-tradition (Mt 11 :25

27 = Lk 10:21-22) may support this view.

Painter (1991 :65) continues and states that the content of the mutual knm'v'ledge can be

retrieved from the 7rc¥po~/lic¥ - referring to the relation between Jesus and his own - and from

10:15 - referring to the relationship between Jesus and the Father. The Son's knowledge of his

own is expressed in his calling them by name, which call is expressed in him giving his life for

them and his taking it up again. This knowledge of him is expressed in the sheep who know.

his voice and who follow him, i.e. their obedienc~'to his call. The mutual knowledge of Jesus

and his Father, can be seen in him laying down his life and taking it up again (10: l5b, 17-18)

and that he does this on the Father's command. The Father's knowled.:~e of the Son can be

seen in the Son being sent and commanded by the Father. The Son's knowledge of the Father

is portrayed in Jesus' obedience to the will of his Father. Hence, it is this unique relationship

that makes Father, Son an.d believing community one.

It is against the background of this argument that Painter (1991 :65) argues that the metaphoric

expression of Jesus as b 7ro~J.Li7V b KC¥AOC; transcends that of Jesus as h ()vpc¥ TWJI 7rpo(3CtTWJI. In

both the B'YW eij.l.~-sayings in 10: 11-13 and 10: 14-18, the statement that the Shepherd gives his

life for the sheep and takes it up again plays the most important role. Jesus as Shepherd,

therefore, reveals more important infonnation about who he is than his function as door. It is

.. especially in this assertion - about Jesus' death and resurrection - that John's gbspel transcends

Gnostic ~iews. .Moreover, the other sheep which Jesus as Shepherd intends to bring into the

community (In 10: 16) may not refer to Gentile Christians but eitherto other Jewish Christians
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or perhaps the scattered Johannine community (cf 1 Jn 4: 1 and Mt 7: 15).

1.4.4 The response to the shepherd discourse

In the response of John 10: 19-21, the discourse returns again to the surface level. The state

ment that the ax'iaj.Lcx occurs again (7rCXALV) is an analeptic reference to John 7: 43. Here, as in

John 10, the axiawx. occurs because of the words (rwv AO,,/WV rovrwv) of Jesus. The majority

rejects his words because they regard him as a demon and that he is raving. The minority

accepts his teaching with an appeal to his works (the healing of the blind man). This appeal to

Jesus' works provides the basis for the discourse in 10:31-39. What is significant, however, is

that it is the appeal to Jesus' words about his identity - i.e. the christological appeal - that

causes the axiaj.Lcx. Whereas the break with the synagogue occurred in chapter 9 in terms of

the Jews who cast out the healed man, 10: 19-21 brings the' conflict between Jesus and the Jews

to the fore. The reader realizes that the final conflict is still in the future. On a second level

of interpretation - the question about legitimate leadership in the believing community - the

schism indicates the priority of Jesus over and above the Jewish leaders (cf Painter 1991:66f).

1.4.5 The controversy between Jesus and the Jews

With regard to the controversy or disputation in 10:22-39, Painter (1991 :67ff) addresses two

basic issues: 1) the question about Jesus' identity and the attempts to kill him and 2) theappeal

to the special relationship between Jesus (and his words and works) and the Father in the

defense of Jesus' messianic status and role.

1.4.5.1 The question about Jesus' identity and the attempts to kill him

The theme of conflic( controversy ;nd rejection of Jesus' claims about his identity has been'

introduced in chapter five. This theme is developed through both the incidence of some dis

ciples who were seeking to betray Jesus (6:60-71) and the attempts to arrest (7ruiaw - 7:30,

32,44; 8:20; 10:39; 11 :57) and kill or stone (a7rOKTe'ivw; Aieovr; ... - 7: 19,20,25; 8:59;

10:31,33; 11:49-50) him. These are responses to Jesus' actual words and/or works or his

claims about his words and/or works or about his identity. The question put to Jesus in John

10:24 prompts a defense of these issues as well as the response to attempt to kill Jesus in
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10:39. Jesus' defense is a defense against

the Jewish charge of ditheism, but alsO against the charge laid by Christian Jews that this

christology is not true to Jesus' messianic status and role' (Painter 1991 :68).

The defense itself occupies most of John 10:22-39.

1.4.5.2 The appeal to the special relationship between Jesus: (and his words and

works) and the Father in the defense of Jesus' messianic status and role.

Painter (1991 :68) distinguishes six distinct elements in the defense. These are: a) Jesus ref~rs

to his earlier revelations about who he is and that they did not accept his words then; b) his

claim about his identity is supported by the works done in his Father's name; c) their unbelief

is founded in the fact that they are not his own sheep; d) his own sheep hear his voice and fol

low him; e) since he gives his own sheep eternal life, they shall not perish and not be snatched

from him (the greatness of the Father will also prevent them from being snatched); f) 'I and

the Father are one' forms the climax of the defense.

. John 10:37-38 takes up the theme of a and b and asserts the particular Johannine conception of

Jesus as it finds expression in the title, 'Son of God' (cf also 20:31). The argument in c,d and

e !ev~als the sectarian consciousness of the Johannine community: it draws a line between the

mass of the people who do not belief and the Johannine community who do. The few are then

assured of the correctness of their belief and the security which it brings with it. The defense

culminates in the argument that the security is dependent on the believers' belief in the correct·

relationship between Jesus and the Father. Basic motifs in the 7rCXpmjJ.Lcx and its interpretation

in 10:1-18 are used as background material throughout the argument, e.g. the motifs attached

to the shepherd and sheep, the role of the wolf, the motif of security in the Father's hand, etc.

Central to the whole argument is 'the paradox that is central to Johannine christology' (Painter

1991 :69). Jesus is both equal to the Father and subordinated to him. Painter (1991:69) argues
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the closest we can get to the formulation of John's view is that he proposed an ontolo

gical equality and a functional subordination, because, if Jesus did not do the Father's

will he could not make the Father known.,

The equality is then situated in the fact that Jesus does make the Father's will known - indicat

ing an identity of action. As Son of God, Jesus functions as the Father's emissary. Painter

(1991 :70) points out that this' emissary christology has its roots in the Synoptic tradition' (cf Q

= Mt 10:40; Lk 10:16 and also Mk 9:37). This indicates the functional relationship between

Jesus and the Father. However, the christology here is also more than a mere emissary

christology. Painter (1991:71) points out that

the emissary is not only sent, he is the one "whom the Father sanctified and sent into the

world" (ov 6 7rCiT~P ~'Y[Ci(JSV KCit. Cx7ri(JTSLASV sk TOV KO(JJ.L0J), Jn 10:36).. :. It implies

that the emissary is not merely a human messenger but comes from the divine side of

reality into the world. With the combination of functional and ontological sonship we

find the distinctive Johannine christology, which is the result of a reinterpretation of the

tradition.

..
The argument ends with an appeal to the works of Jesus (1) thereby indicating that

the provisional acceptance of the emissary status of Jesus is an acceptable beginning,

tpough Jesus' own words call for the acceptance of an. ontological sonship (Painter

1991 :71).

The primacy of the works, coupled with the oneness (10:30), or the fact that Jesus is in the

Father and the Father in him (10:38) and the Jewish Christians' rejection of Jesus provides an

important thread with regard to the social significance of the Johannine christology.

The significance of the christology in the conflict with the synagogue i~ further ~nhanced by

the reference to the time-indication in 10:22. It took place during the feast of Dedication - a
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celebration of the purification of the temple after Antiochus Epiphanes' acts of profanation.

The symbolic significance is that Jesus' unity with the Father .and the believers in itself sig

nifies a purification of Jewish cultic life.

1.4.6 John 10:40-42

Redactional critically speaking, these verses could have followed either 20:30f or the 7rapoLj1.La

_ identifying the ()upWPC)(; with John the Baptizer. Be it as it may. In the present position, it

functions as the conclusion to the defense of Jesus' identity. As such, it reveals that the masses

believe on the basis of signs (cf 2:23; 3:2; 6:2,14; 11 :45,47f; 12: 18,37,42) - and not on the

basis of the words which one would expect in this context.

1.5 THERELATIONSIllP BETWEEN THE SHEPHERD DISCOURSE AND THE

SYNOPTICS

The presupposition that the author of the Fourth Gospel depended on the synoptic tradition for .
.

the compositiQn of John 10 can be argued on the basis of the respective links of 10: 1-18 and

10: 22-38 with Synoptic material. The links of 10:22ff comprise a) the Synoptic trial narrative

character of 10:22ff (linking up especially with Lk 22:66ff), b)the double disputes in 10:24-30

and 32-38 and c) the christological self-revelation in Je~us' confession of his sonship of God.

The links of 10:1-18 with the Synoptics comprise a) the reference to Zechariah 13:7 (cf Mk

14:27; Mt 26'~3( implicit reference in Jn 16:1,32), b) Jesus' willingness to lay down his life

(cf Mk 10:45) and c) the fact that this precedes 'the anticipated passion narrative which in turn

brings the whole shepherd discourse into the ambit of Jesus' death (cf Sabbe 1991:75-93).

In his argument, Sabbe (1991 :76-85) first addresses the possible links of John 10:22-38 with

the Synoptics and then proceeds to address possible links of 10: 1-18.

1.5.1 The trial nature of John 10:22-38

The Synoptic trial narrative character of 10:22ff is evident in its narrative framework (10:24a,

31,39), the question "Ew~ 7rOTe T~V 1f;ux~v ~j1.WV arpeL~; er ail eI 0 XPWTOC;, ei7r8 ~j1./'v
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7rO'.ppr]CJLr;t'., (10:24b-30) and Jesus' defense that he is the Son of God (10:32-38). The narrative

framework reveals similarities in the portrayal of Jesus' opponents as hostile (10:24,31), the

use of iKVKAWJQ'.V o&v O'.VTOV 01. 'Iov8aLoL indicating a hostile 'encircling' of Jesus (d Jn 1:26;

20:19,26; Lk 2:46; 22:27; 24:36; Mk 14:60; Mt 18:2; Ac 1:15; 17:22; 27:21) and the

reference to the Jews threatening to kill Jesus (8:59a; 10:31; 11:8 - even though the reference

to stoning is not attested in the Synoptic passion tradition, the threats to kill Jesus are) (Sabbe

1991 :76f).

The trial frame present in the narrative framework is further developed in the double di~putes

of 10:24-30 and 32-38. These disputes form part of the trial elements spread out over the

whole gospel: the temple logion is placed at the beginning (2: 19), Jesus reveals himself as

Messiah and Son of God throughout the narrative (4:25f; 5: l7f; 8:58; 10:30-38), the Jews

attempt to arrest or kill him at various points in the narrative (5:18; 7:32; 8:59; 10:31) and an

official condemnation to death already occurs in 11 :47-53. Against this background, the trial

scene of John (18: 19-24) 'cannot really be considered a trial of Jesus' (Sabbe 1991 :77f When

the information in 10:24-30 is compared with the trial scenes in the Synoptic Gospels, John

reveals the closest similarity with Luke 22:66ff (Sabbe 1991 :78), The high priest's question in

Mark 14:65 and Matthew 26:65 and Jesus' self-proclamation are split in two in Luke 22:66ff.

The double Ai'YoVTGC; eL (TV el 0 XPWTOC; Gi7rOV ~1J.LV (Lk 22:67) and 8l7rO'.v 8e 7rCtVTGC;' (TV o&v cl

o vLoc; TOU ()eou; (Lk 22:70) are here similar to eAe"(ov O'.VT'!J (oL 'Iov80'.LOL) ... 8L (TV el 0

XPWTOC;, Gi7re ~1J.LV 7rO'.PP'T}(TLr;t'. (JnJO:24), and Jesus' revelatory ans\~er ... cnro 70U vutheaTW 0

vLoC; TOU av()pw7rOV KO'.()~1J.eVoc; iK 8e~Lwv T~C; 8VVCt1J.8WC; TOU 8eou (Lk 22:69). Likewise, his

response to the question of whether he is the Son of God, 'T1J.8LC; Ai'YeTG on f,'Yw d1J.L is similar

to on el7rov, TioC; TOU eeo!.' ei1J.L (In 10:36). Additional arguments for John's dependence on

the Lukan account include the similarity of Jesus' adversaries in John and Luke, Jesus' answer

in John 10:25 which seems like a paraphrase of Luke 22:67, the concept of unbelief (10:25

and 26) and the union between Jesus and his Father (d Sabbe1991:81).

Even though the christological se1j~revelation III Jesus' confession of his sonship does not

easily match Luke's account, Jesus" overt expression of who he is in John 10:36 is precisely
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similar to what Sabbe (1991: 81) calls 'a synthesis' of <JV O~/I ei b VLO<; TOU Beou; and TJle'i<;

'Ai"(ere OiL B"(W eip.L (Lk 22:70). Since there is no other explicit reference by Jesus himself

that he is Son of God in John (but cf 10:36= a midrash of Ps 82:6), the most appropriate

place to find a link is with the Synoptic tradition, especially Luke. Sabbe (1991 :82) further

argues that the charge of blasphemy (In 10:33,36) links more closely with Matthew 26:65a (=

Mk 14:64) and that other similar charges in John (5: 18; 10:33; 19:7) are e1aborations of the

Synoptic charges - especially as found in Luke. John 10:32-38 can then be regarded as an

expanded midrash argument of the '1'1.0<; TOU ()eou eiJlL (In 10:36) statement of Jesus. Sabbe

(1991: 84f) holds that despite the possibility that these similarities may indicate the existence of

a particularly Johannine tradition or pre-Johannine documents which influenced both John and

the Synoptics, there is enough evidence for direct influence of John by the Synoptic:.9ospe1s.

EverY though we cannot develop the argument here, his arguments are not convincing. Smal-

1ey's (1992:38-40) identification of a common tradition from which both the Synoptic Gospels
~ .

and John drew seems more appropriate.

Following Robinson, Smalley's (1992) basic argument is that the dependence theory does not

account for historical information in John which can be argued to be more correct than that·

found in the Synoptics. t: more appropriate view is to place both John and the Synoptics on an

equal footing, namely that both the Synoptics and John used the tradition for their own keryg

matic and historical purposes.

1.5.2 The discourse of the shepherd and the sheep (John 10:1-21)

Sabbe (1991: 85ff) argues that the links between 10: 1-18 and the Synoptics can be identified in

terms of the motifs associated with the shepherd and the sheep (Zch 11: 9,15-17; 12: 10; 13:7 _.

Mk 14:27f,50; Mt 18:12-14; 26:3lf,56; Jn 13:36-38; 16:3lf; 19:37; Lk 15:4-7; 22:31-34; Ez

34:12-16 - Mt 10:6; 15:24), the willingness of the shepherd to die (Zch 13:7 - Mk 10:45 =

Mt 20:28; Lk 22:27; Jn 13:34; 15:12-14), the motif of mutual knowledge between shepherd

and sheep on the one hand and Jesus and the Father on the other (Lk 10:22 = Mt 11:27), the·

door of ~alvation (Mt 7: 13f; Lk 13:24; and echoes of sheep and wolf in relation to entering,

salvation and knowledge - Lk 13:25,27 = Mt 7:23; 25: 12), the relationship between John's
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7rCXPOLj1-LCX and the Synoptics' 7rCXPCX(JOA~ (Mk 4:l0f = Mt l3:l0f; Lk 8:9f; cf also Mk 4:33f;

7:17; and Is 6:9f- Mt 13:13-15 = Mk 4:12; Lk 8:10b) and the division of 'the Jews' after

Jesus' shepherd discourse (In 10:19-21 = Mk 3:22& par. and Mk 3:21). All these links and

especially the use of Zechariah provides a common cluster of characteristics for both John and

the Synoptic Gospels. The oracle of Zechariah 12-13 - which has to do with the siege of

Jerusalem, the protection 0es~ inhabitants and their mourning for the man who was wounded

and killed - is transformed into a situation of conversion and blessing on the day of the Lord.

Accordingly, the suffering figure (Zch 12: 10; 13:7) is 'understood as a prophetic symbol com

ing to its fulfi11ment in the death of Jesus' (Sabbe 1991:86). The fact that John 10:22-38

precedes the passion riarrative has the -[unction of bringing the whole shepherd discourse into

the sphere of Jesus' death. Jesus' death, then, is the ultimate sign confirming his legitimacy as

Shepherd. If is also the sign which brings the dispersed and scattered flock (which may

include those still in Judaism) together and restore it.

The evidence of shepherd imagery which proleptically refers to Jesus' death in the Synoptic

Gospels leads Sabbe (1991 :93) to conclude that John depended on the Synoptics for the con

structing of his gospel. He states that the

striking inspiration from the Synoptic Gospels, which is valid for John in general, helps

us to explain its compositional aspect and its theological significance (Sabbe 1991:93) .

. This view is, however mistaken as pointed out above with reference to Smalley's views.

Applied to John 10, the argument may be that the similarities between John 10 and the Synop

tics' use of sh~pherd imagery formed part of the tradition and that both John and the Synoptics .

used the tradition in their respective constructions of their texts.
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1.6 THE STRUCTURE OF THE SHEPHERD DISCOURSE IN ITS SYNTACTIC AND

NARRATIVE CONTEXT

1.6.1 Demarcation, co-text and narratorial interpretation

Du Rand (1991 b) places his interpretation in the syntactical and narratorial interpretive or·

hermeneutical context. In the broader theoretical discussion of hermeneutics, he states,

the relationship between text and interpreter within a certain perspective of interpretation

and context results as a whole in meaning. The perspective on the text determines

therefore the outcome of the interpretation (Du Rand 1991 b:95f).

The most appropriate perspectives are those which take the text's own" internally used dis

cipline into consideration as well as use a contemporary analogical discipline. This is impor

tant, because the interpretive meaning one arrives at will be determined by the'i-l"Iles and ques-

tions asked and answered particular to a discipline. He chooses the syntactical and narratorial

approach because the nature of the text as a narrative or a 'linguistic literary phenomenon' is

then accounted for. That means, the language of the text, the relationship of words in the text

to each other, the understanding of certain concepts at the time of the encoding of the text and

the understanding of these concepts by the people of the time are taken into consideration in

the syntactic narratorial interpretation. This approach is important, because it allows us to

arrive at the true meaning of-the 'text - at least within the context of the narratorial ~e~dino of
.•...••.... '._ I:>

the text.

.. ".'-"

Du Rand (1991 b:94f) argues that a narratorial interpretation of John should take John 5-10 as a '

unit. In this complex, the breaks between Ked 7fCLpcrywv (9: 1) and 8:57, the change of locality

here as well as the break between the ending of the shepherd discourse complex in 10: 42 and

the start of a new narrative about Lazarus in 11: 1, identifies John 9-10 as an even closer unit

and should be interpreted as a whole. Viewed from the perspective of John 10, this chapter
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has a variety of pointsof contact with chapter 9, e. g. the same audience, locality, references to

time, the reference to the healed man in 10:21, "~nd other concepts (viae;: 10:36 - 9:35;

CJ)(Lap.a: 10: 19-21 - 9: 16). As far as the time references in 10:22 and 7: 10 is concerned, Du

Rand (1991 b:95) points out that if we read the gospel of John on two levels,

that of the Jesus events and that of the community situation, the order of events need not

be synchronised chronologically according to the feasts. However, it should be noted that

10: 1-21 serves as a hinge and points forward to the feast of Dedication, ... in 10: 26-7.

This point of departure. allows Du Rand to interpret the three motifs of the relationship

between shepherd and sheep, the contrast between the shepherd and the thieves, robbers and

hireling and the relationship between Jesus, the Father and~·the sheep in John 10 against the

background of John 9. The importance of-these motifs come to the fore in the rising unbelief

and hostility towards Jesus in chapters 5-10, 'especially from the religious establishment in

Jerusalem (spatial framework) around the time of the mentioned feasts (cultural framework)'

(Du Rand 1991b:95). In or~yr to provide an adequate interpretation ofthese features of the "",,.

larger context, Du Rand (1991b:94) draws on 'the theoretical pluralism in the humanities, par

ticularly from general linguistics and literary science'. In contrast to the sociological and

psychological approaches, this approach draws on syntactics (to explicate the text-internal sign-

relations), semantics (to explicate sign-relations with text-external meaning) and pragmatics (to

explicate relations between text-internal signs and the recipient). He explains,

to bind the text together, its cohesion and coherence on the surface level should be

. analysed to respond methodologically to the syntactic dimension. The logical and

temporal relations underlying the text form the conceptual patterns of the semantic

organisation of the text, and the pragmatic dimension, then, makes use of the syntactic

and semantic analyses and describes the meaning to be materialised in the relation

between narrator and audience (Du Rand 199Ib:96).
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Du Rand (1991 b:96) puts this approach in a narrative context of interpretation. He defines the

basic approach in terms of the categorical distinctions employed by Greimas (1966 & 1971),

Bremond (1977) and Genette (1980):

the story (histoire) forms the content of the narrative text (recit) , while the act of nar

ration (narration) points to the manner in which the narrated text is presented. The text

cannot be a narrative unless it tells a story and it cannot be text unless somebody tells it

or writes it down (Du Rand 1991 b:96).

Applied to John 9-10, Du Rand follows two steps in his syntactical and structuralist narratorial

exegesis: a) a syntactical reading of the story which starts with Jesus and his disciples who

come across a blind mano(9: 1-3) develops and concludes with a statement about those across

the Jordan who believe in Jesus (10:40-42); b) an analysis of plot utilising actantial analysis of

the functions or roles on story level (Greimas), serie analysis (Bremond), a narrative inter

pretation of the relationship between text and time (Rimmon-Kenan) and the analysis of author

narrator ideology. In the concluding section, Du Rand (1991 b: 114f) interprets the relationship

of the results of the analysis with the larger complex of John 5-10.

1.6.2 A syntactical reading of John 9-10

Du Rand's (1991b:97-108) syntactical reading aims at the illumination of the effective (prag

matic) communication of meaning (deep structure) which takes place through John '9-10 by

founding it in the explication of syntactic coherence and cohesion in the text as narrative.

There are especially three elements which have to be taken into consideration in such a reading

approach to John 9-10: a) the (JTJj1.8/,OV (9: 1-7) and 7rapOLj1.La (10: 1-6) - which belong to the

semantic field of the 7rapa{3oACiL - interact and influence the other parts of the narrative; b) the

temporal progression of the themes and logical progression - i.e. the propelling of the narrative

through successive instances of dialogue, the revelation of the identity of both Jesus and the

disciples and narratorial commentary - provides unity to· the different· parts· of· chapter 9-10.
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Applied to John 9-10, Du Rand (1991b:98) states that if one looks at John 9-10 retrospec-

tively,

the change from physical blindness to spiritual insight in the one line (the condition of

the blind man - m.i.) and the pretense of sight but actual spiritual blindness of the

Pharisees in the other line (the condition of the Pharisees - m.i.), with Jesus as the point

where both lines meet, is the thematic focus. That is why the unfolding of the thematic

unity on the syntactical and semantical levels is organised temporally and also logically.

A diagrammatic overview of the whole section can be depicted as follows:

Figure 1

9: 1-7 Semeion A
9-34 Explanation: Identity B
34-41 Reaction: Division C

10: 1-6 Imagery A
7-18 Explanation: Identity B
19-21 Reaction: Schism C
22-39 Intensified explanation:

Identity B
40-2 Reaction: Belief elsewhere C

In this diagram, A denotes the work or word of Jesus, which in turn signifies his identity, B

the deed or word signifying identity which results in conflict and C the reactions of intra-

narrative characters developing from division to schisms in contrast to those who believe.

1.6.2.1 The syntactic structure of John 9:1-7, 8-34, 35-38, 39-41

a John 9:1-7

The additive consequential function of the narrative progression and cohesion becomes evident

when 9:1 - where Jesus saw (eloev) and the mentioning of the man's blindness from birth (SK

'Yeve7~C;) - is introduced and carried further by the question and answer (~pwrrJO'av ... and

a7reKpiBYj) which provide logical cohesion in 3-5. The linear performing of the sign and the

outcome of the sign (2-7) lead to a temporal as well as a causal-logical development and

climax. Syntactical markers are the two complexes, eloev (1), (3Ai7rwV (7), Lva q;avepwBT/ (3),
. : ".,;.",;, .--~¥.-
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7Ucf>f...OV (1,2,6) and 'TOU 7r8f.L1/JCl.V70c; (4 - Jesus as 'the sent one'), Cx7re(J1"Cl.f...f.L8VOc; (7 - Siloam as

'one sent'). References to 'Ta ep"(CI. (2X) and ep"(6.swBm (2X) in 9:3 introduces the notion of

the 'work' of Jesus which is continued as theme in 10:32.

b John 9:8-34

This complex is progressively and logically developed by the questions concerning Jesus'

identity, four dialogues and the narratorial discussion of anticipated audience responses. Du

Rand (1991 b: 101) depicts it as follows.

Figure 2

a
b
c

8-12
13-14
15-17

18-21
22-23
24-34

Interrogation: the man's identity
Information through commentary
Interrogation: Jesus' identity (division)

Interrogation: the man's identity

Information through commentary
Interrogation: Jesus' identity (division)

This basic structure shows that each of ai, b l and Cl is an intensification of the first cycle.

Moreover, al and Cl emphasize the healing of the blind man and Jesus' identity even more - .

Jesus is not a sinner nor just a prophet; he is 7rCl.pa Beou (cf 9:24,17,33).

Theftrst dialogue (8-14) emphasizes the identity of the healed man (8-12), introduces the ques

tion about the identity of Jesus (12), the logical progression to the Pharisees (13) and the nar

ratorial commentary that the healing took place on a sabbath (14). Verses 8-12 are propelled
. -

by three successive .questions or interrogations: OUX OV70c; (8), 7rWc; (l0) and 7rOU (12).

The second dialogue (15-17) progresses through three questions by the Pharisees, a·

preliminary finding, O~70c; 0 CxvBpw7roc; OUK Ban 7rCl.pa 70U eeou, on 70 a6.{3{3cnov 0& 71]pe'i

and from the initial description of his healing by the healed man to his answer: ITPOcf>~71]c;

ea7Lv (17). The division among the Pharisees - some respond by saying, ITwc; OVVCl.7W

CtvOPW7rOc; af.LCl.p7Wf...Oc; 70LCI.V7C1. a1]f.Le'iCl. 7ro~e'iv - is a new development in the logical develop

ment on surface level.
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The third dialogue (18-23) changes the Pharisees as audience to 'the Jews'. The reference to

their unbelief - OUK hriau;vaav - about the healing is treated in this section in two elaborate

parallel stanzas: the Jews' question 'and the answer of the parents of the healed man. The

semantic function of OUK hriau;vaav is that it contrasts and proleptically refers to the confes

sion by the healed man, IIwu;vw KVPLS (38). The references to the man (4X in the first and

3X in the second stanzas) retrospectively emphasizes the healing performed by Jesus. The nar-

ratorial comment about the decision of 'the Jews' ~07J 'Yap aVVSTBBSLV70 oi 'Iovoa~oL, Lva eCtV

m; aU70V bj.LOAO'Y~aTl XPW70V, Ct7roavvCt'Ywyo<; 'Y8vYj7m (23) proleptically refers to the

excommunication of the healed man(34-35).

The fourth dialogue (24-34) propels the narrative through five question-answer series (24-25,

26-27,28-33, 34a, 34b). Inthe first three, the Jews ask the questions and the healed man ans-

wers. The syntactic markers 70V avBpw7rov 0<; ~v 7V<bAO<;/8V oloa, on 7V<bAO<; WV, apn

{3A87rw/o<bBaAj.LOv<;/o<bBaAj.LOV<; 7V<bAOV (24, 25, 26, 30, 32) and ~VOL~8/CtV8'f~8 (26, 30, 32)

provide both progression and analeptic references to the healing. The seven references to oloa,

emphasize the certainty of the man. The certainty of the healed man is further foregrounded in

the chiastic built-up of 9:24f.

The reference to j.LaBYj7m (27) introduces the question of following after Jesus. This is ans

wered by the Jews' contrasting statement Ka~ SAoLoopYjaav aU70v Ka~ sl7rov, Ev j.LO'.BYj7~<; si

eKsivov, ~j.LsZ<; 08 70V Mwiia8w<; Saj.L8V j.LaBYj7ai· The Jews' statement ~j.LS~<; OLOO'.j.LSV on
Mwi.ias~ ASACtAYjKSV b 8so<;, 7OV70V 080UK OLOO'.j.LSV 7r08sv sa7iv is ironic for 'the reader ~ If they

believe that God has spoken to Moses, then they should know where Jesus comes from - the

reader knows he comes from above - and have ~~en more reason to believe in the one who is '

from above on the basis of his opening of the blind man"s eyes (30). This is stated openly by

the healed man in verse 30:Ct7rSKP'ieYj b avBpw7ro<; Kat. sl7rsv aU70Z<;, 'Ev 7OV7'f 'Yap 70

80'.Vj.LO'.a70v eanv, on Uj.LsZ<; OUK oLoau; 7ro8sv sa7iv, KO'.~ ~VOL~BV j.Lov 70V<; O<b80'.Aj.LOV<;. As is

evident from the contrasts in 1:17, 6:32a, 7:19, 22f, 8:5, 9:28 with 1:45,3:14, 5:45f, 6:32b,
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the question as to the nature of 'Moses', is a question of perspective. The main thrust of the

narrative is that it uses the motif of misunderstanding to indicate that the one who does

understand who Jesus is and therefore accepts him as such, is a disciple.

This brief overview of Du Rand's (1991 b) research shows the role that the question-answer

series play, that there is progression and cohesion, that Jesus' identity (which is linked to God

in 15-17, 24-34) is central to the text and that who Jesus is, brings about a response of

rejection or acceptance by individuals and a schism in groups.

c John 9:35-41

This section functions as the climax of chapter 9. The dialogue between Jesus and the healed

man and his dialogue with the Pharisees divide it into 9:35-38 and 9:39-41. The interchange

between Jesus and the healed man is structured as a chiasm, abba, where ~ indicates the act of

believing and Qthe title of Jesus (viov TOV aV8p0J7rov and KUpL8). Together with KupL8 - which

functions ironically - the chiasm foregrounds the signified of the aYJJl8LOV (9: 1-7), i.e. to

believe in Jesus. In the self-revelation of Jesus, Ked ewpcxKcxc; CXVTOV KCXt 0 ACXAWV Jl8TCt aov

SK8LV6C; sanv, ewpcxKcxc; stands semotactically parallel to 7rW78UW and indicates the message:

believe in Jesus as Lord. The healed man has received back his sight physically and in accept

ing Jesus' self-revelation, also acquires spiritual insight.

The fate of the healed.man - to be cast out (S~i{3cxAOV) of the synagogue in 9:34c - and his

reaction to the self-revelation of Jesus - 7rpOa8KuvYJa8v in 9:38b - contrasts the attitude of the

Jews with that of the healed man. Du Rand (1991 b: 102) concludes: 'The healed man is cast

out from worshIp in the synagogue but has found community with Jesus the Lord'.

In John 9:39-41, the antithetical parallelism in 9:39 foregrounds and contrasts JJ.'fJ {3A87rovr8C; _

{3A87rW(JL and {3Ai7roV78C; - rVc:PAoL 'Y8vwvrm. (Since the two external as well as the two inter

nal elements of the chiasm indicate different subjects, it seems more appropriate to view 9: 39
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as an antithetical parallelism and not as a chiasm as Du Rand [1991 b: 102] argues.) This con

trast is further elaborated on in John 10. Analeptically speaking, John 9 can be structured as

follows:

Figure 3

1-7 The semeion: Blind man healed
8-34 Dialogues on identity: Only he whose eyes

are opened can witness about Jesus.
35-41 The meaning of the semeion: Division.

Du Rand (1991 b: 103) concludes that chapter 9 functions as a hinge which links John 10 with

5-8, and that 'the meaning of the semeion will be the essential door to disclose the meaning of

chapter 10' .

1.6.2.2 The syntactic structure of John 10:1-21, 22-39 and 40-42

a John 10:1-21

If we take the internal cohesion and progression in John 10: 1-21 into consideration, this sec-

tion may be divided into 1-5, 6, 7-10, 11-18 and 19-21. It can be depicted structurally as in.

figure three.

Figure 4

1-5

'6
7-10

11-18

19-21

1-3a

3b-5

11-13
14-16
17-18

Imagery

Commentary: 'Jews' do not understand
Explanation of the door

Explanation of the shepherd

Commentary: 'Jews' divided

Du Rand (l991b:103) distinguishes 10:1-3a (as metaphor/parable of the gate) and 10:3b-5 (as.

metaphor of the shepherd) in the 7rapOLJ.lLa of 10:1-5. In the first metaphor/parable (l-3a), the

parallelism foregrounds the syntactical markers b [J.l~] eL(J8Px6J.l8lJO~ (l), Bupa and evpwp6~

(l ,2 and 3a). The coordinate and subordinate relationships highlight the pattern abcacb, where

~ reveals content: 'he who enters', Qthe contrastive: 'but climbs in by another way' or the

result: 'to him the doorkeeper opens', and ~ the contrastive qualification 'to be a thief and a
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robber' or 'is a shepherd of the sheep' .

In the second metaphor/parable (3b-5) the syntactical markers 7rpo(3cnCi, cPWVT] , KCi'Ae7 and

CiKoveL foreground the reaction of the sheep. This rea~tion is portrayed through what Du Rand

(1991b:l03) calls 'effect by contrast' - the contrasting of shepherd and stranger produces an

effect on the reader. Du Rand describes the relations in the build-up of verses 1-5 as a 'logical

reason-results' relationship contrasting the relationship between the sheep and the shepherd and

the sheep and the stranger.

John 10:6 refers back to the parables in 1-5, emphasizes the expression OUK B-yVW<JCiV and con

stitutes 'contrastive and comparative dyadic·coordinate relationships' (Du Rand 1991b: 104)

which functions as the basis in terms of which 7-10 and 11-18 are further interpreted. John

10:7-10 and 11-18 elaborate on the distinctions in the parables in terms of the contrasting of

the relationship of the shepherd-sheep and thieflrobber-sheep and the Son-sheep relationship

which is compared to the dyadic relationship between the Father and the Son.

In John 10:7-10, verse 7 is parallel to 9 - Jesus is the door - and verse 8 is parallel to lOa.

These parallels are also contrasted with one another: Jesus as door is contrasted to 'thieves and

robbers'. John 10: 10 contrasts the robbers' and thieves' activities of stealing, killing and

destroying with Jesus' coming which means abundant life.

John 10:11-18 contrasts the good shepherd's relationship with the sheep with that of the hirel

ing and emphasizes the relationship between Jesus and the Father. Whereas the hireling flees

in the presence of danger, the good shepherd gives his life (10: 11-13); the s~lf-revelatory T

am'-saying receives further emphasis in the grounding of the conduct of the good shepherd in

Jesus' relationship with the Father which is founded on a mutual 'knowing'. The prepositions

v7rep (11,15) and 7repi (13) emphasize the contrasting relations which Jesus and the hirelin a
o

respectively has with the sheep. _
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John 10:17-18 is an extended chiasm in which the reference to the love/commandment of the

Father form the inclusio. John 10: 17b-18d - the chiasm proper which is organized in an

abbaab relationship - emphasizes Jesus' s~ovaiCi in the laying down of his life and his taking it

up agam.

The depiction of the response of the intra-narrative characters in 10:19-21 foregrounds the

division which results because of Jesus' identity as portrayed in John 10:1-18. The causality in

the whole section comes to the fore when the response of 'not knowing' (6) culminates in

axiaf.lCi (19) - many who say that he has a demon and is insane (OCiLf.l0VWV BX8L KCit. f.lCiiv8TCiL,

19) and others who argue that it cannot be because a demon cannot open the eyes of the blind

(21).

b John 10:22-39

This sectIon may be divided into two dialogues: 24-30 and 31-39. After the reference to the

feast of Dedication - which functions as 'demarcative marker' of the setting - the first dialogue.

is intr~du~~d by the Jews' question, 8i ail el b XPWTOC; which sets the agenda. The syntactical

markers b XPWTOC; (24c) , 8l7r0v, 7r0LW, ov 7rW78Ve78 (25a, 28a), Ta 7rPO{3Ci7CX Ta 8f.la T~C;

4>wv~c; f.lov O:KovovaLV, KO:"(W "(wwaKW CiVTa KCit. O:Ko'AovBouaiv f.lOL (27) link up with 10: 1-18,

draw the lines concerning those who believe and those who do not more clearly in terms of the

relationship between the Father, the Son and the sheep and intensifies the nature of the identity

of Jesus. The self-revelatory S"(W KCit b 7rCiT~P BV Saf.l8V (3,.9) forms the climax of this section.

The syntactical parallelisms in 28c-29a and 29b-30 foregrounds the relationship of Jesus-sheep

and Father-sheep (28c and 29b) and the greatness of the Father and Jesus (29a and 30) in an

abab pattern.

In the second dialogue (31-39), verses 31 and 39 depict the responses of 'the Jews' and 'in

between is filled out by the invitation to believe in Jesus and his works (verses 32-38)' (Du

Rand 1991 b: 107). This starts out with a reference to 'the Jews' who attempt to stone Jesus
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because of his blasphemy (31, 33) and Jesus' argument (34ff) that climaxes in verse 38. Du

Rand (1991 b: 107) identifies the markers which depict the relationship between Jesus and the

Father (32a, 33b, 36b, 37, 38b) and the use of 7rtCnc;VC;ilJ as the prominent markers in this sec-

tion.

c John 10:40-42

John 10:40-42 again contrasts belief with those who do not believe (25, 26, 37-38). The con

trast between John who said (ei'lrelJ) certain things about Jesus but did not do a miracle himself

('IwavvrJ~ J.L81J aYJJ.LeLOIJ hroLYJaell ou08Il), refers back to 9: 1-7 as the basis of the whole discus

sion of the identity of Jesus in 9:8-10:41.

1.6.3 A narratorial reading of John 9:1-10:42

In this section we concentrate on Du Rand's (1991 b: 108-115) application of a few narrative

theories to John 9-10.

1.6.3.1 An actantial analysis of John 9-10

For the actantial analysis of John 9:1-10:42, Du Rand (1991b:108ff) utilises Greimas' (1966)

actantial model. . This narrative model does not describe or interpret characters but abstract the

roles characters play in events in the narrative and place these roles in logical 'actantial' rela

tionships. Placed in the framework of a communication model, the intra-narrative donor

provide~ an object for a beneficiary. The object comprises of a subject which is either oppos(;,~L

by opponents or assisted by helpers. Depending on the outcome, the object is successfully

transferred to the beneficiary or not (cf Du Rand 1991 b: 108).

Du Rand (1991 b: 108f) applies this theory to four objects: 1) physical sight, 2) spiritual sight,

3) spiritual sight for Pharisees and 'Jews' and 4) belief. In the first, Jesus' identity (donor)

provides physical sight (object) to the blind man (beneficiary) with the opponent, blindness,·

which is' successfully overcome by Jesus the subject. In _the second, the aYJJ.LeLOIJ and dialogues
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(donor) provide spiritual sight (object) to the blind man (beneficiary) while Jesus (subject) is

assisted by the blind man's personal contact with him (helper) and opposed by the Pharisees,

'Jews' and parents (opponent). This takes place successfully. In the third, the dialogues after

the aTJJ.L8LOv (donor) is not successful in providing spiritual sight (object) to the

Pharisees/'Jews' (beneficiary). The healed man's witness as helper of Jesus the subject is not

successful in overcoming the Pharisees/Jews' (opponents) spiritual blindness and unbelief. In

the fourth, the personal contact with Jesus (donor) provides belief (object) to the people across

the Jordan successfully. John's witness and personal contact with Jesus function as helper for

Jesus as subject.

From this brief analysis, Du Rand (1991 b: 109) concludes that the main issue concerns the fact

that spiritual sight provides the appropriate perception of Jesus'. identity. This is especially

revealed in the dialogues. As far as the Pharisees/'Jews' are concerned, the shepherd discourse

(following on 9:42) should have been addressed directly to them, it should have assisted them

to acquire spiritual sight and convinced them to believe. However, this is primarily addressed
. . .-. ,

to followers of Jesus and it is for their benefit that the identity of Jeslis_ is spelled out. more

clearly. Even though Du Rand does not say it, this strategy - to address the shepherd discourse

to the followers and not to the Pharisees/'Jews' - brings the response of rejection even more to

the fore.

1.6.3.2 A serie analysis o(John 9-10

Du Rand (1991 b: 109ft) utilizes Bremond's (1977) narratorial model for a serie analysis of

John 9-10. In this model, the initial objective to be achieved by a character is defined (OD =

objective defined) as potentiality. This is followed by steps taken (ST) or not taken (SNT) to'

actualize the objective. This then leads to success (objective reached [OR]) or failure

(objective missed [OM]). Depending on the outcome, each series-end sets the stage for the

beginning of a new series. Following this model, John 9-10, is divided into 9:8-10:21 com

prising of four successive series (9:8-18, 19-34,35-37,9:40-10:21) and 10:22-42 comprising
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of five successive series (10:22-30, 31-33, 34-38, 39, 40-42).

a John 9:8-10:21

The potentiality (OD) of the healed man's witness about the (JYJjJ.GLOV to state Jesus' identity is

actualized (ST) in his witness to neighbours/Pharisees, 'Jews'. The witness fails in that Jesus'

identity is not acknowledged (OM). This leads to the second series. The potentiality of action

against he healed man (OD) is actualized in the casting out from the synagogue (ST) ~hich

then leads to the third series. The potentiality of spiritual sight for the healed man (OD) is

actualized (ST) through Jesus' dialogue with the blind man and it comes about through Jesus'

revelation of his identity (9:37). The healed man believes and the objective is reached (OR).

The fourth addresses the potentiality of spiritual sight for the Pharisees (OD) and is actualized

(ST) through Jesus' dialogues on his identity (10: 1-18). They do not believe and failure results

(OM).

b John 10:22-42

The potentiality of acknowledging Jesus.' Messiahship (OD - 10:22-24) is actualized in

dialogue with the 'Jews' (ST - 10:24-30) and results in failure when 'the Jews' do not accept

Jesus (OM). The second series addresses the potentiality of action against Jesus (OD), is

actualized in 'the Jews' who took up stones (ST - 10:31) and fails when Jesus -asks questions

(OM). The third series introduces the potentiality of insight that Jesus does not blaspheme

God (OD), is actuali?ed through dialogue (ST - 10:34f) and fails (OM). The fourth series

introduces the potentiality of action against Jesus (OD), is actualized in the 'Jews' who attempt

to arrest Jesus (ST - 10:39) and fails when Jesus escapes (OM). The fifth series ~ddresses the

potentiality of belief of those from across the Jordan (OD) and success when many believe

(OR).

Du Rand (1991 b: 112) concludes that,
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it is clear that every series ends with a positive or negative reaction to the protagonist

Jesus. And the biggest success is belief in Jesus (9:38 and 10:42).... The function of the

dialogues is to bring the beneficiaries to acknowledgment of Jesus' identity.

1.6.3.3 A narratorial analysis of text and time in John 9-10

Referring to the narrative the6ry of Rimmon-Kenan (1983), Du Rand (1991 b: 112f) addresses

the function of prolepses and analepses, the relationship between story time and narrative time,

the question of character development and the function of spatial indications. Prolepses (9:3;

10: 11, 16, 18) function to increase the tension in John 9-10 and the analepses (9:2, 11, 15,

25, 35; 10:6, 15, 17, 25, 29, 34, 36, 41) to portray the identity of Jesus. The relationship

between story time and narrative time is described in terms of 'scenes, summaries and pauses'

comprising one or two days (9:1-41), a day (10:1-18) and a day during Jesus' second year

(10:22-39). An ellipse follows John 10:21.

As in the other gospels, there is no character development in John 9-10. The character

portrayal is typological and static. Jesus characterizes himself by his deeds and words: he calls

himself'Tov v/,ov 'TOU avOp0nrov/Oeou (9:35), cPWC; eiJ.LL 70U KO<JJ.LOV (9:5), 'E)'w SiJ.LL 0 7rOLJ.L~V 0

KCLAOC; (10:11, 14), 0 XpL<J'ToC;(10:24f - indirectly) and e)'w KCLi 0 7rCL'T~P BV e<JJ.Lsv (10:30).

The healed man refers to Jesus as 7rPOcP~T'Y/C; (9: 17) and the Pharisees as one who opposes

Moses (9:28f). The healed man is characterized through what is done to him - he is healed by

Jesus and is cast out by the P~arisees - and what he does - he witnesses about the <J'Y/J.Le7ov and

his identity. The Jews and Pharisees are characterized by their deeds - trying to kill and arrest

Jesus, casting out the healed man - and by their words - they describe themselves as ~J.LSLC; be

TOU MW<Jiwc; e<JJ.LeV J.LCLOYJ7CLL (9:28). Du Rand (1991 b: 113) concludes that

the blind man, his parents and the disciples are only catalytic agents to emphasize the

contrastive views of the protagonist and the antagonist on the issue of the identity of

Jeslls.
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The significance of the spatial indications emphasizes the nature of the sign - Siloam which

means 'sent' is the place where the sign is performed and therefore links up with Jesus'

identity (9:4) as well as with the divine nature of the sign.. It contrasts belief and unbelief in

the contrasting of the temple and the region across the Jordan.

1.6.3.4 The ideological point of view

In John 9-10, the author-narrator and the protagonist have the same ideological point of view

concerning Jesus' identity as Messiah and Son of God and the sheep who show spiritual

insight. This point of view is the perception which the implied reader is to hold too. This

effect on the implied reader is achieved through the particular plan of events (plot) of John, the

sympathy or antipathy aroused by actions taken by characters and the narrator's commentary

(9:35-41; 10:6, 19-21, 22f, 40-42). Du Rand (1991b:114) concludes that,

the narrator is not impartial but influences his readers with a running challenge to an

orientation that effects their faith. It is decisive to accept the 'from above' perspective of .

Jesus' origin and destiny as Son of God.

The arlluiioJl, the dialogues with the Pharisees and the Jews, and the contrasting of their words

and deeds with that of Jesus, serve to define the 'above' and 'below' perspective ever more

clearly. In this process, the healed man and those from across the Jordan - intra-narrative

characters - accept this perspective.

1.6.3.5 The unfolding of the plot in John 9-10

Referring to Culpepper (1983), Du Rand (1991b:114 & 163, n19) identifies the introduction o(

the motif of unbelief in John 5 and the escalation of unbelief in John 6-10 as a primary motif.

This escalation is brought about through

a) the contra:ting of Jesus' walking on the water - which functions as an epiphany of the new
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exodus - and his giving of the bread of life with the murmuring of the Pharisees against this

new Moses (6:60f);

b) the antagonists who seek to kill Jesus (7:1, 19,25), Jesus' brothers who do not believe in

him (7:4-5), the crowds who charge Jesus with demon possession (7:70 - ef also 1O:20f) and

the continuous ignorance and misunderstandings (7:27,42,52);

c) 'the Jews" argument 'from below' in John 8;

d) the contrasting of the reality of the physical and spiritual restoration of sight of the blind

man and the spiritual blindness of the Pharisees and' Jews' in John 9;

e) the contrasting of the unity among Father, shepherd and sheep with the thief, robber and

hireling in John 10.

The contrasting has the effect of identifying those characters who believe and on a second

level, the purpose of moving the reader into an acceptance of the author-narrator's ideological

viewpoint. Even the crowds' fear of 'the Jews' (7:13; 9:22; 12:42; 16:2) is used for this goal.

The author-narrator then uses contrasts to confront the reader. The reader does not want

to be lead by thieves and robbers and hirelings but by someone who says that he lays

down his life for his own (10:17-18). And the guarantee for this is that Jesus and his

Father are one. The unfolding of the plot concerning Jesus' identity that can only be

grasped 'from above' leads to division.... The new community which has come into

existence by 'sight' is tied to Jesus, just as he is one with his Father. Ackriowledge~'

ment of the true i~entity of Jesus, or the rejection of it, determines the reader's own

position ... (Du Rand 1991b:115).

1.7 THE LITERARY CONTEXT OF THE SHEPHERD DISCOURSE WITHIN THE

FOURTH GOSPEL

Thyen (1991: 116ff) departs from the hermeneutical presupposition that no interpretation allows .
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the text to 'be itself' or to 'speak for itself'. On the contrary, all our reconstructions of the

. Biblical texts use the 'Geschichte des historischen Jesus' or the 'friihen Christenheit' or the

'Intentionen' of or the 'urspriinglichen Autoren' themselves as sources for our research. This

said, he then provides his own perspectives on a variety of issues related to the history of

research of John 10, discusses the unity and relationships of John 10 with the rest of the gospel

and concludes with a section on the internal organization and interpretation of John 10.

1.7.1 Thyens' views on issues in the history of research of John 10

1.7.1.1 Whereas some critical approaches to John 10 depart from the assumption that the

experiences and circumstances of the Early Christians in their own time and context provide

the avenue into an adequate interpretation of John 10, Thyen (1991:116) takes the literary

unity of the text as his point of departure. This approach allows him to interpret even con

stituents smaller than the sentence in terms of the inspired world of the gospel text as whole.

His main argument is that such an approach is in line with John's purpose, e.g. to make the

readers inhabit this 'world' and to let them participate in eternal life in this world (cf Thyen .

1991: 117). Moreover, a comparison of this approach with all the 'Literarkritik',

'Quellensuche' and 'Redaktionsgeschichte' makes it evident that none of these can account ade-

quately for the unity of John - whether through the postulating of a 'Prologvorlage', a Semeia

and Passion-source, redactional critical analyses of texts or the identification of any pre- or

post-history of textual parts. The traditional break between the prologue and the body of the

gospel, the,break between John 20 and the epiJggue, the problems related to the identity of the

'young man whom Jesus loved', the identity of the author and the Peter-text problem are the

best accounted for when the unity or coherence of the gospel is taken as point of departure.

All these problems find their unity in the postulating of an implied author and their climactic .

. synthesis in John 21 (cf Tnyen 1991: 117). This view then gives preference to the finding of

meaning in the actual use of and structural identity and/or difference between texts on the syn

chronic level of the whole text. As such, this approach is also radically different from the

literary approaches that attempt to read the meaning of the text back into the author's purposes
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and intentions or the reader's empathy with the original author. The so-called objective

approaches - e. g. that of Hirsch (1967) - which legitimate their findings in theory, are also

rejected by Thyen (1991: 117f & 163 n2). Against the 'deuthschen neutestamentilichen

Beitrage grassierende rabies theologorum', Thyen (1991: 118) recommends immunization. He

states that this vaccination is found in our acknowledgement that

alle unsere Lektiiren zusammen mit denen unserer Vater nur Beitrage zu dem Gesprach

sind, worin sich unter der Fuhrung des 'Parakleten' hinein in die 'ganzeWahrheit' uber

die Jahrhunderte bis zum Eschaton der Sinn des Johannesevangeliums vollendet ....

1.7.1.2 In contrast to the approaches that attempt to findfhe ultimate truth in the intention

of the Author - or any other final truth for that matter - Thyen (1991:118) proposes that all

possible interpretations be taken into consideration. Interpretations which transgress the gram

mar of the text, however can be excluded as impossible interpretations. Quoting Eco, Thyen

(1991: 118) follows the literary approach that finds the identity of the meaning of texts in the.

text-internal relationships - i.e. the text produces ifs own meaning through the correlation and

correspondence of form and content. This view is even more true when we acknowledge that

the text as production process or 7roirw~~ (in time or history) became independent of its

original authorial intention and its ostensive reference to the world of its origina! readers. The

possible multiple interpretations of the text must therefore be used to account for the unity

between form and content in the text - otherwise it will not be an interpretation of the text

being studied.

With regard to the time- and culture-relative nature of John, Thyen (1991: 119) uses Bult-·

mann's concept of 'demythologising' as example. He argues that even though it is true that

the Aujkltinmg brought with it the project of demythologisation, the rediscovery of the original

myth is an indispensable first step - even though just a first step - in any study of the gospel of

John. He states: 'ohne die Form des Mythos lasst sich der Inhalt des Evangeliums iiberhaupt
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nicht sagen' (Thyen 1991: 119). On this level of the argument, Thyen (1991 :119) also refers

to Frye (197l:20lff) who bemoans the fact that Christianity lost its home or accommodation

('one of the gravest calamities in the intellectual history of Christianity') when it lost the

culture- and time-relative mythos of the Bible. Frye's argument is that this 'home' can only be

found and inhabited again in literary theoretical studies.

1.7.1.3 Addressing the question of John's relationship ·with the Synoptic Gospels, Thyen

(1991: 119f) accepts the view that John at least knew the Synoptic Gospels and that he used

their themes and perspectives for his own kerygmatic purposes. He quotes Hoskyns (1947),

Neirynck (1977); Dauer (1972) and Bultmann (1971) in support. Their arguments are that
.....1-"" ••

both the author and the readers were at least familiar with both the form and content of the
'. . - .~. ,- - '''--._~.. '- - ,.,

synoptic material (Hoskyns 1947: 82); that even though John wrote his passion history inde-

pendently of the Synoptics, his account is enriched ('gespeisst') by their accounts (Dauer

1972); that John knew the synoptics in their traditioned 'Gestalt' (Neirynck 1977:73ff) and that

the 'kirch1ichen Redaktor' of John presupposed knowledge of the .synoptics (Bultmann 1971) ..

Against Windisch who holds that John regards the Synoptics as the thieves and robbers of John

10, Thyen (1991: 120) argues that John,

will die Synoptiker weder verdrangen noch ersetzen. Als ihr Interpret setzt er sie

vielmehr voraus und damit in gewisser Weise sogar in Kraft.

Thyen also uses the canOnIC argument III support of his perspective. In contrast to con

temporary research that transcends the traditional distinction between canonic and heretic liter-

ature, Thyen (1991:164, n10) states,

der geistliche Grundkonsensus der Kirche iiber die Kanonizitat der Bibel ist durch keine

sachgemass-theologische Wissenschaft je iiberholbar. Die historische Kritik am Kanon ist

nichts anderes als die neuzeitliche Gestalt des alten Widerspruchs gegen das 'Argernis
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des Kreuzes', wiederholt sich doch am ausgegrenzten und singularen Bibelkanon als dem

mittelbaren Zeugnis dieses Skandalons nur der Einspruch der Vemunft gegen das

Partikulare, Zufallige und Negative der Wahrheit Gottes, die jenseits der Relativitat

solcher Vermittlungen zur nominalistischen Ideologie wird. Zudem ist der Kanon ja nicht

nur Dekret der Kirche und damit der Triumph der Sieger, sondem ... schon der Grund

der Kirche ....

1.7 .1.4 The nature of the lohannine group is another topic in the study of John with which

Thyen (1991: 120f) takes issue. His perspective is that all views which manipulate John's use

of his own sources or tradition, his High Christology, radical dualism or statements about

predestination as evidence for the description of the Johannine group as a sect which is

estranged from the world, totally concentrated on in-group love and only a marginalized com

munity existing on the boundary of mainline Judaism, are seriously mistaken. John does not

mirror the situation in this sense, nor does it function as a mission document. If John is used

as mirror, then in two senses: First, John - just as the Synoptic Gospels - may be viewed as a

mirror of the controversies with the synagogue. The primary point of the controversy is then

the messianic confession and John's argument against the presumed docetic haeresis is an argu

ment against the' Apostaten von dem lebensgefahrlich gewordenen Christusbekenntnis' (Thyen

1991:165, nIl). Second, (and more importantly) is to view John as a mirror for the reader.

The reader must gs..t to know him or herself in the reading of John and in this process, move

out of the darkness into the light. It is a text for Christians who experience opposition to their

faith. John's emphasis on the witness to Christ aiid the importance of 'brotherly' love is not

only there for 'insiders' of the particular Johanhine group; it is universal and for all believers

of all times. Thyen (1991: 121) grounds this view on his presupposition about the nature of the

text (i. e. the unity of form and content on the literary level of the text) and on the idea that all

readers - both the original readers and all subsequent readers - become insiders while reading

the text. The insider group comprises any or all believers and is not a
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durch eine homogene Ideologie gepragte In-group. Auch die primare Leser befinden

sich dem objektiven Text gegenuber in keiner grundsatz1ich anderen Lage als alle

spateren' (Thyen 1991: 121).

Quoting Eco, he continues,

in Wirklichkeit kann keine Theorie der hermeneutischen Legitimation legitim sein, ausser

durch den Prozess des hermeneutischen Lesens. Am Ursprung der hermeneutischen

Praxis steht ein Zirke1, und es ist ganz unerheblich, wie heilig oder vitios er ist (cf Thyen

1991:121).

1.7.1.5 Turning to the question of the historical situation of John, Thyen (1991: 122) per-

ceives it to be a situation in which John's group was excommunicated from the synagogue.

Their excommunication simultaneously meant a loss of a social home, economic subsistence

and the relative protection which the synagogue provided against the 'gotteslasterlichen For-.

derungen der Teilnahme am imperialen Kult' (Thyen 1991:122). This situation made them an

open target for persecution. Moreover, the Thomas-confession, 'My lord and my God' (In

20:28 - which also links up with the prologue's revelation of the God that became human) is

the direct opposite of the confession of Caesar Domitian as god: 'Dominus at Deus'.

Likewise, John's emphasis of Jesus' kingship contrasts with the apostasising statement by 'the

Jews', 'We have no king except Caesar' (Jn19:15). Against the background 'that this is a

portrayal of the general decor of both John and the letters of John, Thyen (1991: 122) regards

the warning against the eiowAwv in the last verse of 1 John, TBKvia, cj>vAa~a7G eav'rC): a1ro iWV

eiowAwv (1 Jn 1: 1) as applicable to both the Gospel and 1 John. It is then as the only 0) .

revealer and the only one who gives the real bread of life that Jesus is different from idols 

B"!W BipoL (; apiOe; (; twv (; BK iOU ovpavou Kaia{3ae;· Bav ne; cj>aY(1 BK iOUiOV iOU apiov NerBL

BEc; iOV aiwva, Kat, (; apiOe; 08 OV B"!W owerw ~ erap~ J-Lou Bern/! V1r8P i~e; iOU KOerJ-LOV tw~e;: Jesus

dies for his own and changes them from being slaves to being friends (Jn 13: lff; 15:9ff). This
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confession of Jesus as revealer is not to be reduced to Bultmann's reduction of the Johannine

christology of Jesus as the mere dass of revelation. John reaches back to the historical Jesus

(!) and uses these facts in his Gospel. Thyen (1991: 122) states, 'insofern ist der Riickgriff des

Johannes auf die Form der Historia Jesu, ist sein Spiel mit den Texten der Synoptiker

theologisch notwendig'.

Concluding his overview of some of the issues in the history of Johannine research, Thyen

(1991:123) concedes that John's emphasis on the hating of the world and the experience of

alienation, persecution and martyrdom in the Johannine community did indeed lead to the par

ticular evangelical portrayal of Jesus as 'alien' (cf also Meeks 1972:44ff). It is precisely

because. of this that cause and 'Wirkung' (i. e. the effective history of the text) not be confused

., ."in our research. If one does confuse these two, one will move back 'behind the coherence in

the text and elevate the tensions behind the text, the 'aporia' in the text, the authorial intention

or a demarcation of the Johannine sect to meaning. However, Thyen's argument is that if one

does this, then the effects ('Wirkung') of the text go missing. Without laying words in his.

mouth, it seems to me that his argument is that each reader and researcher - while giving atten

tion to the coherence in the text - must take up his and her place and role in becoming a

participant in the 'Wirkung' of the text.

1.7.2 The unity and relationships of John 10 with the rest of the gospel

Based on the grammatical link between 9:40f and I0: 1ff (Jesus is subject, the pronoun Vj.1.LV

refers to 01. BK TWV <Papwa£wv in 9:40) and the reference to the blindness of the Pharisees (9:41

- who function here as the representatives of the 'IouoaLoL responsible· for the excommunication

of the healed man) Thyen (1991: 123) finds ample evidence for the unity between John 9 and·

10. The end of John 10 (10:24, 31, 39) forms the climax of the progressive development of

the opposition to Jesus introduced in John 7 and also refers back to the prologue (in response

to the Jewish opposition, Jesus returns to the area where he was baptized, the truth of his mes

sage is confirmed and many people believe in him - 10:40-42). John 10:40-42 forms an
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envelope structure with the prologue. In this context, Thyen (1991: 124) accepts the hypothesis

that John 10 comprises an apologetic polemic against Pharisaic Judaism. However, due to a

lack of evidence, he rejects the view that it also includes an argument against a Baptizer sect.

Referring to Josephus' (Ant 18: 116ff) positive appreciation of the Baptizer and his apparent

silence about Jesus, Thyen (1991: 124) supports Wrede's (1903:64f) view that the Jews played

the Baptizer off against Jesus. The argument would have been that John the Baptizer baptized

Jesus and is therefore greater than Jesus. John's polemic is against this view and aims to show

that Jesus is indeed the Son of God and greater than"the Baptizer.

Thyen (1991:124f) does not accept Rissi's (1983) division of the different sections of John 1

10. Following a logical-chronological model of Jesus' travels, Rissi divides]ohn 1-10 in three

parts: the first starts in Perea, proceeds through Cana in Galilee and ends in Jerusalem where

Jesus meets with opposition (1: 19-3:36); the second starts in Samaria (an area discriminated

against by Jews), proceeds through Galilee where Jesus meets with acceptance and faith of

people and ends again in Jerusalem where the plans to kill Jesus are introduced (4: 1-5:47); the

third starts from the eastern side of the Sea of Tiberias, proceeds to Galilee where Peter con

fesses Jesus as Messiah (6:66f), and then moves through a progressive build-up of the opposi

tion and plans to kill Jesus, to a climax in Jerusalem (6:1-10:42). Thyen does not accept this

division because a) the first journey only starts in 1:43ff and not 1:19ff; b) the ending of the

first cycle is indicated by an analeptic reference to the death of the Baptizer and not by Jesus'

presence in Jerusalem (3:36); c) the reference to Moses links chapters five and six (cf 5:46 and

6: lff); d) the caesura break between chapter six and seven is conspicuous - which allow a divi

sion of 4:1-6:71. These details provide a unity of John 7-10 and not John 6-10.

As far as the relationship between John 10 and 11 is concerned, Thyen (1991: 125) argues that

the caesura between John 10:42 and 11: 1, the analeptic reference to the Baptizer in 10:4ff and

his return to Perea in 10:40ff all indicate a break between chapter 10 and 11. Following Sabbe

(1991), Thyen (1991: 126) endorses the view that John 10 also represents John's account of the
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trial of Jesus. The narrative about Lazarus's resurrection in John 11 points forward to the

resurrection narratives of John 20-21 and forms an envelope structure indicating the unity of

John 11-21. If this section is interpreted from the perspective of John 10, then Jesus shows

both his authority as 0 7rOLfJ.~v 0 KCXAOC; and his fearlessness of the 'wolves' (Thyen 1991: 126).

With these narrative arguments (following Staley 1986), Thyen (1991:126f) rejects both Rissi's

division and Bultmann's (1971) 'Textumstellungen und -ausscheidungen' distinction between

'Die Offenbanmg der Doxa Jesu vor dem Kosmos' (In 1-12) and 'Die Offenbarungder Doxa

Jesu vor der Gemeinde' (In 13-20). True to his narrative approach, Thyen (1991:127)

emphasizes the unity of the text as canonical text. He states,

Wie die Stellung der 'Tempelreinigung' schon im zweiten Kapitel und zumal der

Passarahmen des gesamten Werkes zeigen, ist bei Johannes vielmehr Jesu Passion als

seine gottliche Aktion zum durchgehenden Darstellungsprinzip geworden (Thyen

1991: 127).

Against this background, Thyen (199l:l27f) argues that the markers, 'revelation', and

'kosmos' are better accounted for in terms of the KCX7(Y.{3WJLC; and ava{3cxCJl.C; of Jesus and not

the other way round. This view allows the division of John in terms of the activities of the

Baptizer as the one who inaugurates Jesus' ava{3wJLC; (In 1-10) and the emphasis on the resur

rect,i,On (Jn 11-21) as the goal of both Kcxra{3WJu; and ava{3cxau;. Referring to the highly sym

bolic representation in John, Thyen (1991: 128) argues that the demarcation of John 1: 19-2: lff

in six days (with the revelation of Jesus' glory on the sixth day at the wedding in Cana), the

possible division of John 11:1-12:1 in six days and the division of 12:1-20:30 in six days'

(starting with the meal in Lazarus' house in 12: 1, six days before Passover and ending with the

death of Jesus on the sixth day when the Passover lambs were slaughtered) we have sufficient

evidence for founding the unity of John in narrative theory .. Thyen (1991: 128) states,
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Wegen des nachdriicklichen Hinweises auf die 'Stunde Jesu' in 2:4 muss die Weinspende

bei der Kanahochzeit im Zusammenhang mit der lebenstiftenden Spende von Blut und

Wasser aus der durchbohrten Seite Jesu bei seiner Kreuzigung gesehen werden.

This evidence then leads us to perceive John's gospel as the oldest 'harmony of the Synoptic

Gospels' (cf Thyen 1991:127) and not as Gnostic text. Although John portrays marked dif-

ferences with the Synoptic Gospels, the basic kerygmatic content about Jesus remains the

same.

1.7.3 The internal organization and interpretation of John 10

Against the background of his argument as accounted for above, Kiefer's (1967) argument for

the unity of John 9:41-10:42, Busse's (1991) account of the unity of John 9-10 and the argu-

ment that John 10:21 indicates a typical Johannine plot-device (and not a redactional break),

Thyen (1991: 128) rejects interpretive theories based on the idea of a post-Johannine redaction.

He also rejects the choice of the minority reading in John 10:7 as well as the ecclesiological .

interpretations - e. g. Haenchen's (1980) subordination christo10gy - based on this reading. He

states, 'Nicht einen besseren Text zu konstruieren, sondern den iiber1ieferten zu interpretieren,

ist die Aufgabe des,Exegeten' and that the minority readings 'verwechselt den hier VOf

liegenden !>ymbolischen mit einem allegorischen Modus des Diskursus' (Thyen 1991: 128,

129) .

His interpretation of the question about how Jesus as 'door' relates to the thief robber wolf, , ,
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the spiritual reality, ... : the Divine-spiritual world and Jesus as the all-inclusive center of

that world by virtue of his unity with His Father (Odeberg 1974:313).

Such an interpretation, based on the coherence of the text itself, takes precedence over any

conclusion drawn on the basis of textual interpretations founded on text-external phenomena.

Even though the world in the text is constructed in terms of ostensive reference to text-external

events and phenomena, these are all of secondary importance if compared with the world

which the text itself creates (cf Thyen 1991: 130). When the world in the text is compared to

the available text-external information that we have available, then such can be found in the

Old Testament criticism ofIsrael' s leaders. Thyen (1991: 130) states,

Das alles bestimmeride Thema der Hirtenrede ist Jesus als der 'gute Hirte'. Die Reaktion

seiner jiidischen Zuh6rer zeigt sehr genau, dass sie begreifen, was hier geschieht:

Namlich nichts weniger als eine neue Vertextung der alten Gottesrede 'Wider die Hirten

Israels' (Ez 34; Jer 23; Sach 11). Darum ist alIen Versuchen gegeniiber, 'Dieb',

'Rauber', 'Wolf', oder 'Mietling' mit irgendwelchen Figuren der Zeitgeschichte und die

'Herde' mit einer 'johanneischen Gemeinde' identifizieren zu wollen, ausserste Skepsis

geboren.

In addition to the relationship between John 10: 1-18 and the Old Testament, Thyen

(1991: 130f) - following Bornhauser (1928) and Fiebig (1925) - also identifies a relationship

with Mishna Shebuot 8 and Baba Mezia 7. This is based on the thematic lmity between the

actantial relationships of good shepherd, sheep, wolf, thief and hireling present in both John 10

and the Mishna texts. The motif of the 'good shepherd' is a traditional rabbini~al motif which'

is used by John not to emphasize that Jesus is ~ good shepherd (with a generic understanding of

the articles), but that Jesus is b 7rOLfJ.~lJ b KCl.AOC; in an exclusive sense - 'Der bestimmte Artikel

vertritt also eine particula exclusiva' (Thyen 1991:131). In this sense Jesus as b 7rOLfJ.~lJ b

KCl.AOr;. is contrasted not with David (who was regarded as good shepherd in the Jewish tradi-
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tions) but with 'Moses' (who was also described as 'good shepherd' - Odeberg 1974:313f).

That this is the case is evident from the repeated Contrasting of Jesus with Moses in John (cf

1: 17; 3: 14; 5:45f; 6:32; 7:22f; 9:28f - cf Meeks 1967). Following Odeberg (1974: 138f),

Thyen (1991: 131) also endorses the view that the establishing of a relationship between 'door',

shepherd and God is found in Mekhilta 13b. 14a.

In the final section of his essay, Thyen (1991:131) turns to the question of the unity and divi

sion of John 9-10. He takes the time and spatial reference in John 10:22 as an indication of

caesura and divides John 9-10 in 9:1-10:21 and 10:22-42. He interprets the reference to

8'YKCiLvia (the feast of Dedication) in 10:22 as a symbolic representation of Jesus as the tme

temple, God's dwelling with his people. This view regards Jesus' glorification as the defini-

. tive 8'YKCiLvia and the temple of the old aeon only as a proleptic sign of its coming.

1.7.3.1 John 9:39-10:21

Thyen (1991:131) divides John 9:39-10:21 into a) the 7rapoLJJ.ia of the door and the shepherd

(9:39-10:6); b) the Meaning of the 7rapoLJJ.'ia in terms of Jesus' self-identification with the key ...

metaphors 'door' (10:7-10) and 'shepherd' (10:11-18); c) the renewed schism (cf 7:43 and

9: 16) among the Jews as reaction (10: 19-21). Thyen (1991: 132) thep,continues to interpret

this section with reference to Mark 4:1ff and Matthew 13:3ff (standing behind 9:39-10:18).

He argues that John 9:39-10: 18 follows both the Deutung of these synoptic texts and their use

of Isaiah 6:9f. Those who do not 'see', nor 'hear' remain in their sins - this is emphasized in

the narrator's commentary that they did not understand (10:6) what Jesus said in the parable.

The main point here - just as in Mark - is that Jesus himself is the JJ.V(JT~PLOV T~C; BaCJLAeiac;

(cf Mk 8:14-21 and Jn 6). Thyen (1991:132) continues, 'Darum muss er - wie in Kapitel 6·

das Brot - hier den 'Logos' der markinischen Parabeldeutung mit dem 8'YWJesu identifizieren'

(Thyen 1991:132). Tne reference to the schism (In 10:19-21) refers to a symbolic use of the

healing of the sight of the blind man in John 9, the spiritual blindness of the Pharisees in 9:39-

41 (cf also 7: 43; 9: 19) and their spiritual blindness in· the Synoptic tradition (cf Mk 3: 21 f).
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1.7.3.2 John 10:22-42

Following Sabbe (1991), Thyen (1991:132) regards 10:22-42 as John's reworking of the

Synoptic trial tradition. Jesus' statement in John 18:20 is an analeptic reference to earlier

reworkings of the motifs in this verse: 'E)'w 7rCt'.ppYJaLQ'. A8AaAYJKCt'. 74> KOaj.l.4> , B)'W 7raVTOiC

BDLDCt'.~Ct'. BV avvCt'.'Yw'YfI (cf 6:26ff) KCt'.L BV 74> Lep4> (cf 2: 14ff; 5:14; 7:14ff; 8:12ff & 10:22ff),

07rOV 7raV78<; 01. 'IovDCt'.loL avv8PXOV7Ct'.L, KCt'.L BV KPV7r74> BAaAYJaCt'. ouMv (cfalso Lk 21 :37f).

Thyen (1991:132) divides John 10:22-42 also in three sections: a) the 'trial of Jesus' (10:22

29); b) the attempts to stone Jesus (31) and 'to take' him (39) form an envelope structure

around Jesus' apology (10:31-39); c) Jesus and his followers return to the place of his baptism

where many believe in him (10:40-42). The most significant element in this section is Jesus'

statement, B'YW KCt'.L 0 7rCt'.1~P ev Baj.l.8V (10: 30). Thyen (1991: 133) identifies the Ct'.u1a (referring

to the sheep of 10:27) as the object of this statement. The reason why the opposition ques

tioned Jesus (24) and attempted to stone him (31) is not because they misunderstand the unity

of Jesus' activities and that of his ontological relationship with the Father, but because they

regard him as just an ordinary human being (&vBpw7ro<; WV - 10:33) who is making these

claims - and therefore blasphemes (Thyen 1991: 133). Following the rabbinic interpretation of

Psalm 82 which regarded the judges of Israel as the object of 8eoL (cf Thyen 1991: 167f, n49

& Ackerman 1966: 186ff), Jesus' use of Psalm 82:6 in his answer (10:34ff) is also not to be

understood as if he claims to be just one judge amongst others. Nor is John 10:34ff to be

understood as an a minori-ad-majus argument where 880L is to be applied to Jesus as Son of

God. The key to the answer lies in the parallelismus membrorum in Psalm 82:6f and the sym

bolic interpretation of "John 10:35: BKeLvov<; ehev Beov<; and 7rpo<;ov<; o AO)'O<;- TOU Beou

B)'8V810. In the text-internal world of John, these expressions refer to Israel that is still subject

to 'death' and the AO'YO<; that came to give them life. Thyen (199l:l33f) concludes,
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Dies Todesgeschick, das liber die einst 'Getter' Geheissenen gekommen ist, hat offenbar

mit ihrem Verhalten des Logos gegenliber zu tun, der an sie erging, damit, dass sie ihn

nicht aufnahmen, als er in sein Eigentum kam (l: 11), so dass sie nun 'in ihren Slinden

sterben mlissen' (8:21). Doch: die ihn aufnahmen, denen gab er die Vollmacht, Gottes

Kinder zu werden, denen, die seine Stimme heren, gibt der gute Hirte das 'ewige

Leben' .

One may add to this view of Thyen what John says in 10: 35, KO!L ov OVV0!7aL AV(}~ VaL ~ 'YPwp~ .

. 1.8 CONCLUSION

An important aspect which came to the fore in this overview of the history of research of John

10 is that each question related to the particular approach, identified its own evidence in John

10 with which it worked. The identification of evidence, the use of the evidence as well as the

interpretation of the evidence are then all determined by the particular question underlying the

approach and the theory used to interpret the evidence. The most important conclusions which

can be drawn on the basis of the overview of the history of research of John 10 is presented

here.

1.8.1 With regard to th~ 'problems of the shepherd discourse', I argued that I basically accept

.. Busse's views on the literary and the theological problems in John 10 which he discusses - i.e.

except for his text critical choice with regard to John 10:7. As far as the literary problems are

concerned, I work with the unity of the narrative and the function of John lOin the narrative

as a whole. With regard to the question of the genre of 10:1-18 or 10:1-5, I regard it loosely

speaking as a parable similar to the ,tlf~, i. e. I use John 10: 1-5 as conventional story which

has moral significance with regard to shepherding when it is abstracted from the text and

studied on its own. In the Gospel narrative, however, some of the basic elements in the
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parable are abstracted and metaphorized as part of the narrational ideology of the narrative as a

whole. As far as the theological problems are concerned, I basically accept Busse's views with

regard to the question about the appropriate context for the interpretation of the relationship

between the legitimate and illegitimate shepherd, the salvation-historical framework of the

gospel and Jesus' consciousness of his mission and his one-ness with the Father.

1.8.2 The overview of 'the Old Testament and Jewish background of the shepherd discourse'

has revealed very strong links between the Old Testament and the John, especially as far as the

the use of the shepherd metaphor is concerned. This metaphor is virtually exclusively used as

a reference to ii'~P or to the promised Davidic branch in the prophets. This fact will be

worked out further, later in this dissertation.

1.8.3 The most important fact that came to the fore in the overview of 'the history of religions

origin of the shepherd discourse' is that John 10 shares some of uses that the shepherd imagery

have been used for in other religions. The use of revelatory language, the use of the relation

ship of care and compassion between shepherd and sheep in the metaphorical description of

important leaders and Gods, the positive use of the idea of the liminality of the shepherd's

existence in ancient Judaism as well as the functional relationship between 'Voice', 'Wisdom'

and 'Logos' in the Gnostic writings show links with the shepherd discourse. Even so, I have

argued that the shepherd imagery can not be read back into these sources, because the shepherd

discourse has unique function in John 10 and should be interpreted in terms of the narrative as

a whole. Moreover, the strongest links exist between John and the Old Testament and not

between John and the hermetica. As far as the Gnostic links are concerned, research over the

last four decades have shown that the Gnostic writings depended on the New Testament (espe

cially John) and not the other way round. Where elements in the Gnostic writings are older

than the new Testament, these can be accounted for in terms of the Jewish wisdom traditions.

1.8.4 In the discussion of 'the relationship between tradition, history and John's interpretation
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of the shepherd discourse', it has become clear that Painter's allegorical approach is plausible

as far as the ecclesiastical interpretation of John 10 is concerned. I accept his view (against

Bultmann) that John 10 forms a unit and that it was related to John 9. No transpositions or

cut-and-change strategies are necessary if we want to interpret the text adequately. However, I

do not accept his allegorical approach to the 7rapoLjJ.La. I provide a more adequate approach

later in the dissertation.

1.8.5 'The relationship between the shepherd discourse and the Synoptics' addressed the ques

tion of the interrelationship between John 10 and the Synoptics as indicated by the occurrence

of a similar use of shepherd imagery in both complexes. Since the hypothesis that Sabbe

works with holds that there is very little or virtually no historical information to be found in

John, his basic approach was rejected. It seems as if he is not conscious of this basic presup

position underlying his approach. Based on Smalley's argument (which basically encompasses

his whole book) that John is just as historically reliable as the Synoptics, we may state that the

shepherd imagery in John 10 and all other allusions in the Gospel are drawn from the common

tradition underlying both the Synoptics and John. John and the Synoptics independently drew

on this common tradition for their use of the shepherd imagery. The consequence of this view

is that much more of the imagery may go back to the historical Jesus than dependence theorists

would allow.

1.8.6 The overview in 'the structure of the shepherd discourse in its syntactic and narrative

context' reveals very lucid perspectival explications by Du Rand. He makes an important con

tribution to the syntactic and narratological analysis of John 9-1 Oas well as to the use of narra

tive theory in the interpretation of Gospel texts. I basically follow his suggestions with regard

to the demarcation of the structure of John lOin my own exegetical labours later in the dis

sertation and take his introduction of the ideological point of view further.

1.8.7 The discussion of 'the literary context of the shepherd discourse within the Fourth
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Gospel' revealed Thyen's very productive arguments concerning the literary unity of John, the

multiple interpretation theory, the nature of the Johannine group, the historical situation of

John, the unity and relationships of John lO with the rest of the gospel and the internal organi

zation and interpretation of John lO. His main flaw , however, is his endorsing of the Synoptic

dependence theory. As Smalley showed, thi~ is unacceptable. This liberal view does not take

the historical accuracy of John into account.

In the next chapter, I provide an overview of the theory used in this dissertation. In a few

ins~ances, the theory is more elaborate than used.; This, however, is important in so far as it

provides the theoretical context of the theoretical concepts used. Some concepts are not used

because the evidence does not call for it to be used.
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CHAPTER TWO

THEORETICALLY-FOUNDED EXEGESIS EXPLATh'ED FROM JOHN 10:1-18

2.0 INTRODUCTION

Scholars have used exegetical and interpretational methods and procedures of exegesis since

the beginning of Christianity. Since many of the initial approaches are either obsolete or inca

pable of providing an adequate reading and interpretation of an ancient text in our own modern

society, the exegete has the task to develop contemporary exegetical procedures that will

enable us to hear and understand Scripture in our own situation. Since society and the theories

used in research change, the developing of exegetical procedures is therefore an unending

process.

This dissertation participates in such a use and development of new and more adequate proce-

dures for exegesis and interpretation. The basic guideline for the development and use of ade

quate exegetical theories and methods in our own context is that it must serve as a vehicle

which provides results based on exactness concerning the Word of God. This means that

Scripture must be interpreted as it is recorded, i.e. in its unity, totality and without positing a

hypothetical and/or different text alongside the canonic text. On the one hand, this presupposi

tion then eliminates all Source-Critical, Form-Critical and Redaction-Critical procedures which

aim it is to postulate or reconstruct hypothetical texts alongside the canonical texts and to use

these as the main texts to be interpreted. On the other hand, to account for the unity and

totality of the Fourth Gospel, we must treat John as a literary work of art. John can be inter-
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2.1 THEORETICALLY-FOUNDED EXEGESIS AND THE NEW TESTAMENT

2.1.1 The aims of Theoretically-founded exegesis

As a method, Theoretically-founded Exegesis enhances the understanding of the exegete within

the boundaries of the rules used in its method. The term 'exegesis' is here used as a technical

term for 'interpretation' and provides the procedures which enhance the understanding of a

particular text. Theoretically-founded Exegesis can be defined as,

an explication of the language structure of a given text against its socio-cultural and

historical background in order to give the reader a better understanding of the text

(Maartens, 1989:3).

2.1.2 Theory and exegesis

The term 'Theoretically-founded Exegesis' is given to the particular theoretical frame).>vork

within which the process of interpretation is controlled. By using the rules of this theoretical

framework, the exegete can interpret the text while adhering to the rules and the controlling

procedures of the theory. Hence, exegesis done according to the rules and the controlling pro

cedures of the theoretical framework will subsequently result in an interpretation supported by

evidence present in the text. The results of Theoretically-founded Exegesis are therefore

testable within its own framework as well as in> terms of the evidence in the text which it

accounts for.

2.1.3 Exegesis and method

When a reader reads, understands or explains a text, the reader follows certain exegetical pro

cedures. Since the New Testament text is an ancient text and since the tradition of understand

ing in which a reader functions does not always provide adequate understanding of a text, the

reader will encounter difficulties or problems in the understanding process, e.g. problems

caused by the peculiarities of the text like how to understand the text's language, imagery,

eschatological themes, parallelism, metaphors, etc. When the reader encounters difficul~ies in

the understanding process, the reader will direct special attention to these problems and diffi-
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culties. In this case, the reader will seek more scientific help in order to understand the text.

As theoretical approach, exegesis is aimed at a theoretically-founded understanding of precisely

these peculiarities and difficult passages in the text. The peculiarities and problems that the

reader encounters in the process of understanding the text is the very reason for the developing

and using of a Theoretically-founded Exegesis. Theoretically-founded Exegesis may then

account for the causes of these peculiarities and problems.

Since the New Testament is determined by its linguistic and literary9haracter, the exegete
,.~

must account for the causes of the difficulties in terms of acknowledged Linguistic and Literary

theory. The analysis of both language aq~ structure is important. Such an analysis will enable

the exegete to account for linguistic elements, structuring devices and structuring principles,

which in turn will explain the causes of the different difficulties the exegete encounters in the

text. The ultimate aim of the exegetical process is the explanation of the causes of the many

difficulties which the reader encounters, based on the peculiarities in the text of the New Testa-

ment. Theoretically-founded Exegesis then correlates the results of Linguistic as well as a

Literary analyses. As such, it is able to provide an objective understanding of the text - i.e.

objective in terms of the theoretical procedures used.

Since Theoretically-founded Exegesis is a viable method for an accurate interpretation of a

given text in terms of the text's linguistic and literary peculiarities, it must now be further

expanded to show how it can also account for the text's socio-political and cultural back

ground.

2.1.4 Text and context

Since all textual understandings include the interplay and merging of both micro-textual con

text with macro-textual co~text and that of text and extra-textual context, Theoretically

founded Exegesis must also account for this fact. Since the New Testament is an ancient text
, ,

many of the difficulties in interpretation are linked to how and what the relationship is between

the text and its extra-textual meaning. Theoretically-founded Exegesis accounts for these

causes of the problem in a historical and contemporary sense. It seeks to understand both the
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historical framework of the acquired knowledge of the people to whom the text was initially

addressed as well as the contemporary framework of the acquired knowledge of the exegete

him or herself or that of the people to whom the exegete seeks to explain the text to. These

two historical frameworks comprise cultural, social, political and other background knowledge

in terms of which the text must be interpreted. I now address the understanding of an ancient

text in the contemporary context.

2.1.5 Text and hermeneutics

Hermeneutics comprises that process which aims at the understanding of the communication of

the meaning of a text in a contemporary society. To account for the process of the com

munication of an ancient text in contemporary society, at least three fundamental points are

important. First, the exegete must recognize that the New Testament text belongs to a radi

cally different 'horizon' than the contemporary horizon. Following ThiseIton (1980), one can

then speak of two horizons which come into play when the text is interpreted. Thiselton

(1980:xix) describes this notion as follows:

'horizon' is used metaphorically to denote the limits of thought dictated by a given

viewpoint or perspective. The goal of biblical hermeneutics is to bring about an active

and meaningful engagement between the interpreter and the text, in,.such a way that the

interpreter' s ow~ horizon is reshaped and enlarged. In one sense it is possible to speak,

with Gadamer, of the goal of hermeneutics as a 'fusion' of horizons. In practice,

because the interpreter cannot leap out of the historical tradition to which he belongs, the

two horizons can never become totally identical; at best they remain separate but close.

Second, the exegete must recogniZe that his or her understanding of the text is already

determined by the tradition that he or she belongs to and that there is a tension between these

two horizons. Also, tha! it is not easy - and ultimately not totally possible - to jump out of

one's own tradition to the first century and to understand the text as if one is part of the first

century community. Third, interpretation of the text depends on what Gadamer call~' a 'fusion

of horizons'. The fusion of horizons or the hermeneutic task 'consists in not covering up this
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tension ... but (in - m.i.) consciously bringing it out' (Gadamer 1975:273).

If the meaning of a Jewish-Christian text is to be propagated in a meaningful way in the con

temporary context, the exegete must examine the background of the text, i.e. one must

understand how the text came into being and why it was written. Further, the exegete must

understand the historical, social and cultural background in which the text was originally

explained and propagated. Without changing the author's intentions for recording a text, the

exegete has to apply its message to another environment, where culture, history and social

structures differ from that of the author. For the text to be communicated to a different

society, the exegete must have a good knowledge of the language and structure of a given text.

Theoretically-founded Exegesis as a tool serves to enhance the communication of the message
:.~,

of a text; taking into consideration the author's background and the background in which the

text is to be understood. Hence, hermeneutics uses Theoretically-founded Exegesis as method

- both for the understanding of the text in the first century and contemporary context. In this

way, the theory provides the framework in terms of which language, text structure as well as

the background of the author and the background of the people or society for which the text is

interpreted, are accounted for.

As far as the methodological procedure is concerned, the use of Theoretically-founded

Exegesis as method follows three steps. First, it is required that one first interprets the text in

terms of the socio-political and historical background of the place and people where the text

was understood originally. Without this initial step, there cannot be any hermeneutics in the
~ . "..

true sense of the word.

Second, for hermeneutics to take place, a fusion of horizons must take place, i.e. the author's

background must be fused with that of the reader. This step safeguards the exegete from a

one-dimensional or subjective approach in the reading or understanding of the text and

provides a more objective approach. Third, one must explain the meaning of a textJpf one's

own or the ,contemporary society. Since language and culture are alway~ changing, this means

that t~e texr s meaning will also always change. However, it also entails that the main reason
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or meaning of the text not be distorted. The meaning will always be contextualised and re

contextualised, depending on the nature of the historical and socio-cultural climate in which the

text is understood. A hermeneutics using Theoretically-founded Exegesis can, however

account for these changes in meaning with a certain degree of objectivity. Even though

ultimate objectivity is not possible, and all interpretive endeavours include an element of objec

tivity, the results of the theory and method can be tested in terms of the procedures used and

the evidence identified as being relevant.

In the history of research into hermeneutics, conceptual distinctions between henneneutics,

interpretation, and other theoretical concepts have been made. Ebeling (1971 :33) argues that

since both 'interpretation' and 'henneneutics' refer to the explanation of texts, no distinction

should be made. Achtemeier (1969: 13f) again, - very much like Schleiermacher - limits a)

exegesis to an explication of the original understanding· of the text in terms of the original

author's intentions and the meaning of the original message in the original context; b) inter-

pretation (or appropriation) to the meaning of a text for the present, and c) henneneutics (or

understanding) to the rules to close the gap between the original author and text on the one

hand and the reader reading the text in the present on the other.

However we may agree or disagree about the conceptual distinctions and definition of

hermeneutics, we cannot escape the fact that hermeneutics does include steps of explanation,

interpretation (or appropriation) and hermeneutics proper (or understanding). These steps,

however, do not comprise a mere number of rules for the interpretation of a text which must

be applied in a purely simplistic andinechanical fashion. Even Theoretically-founded Exegesis

concedes that understanding includes the subjectivity and intuition of the exegete as well as·

more subtle questions about the nature of language, meaning, understanding and the influence

of the exegete's own subjectivity, language, tradition and environment. These can only be

addressed in the context of the Philosophy of language, theories of meaning, Literary Theory,

Semiotics, andc other theoretical research in!O the nature and procedures of the theories which

we use. Furthermore, the use of Theoretically-founded Exegesis in Hermeneutics provides a

domain of research where one can both account for the degree of objectivity in terms of which
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the text is interpreted as well as explicate in what sense the text is distorted when it is co-opted

for political policies and philosophies which violate the meaning inherent in the text. Closely

related to these facts is the concession that all texts are open to multiple interpretations.

Theoretically-founded Exegesis, however, attempts to uncover both the. micro- and macro

structures of a text and in doing so, participates in a critical dialogue with other approaches.

Theoretically-founded Exegesis, then is open to test the validity and accuracy of its results not

only in terms of its own theoretical framework, but also against the micro- and macro-

.. structures in the text and the results of other interpretations. This critical dialogue guards

against a grossly subjective approach.

:. ~

2.2 EXPLICATING THEORETICALLY-FOUNDED EXEGESIS

Theoretically-founded exegesis accounts theoretically for the linguistic or syntactic, semantic

and literary features of a text. The results of the exegesis can then be interpreted in terms of

the social, cultural or political context in which the text functions. Following Maartens (1989

El, Smit [1995]), this section provides an overview of the procedures or method of

Theoretically-founded Exegesis.

2.2.1 The linguistic analysis of sentences
..'"

2.2.1.1 The syntactic specification of the sentence

.- . A linguistic analysiso of a text is used to identify syntactic constituents of sentences, their

semanti~ representations and the transformations of syntactic f~ature~ in the surface structure of

a text. The point of departure is the syntactic specification of a sentence as consisting of a

noun phrase (NP) and a verb phrase (VP). The specification of all other sentence constituents·

relate to either the NP or the VP. The sentence as well as its components have both a linear

structure and a hierarchical structure. The linear structure comprises the linear sequence of

constituents and the hierarchical or paradigmatic the relations of the sentence constituents t~

the classes they belong to (cf Maartens 1989:~).
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2.2.1.2 The semantic representation of a sentence

The semantic representation of sentences in a text requires the identification of the presupposi

tions and the focus of sentences. The presupposition of a sentence comprises the information

which the reader can deduce from the content of each sentence and which the reader therefore

shares with the author. The content of a sentence is the statement or question in a sentence.

The focus of a sentence comprises the new information in contrast to the given information

which is known to the reader (Maartens 1989:5f). . .•

In John 10, the identification of the Pharisees of John 9:40 with 0 J.l.~ eiaepx0J.l.eTJoc; ('>La T~C;

()VpCiC; eic; 7~TJ Cii;"A~V TWV 7rPO{Ja.7WV l:iAAa aVCi{JCiivwv aAACixo()ev eKe'ivoc; KAi7rTf/C; ea7LV KCiL

AvaT~C; (l 0: 1) and aAAOTptU) (l0:5f) and of Jesus with 0 <Se eiaepx0J.l.evoc; DLa T~C; ()VpCiC;

7rOLJ.l.~TJ 8anTJ TWTJ 7rpo(3cnwv, the fact that the gatekeeper opens the gate for him and the

activities of the shepherd comprise the new information or the focus of the sentences (l0:2ff).

The. reader is here introduced to new information or new ideas which have not been revealed

earlier in the narrative. The presuppositions of these sentences comprise the knowledge which

both author and reader share with regard to the use of the shepherd metaphor for the leaders of

Israel as found in the Old Testament.

2.2.1.3 The transformations of the syntactic features of a sentence

The transformations of the syntactic features of a sentence have stylistic functions with literary

import. The movements of sentence constituents in a sentence comprise syntactic peculiarities

such as topicalization, NP shift, Adjective shift and deletion. Topicalization is a transformation '

which moves a sentence constituent to sentence initial position. A good example can be found

in John 10:5 where the indirect objects, TOVTU) and a A.A.07pLU), are found in sentence initial

positions. The stranger is the topic of the sentence here. The NP shift and Adjective shift are

transformations which move the noun phrase or adjective in a sentence to the sentence final

position. Examples can be found in John 10: 8, where 7a 7rPO{JCi7Ci is moved to sentence final

position (NP shift) and in 10: 11 where the adjective, 0 KCiAOC; is found in sentence final posi

tion. Deletion is a transformation which deletes a sentence constituent present in the deep

structure of a sentence from the surface structure. In John 10:1, eic; T~V CiVA.~V TWTJ 7rpo(3aTWTJ
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in the first line of the parallelism is deleted after aAACx avcx{3cxLvwv aAAcxxo()ev. All these

transformations have stylistic functions.

The explication of the linguistic analysis of sentences forms a crucial phase in the use of

Theoretically-founded Exegesis. This phase is crucial because it allows for a scientific explica

tion of the problems encountered in sentences in terms of the method as it relates to syntactic,

semantic and transformation problems in the sentence. The problems are accounted for in

terms of recognized procedures of linguistic and literary analysis. This procedure eliminates

bias and the subjectivity of the exegete and allows the exegete to first treat the text in its own

right and then to interact with the text through a process of critical dialogue. It is not only the

exegete who interacts with the text in a critical and theoretical manner. The exegete must also

allow the text to critically analyse and address him/her. It is only in this two-way interaction

between text and exegete that the interpreter can ultimately come to an adequate understanding

of the text. Since Theoretically-founded Exegesis is theoretically grounded, the results of an

exegete's interpretation can also be confirmed or falsified by other researchers following the

same theoretical and methodological procedures. Since Theoretically-founded Exegesis may

be enriched with other theoretical procedures or changed to accommodate different linguistic

and literary analytic procedures, each theoretically-founded interpretation will only provide a

particular truth perspective of the text. Truth is then determined by the perspective or theoreti

cal opera~ions used by the exegete (cf Smit [1995]).

2.2.2 The literary analysis of texts

In order to account for the literary character of a text, the exegete must theoretically account

for the cohesion of the text. This is done by accounting for the stylistic features of a text and

the unity these features create between text sequences. Leech (1970:120) provides one of the

standard definitions of the cohesion of texts.· He defines cohesion as,

the way in which independent choices in different points of a text correspond with or

presuppose one another, forming a network of sequential relations.... In studying

cohesion, we pick out patterns of meaning running through the text.. .. We also notice
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how tightly organised the relationships are ... cohesion is the dimension whereby the

foregrounded features identified in isolation are related to one another and to the text in

its entirety.

In John 10, the 'network of sequential relations' is primarily created through the use of meta

phors and through foregrounding as extra patterning. I now provide a brief overview of these

two stylistic figures.

2.2.2.1 The metaphor

The development of metaphor theory has a rich history (cf Maartens 1989). For my purposes,

I only provide a brief overview and concentrate on five uses and analytic approaches to meta

phor.

a The nature of metaphor

A word is metaphorized when it is used in a sentence in such a way that 'we have two thoughts

of different things active together' (Richards 1936:93). One part of the sentence is used in its

literal sense and the metaphorized term figuratively. Weinrich (1967:6) regards the meta

phorized word asa word in counter-determining context (cf Smit 1991a & 1991b). Black

(1962:28) calls the literal part of the sentence the 'frame', Abraham (1975:22) the 'remainder'

and Richards (1936:93) the 'tenor'. The metaphorized part of a sentence is called the 'focus'

by Black (1962:28), 'part' by Abraham (1975:22) and the 'vehicle' by Richards (1936:93).

V/here both the tenor and vehicle or the frame and focus are present in a sentence, such meta

phors can be called 'surface metaphors' (cf Miller 1971: 128). The surface metaphors in John

10 are metaphors such as B"!W eifJ.L ~ Bupa (10:9) and B"!W eLfJ.L 0 7roLfJ.~V 0 Kat-DC; (10:11,14)..

b The interaction view of metaphor

As far as the interaction of the metaphorized word with the literal parts of a sentence is con

cerned, Blflck (1962:39,42,44) regards the metaphor as a filter. He states that the metaphor as

filter,
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selects, emphasizes, suppresses, and organizes features of the principal subject by

implying statements about it that normally apply to the subsidiary subject.

In a semantic theory, this interaction implies that semantic features of the vehicle in its literal

sense are suppressed and characteristics of the vehicle which are compatible with the new con

text of metaphoric application in the sentence transferred to the frame or the principal partes) in

a sentence. The features which are transferred to the frame or the principle subject in a

sentence form the tertium comparationis between the word in its natural extension of meaning

and the tenor's influence on the vehicle. Abraham (1975:27) explains this transference as a re

topicalization of features. He states,

Applied to the interpretation of a metaphor this is a process which must depart from the

normal ordering of (complex) features of a lexical meaning: features with low priority in

. the normal meaning of a lexeme (which contribute only marginally to the meaning of a

lexeme or which do not contribute to the 'normal' meaning at all) have to be given

higher priority (have to be 're-topicalized') in a semantic analysis that remains

unchanged otherwise.

.In the context of this dissertation we have to determine the semantic features of 'thief' and

'robber' which are then transferred to the Pharisees. Likewise, the features of ,shepherd' and

'good shepherd' which can be applied to Jesus have to be identified too. The semantic features

of these metaphors are not only to be recovered from 'common knowledge' or the

encyclopedic information of a lexeme but also from the stereotypical use of these metaphors

both in the Old Testament and the contemporary context of the text. In the process of interac-·

tion, some features will be suppressed. These will not acquire any significance in the text (cf

Smit [1995]).

c The suspended metaphor

A suspended metaphor's tenor is mentioned in the macro-context of a text but not in its micro

context. The tenor is only temporarily suspended from the context (cf Miller 1971: 128-134).
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Suspended metaphors can have either a resumptive or a pro1eptic function. Metaphors with a

resumptive function 'resume temporarily suspended metaphors of which the proper term, the

tenor is mentioned elsewhere in the macro-context' of the text (Maartens 1989: 16). Meta-,

phors with a proleptic function 'exhibits a pro1eptic character determined by the eschatological

frame of reference in the counter-determining context of the Gospel' (Maartens 1989: 17).

d The submerged metaphor

The submerged metaphor is a metaphor of which the tenor is never mentioned in either the

micro or the macro context of the text. This does not mean that the tenor" is not present in the

text. Maartens (1989: 17) points out that Ingendahl states that the submerged metaphor's

vehicle has become self-reliant in the text.

e The Genitive-link metaphor

The genitive-link metaphor is a metaphor which is linked through a genitive construction to the

vehicle (cf Brooke-Rose 1958:24, 149-152). An example can be found in John 10 in Jesus'

saying, e-yw eifJ-L ~ evpcx TWV 7rpo{3CiTWV (10:7).

2.2.2.2 Foregrounding as extra-patterning

Prague Structuralism worked with the assumption that 'the striking unconventional use of lan

guage' isa basic feature of metaphoric language. The scholars contributing to research on this

level aimed at the formulating of a descriptive literary theory which analyses such language

usage that highlights sentence constituents. Havranek (1964:10) called this device of highlight

ing sentence constituents 'foregrounding'. Havranek recognized foregrounding by a:

"deautomatized" (i.e. unconventional) use of language. He defines foregrounding as follows:

By foregrounding, ... we mean the use of the devices of the language in such a way that

this use itself attracts attention and is perceived as uncommon, as deprived of automa

tization, as deautomatized, such as a live poetic metaphor (as opposed to a lexicalized

one, which is automized) (Havranek 1964: 10).
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MukarovskY (1964: 18), another Prague Structuralist qualified the phenomenon of fore

grounding as an

esthetically intentional distortion of the linguistic components of the work, in other

words, the intentional violation of the norm of the standard.

MukarovskY's 'aesthetically intentional distortion' is further characterized by Leech (1966:141)

as a 'unique deviation' from the norm of standard language usage. Deviant language - espe

cially as it relates to metaphor - comprises paradigmatic foregrounding. However, fore

grounding also functions on the syntagmatic level. This can be explained in terms of paral

lelism, chiasm and coupling. All three these devices are grounded in Jakobson's (1960:358)

basic definition ofth,e poetic function which states that 'the poetic function projects the princi

ple of equivalence from the axis of selection into the axis of combination'. This implies that

the creation of parallelism comprises two processes, namely an activity of selection on the

paradigmatic level and an activity of combination on the syntagmatic level.

a Parallelism as syntagmatic foregrounding

Parallelism can be explained as either synonymous or antithetical parallelism. In synonymous

parallelism, the paradigmatic relations between two parallel lines in a stanza are synonymous

and therefore semantically equivalent. In antithetical parallelism, the paradigmatic relations

between two parallel lines in a stanza are antithetical and therefore semantically contrastive or

exclusive (cf Smit [1995]).

b Coupling as syntagmatic foregrounding .

Levin (1969:33) identified coupling as the grouping of semantically equivalent forms III

syntagmatically equivalent positions. Coupling 'requires a stricter correspondence in syntag

matic position of the semantically equivalent forms' (Maartens 1989:22), e.g. AB/AB.

c Chiastic parallelism as syntagmatic foregrounding

Chiastic parallelism represents an inverse relationship between the parallel or antithetical con-
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stituents in a parallelism, e.g. ABBA.

The use of all these stylistic figures of extra-patteming are present in John 10. They will be

used as part of the interpretation process below.

2.2.3 Narrative analysis

In order to account adequately for the discourse nature of John 10 it has to be situated and

interpreted in terms of its function in the Johannine narrative as a whole. This point introduces

us to the next stage in the theory and methodology, namely to account for the narrative nature

of John.

Rimmon-Kenan (1983:3) uses Genette's (1972) distinction between histoire, recit and narra

tion to account for the analytic categories used in narrative theory. She translates these as

story, text and narration. Story comprises the logical chronological fictional events which

provides the narrative with the 'raw material' in terms of which the narrative is told. The text

comprises the narrative text which we read. Narration is the category that accounts for the

process of the narrative production, i.e. the existence of narrative implies that someone has

written the narrative and has intended it to be read as message by a reader or readers.

Rimmon-Kenan (1983: 3f) states that,

within the text, communication involves a fictional narrator transmitting a narrative to a

fictional narratee. Of the three aspects of narrative fiction, the text is the only one,

directly available to the reader. It is through the text that he or she acquires knowledge

of the story (its object) and of the narration (the process of its production). On the other·

hand, however, the narrative text is itself defined by these two other aspects: unless it

told a story it would not be a narrative, and without being narrated or written it would

not be a text.

In the next section, I provide a briefoverview of the concepts, story, text and narration.
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2.2.3.1 Narrative theory: story

Following Bremond (1977; - cf Rimmon-Kenan [1983:22ff] and the review of Du Rand [1991]

above), an account of the story of John has to take the nature of the events and the characters

into consideration.

a In the macro-narrative of John, the function of events can be explicated through the

potentiality of the narrative (objective defined) and its progression through either 'steps taken'

with the result of 'objective reached' or 'missed' or the 'steps not taken'. The function of

John 10 within the logical chronological development can be accounted for in. terms of its rela

tions with earlier (analeptic) and later (proleptic) events in the story.

b For the definition of character on story level, Rimmon-Kenan (1983:40ff) makes a dis- -,-

tinction between 'flat' and 'round' characters. Flat characters only have one trait, quality or

idea attached to them. Round characters are more complex and 'involves having more than

one quality and developing in the course of the action' (Rimmon-Kenan 1983:40). In John,_

the blind man who has his sight restored by Jesus is a flat character who only exhibits one

dominant trait. The Pharisees are round with a few qualities attached to them. Jesus is com

plex to a greater degree in so far as he has many characteristics, labels and qualities attached to

him during the course of the action in the story running from John 1-21. Jesus' complexity,

however, does not involve his internal development. He is a static character in so far as his

nature is defined from the very first verse in John 1. Who he is is only defined in greater

detail in the logical progression of the story.

2.2.3.2 Narrative theory: text

Whereas the story only has a relation with the text, the text stands in a relation to both story .

and narration. In order to account for the narrative text, Rimmon-Kenan (1983:43) distin

guishes between the categories of time, characterization andfocalization. Time and character-

,-jzation stand in a relation to the story and jocalization to the narration.
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a The study of time concerns 'the textual arrangement of the event component of the story'

in the text (Rimmon-Kenan 1983:43). In the text, the narrative does not correspond to the logi

cal chronological succession of even~s in the story. On the contrary, it deviqtes from it.

Rimmon-Kenan (1983:45) remarks that even though time in the narrative text as we read

through it is 'inescapably linear', a comparison between text-time and conventional story-time

reveals that 'a hypothetical "norm" of complete correspondence between the two is only rarely

realized'. The 'discordances' that these deviations in the text create can be studied through

comparing the order, duration and frequency of the recounting of events in the text (cf Genette

1972:33ff). Order specifies the analeptic (or 'flashback') and proleptic (or 'foreshadowing')

relations between the story and text-time. Examples in John 10 can be found in the analeptic

references by Jesus to his works (l0:25, 37f) and in the foreshadowing of his trial and death in

the accusations and violent response of 'the Jews' (10:24, 31, 33). Duration specifies the dif

ference between the length of time an event takes in the story and textual levels, e.g. the read

ing of Jesus' discourse in 10:1-5, 7-18 basically takes the same time as what it has on the story

level. The brief summary of the response by the Jews in John 10: 19-21 could have taken

much longer than the time it takes the reader to read about it. Frequency specifies the number

of times that an event in the story is recounted in the text. _A single event can be repeated once

(singulative) or more than once (repetitive) or an event that occurred often can be recounted

once (iterative) (cf Rimmon-Kenan 1983:57f). Most of the events in John are singulative.

Even though there are similarities in the signs of Jesus, his sayings, the responses of the

crowds and his opposition, all these have a singulative character.

b Characterization concerns 'the representation in the text of the character component of

the story' (Rimmon-Kenan 1983:43). Rimmon-Kenan (1983:59) states that characterization in

the text

can be described in terms of a network of character~traits.... By assembling various

character indicators distributed along the text-continuum and, whenneces'sary, inferring

the traits from them.
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Following Ewen, she further distinguishes between two basic character types. The one which

is presented in the text through 'direct definition' and the other through 'indirect presentation'.

The first type 'names the trait by an adjective, an abstract noun or possibly some other type of

noun or part of speech'. The second type, 'displays and exemplifies' the character in various

ways and leaves the task of inferring the quality of the character from the representations to the

reader (Rimmon-Kenan 1983:59f). Indirect presentation takes place through the character's

action, speech, external appearance and habitual environment in which the character finds

itself. An important addition to the process of characterization in narrative is the use of anal

ogy in the names (or labels) of characters, analogy in landscapes and the analogy between

characters (cf Rimmon-Kenan 1983:61-70). In John 10, the characterization of Jesus takes

place primarily through his action, speech and the analogy in the names or labels applied to

him (cf Smit's [1995] treatment of the Jesus character and his opposition in Mark).

c Focalization 'is the angle of vision {or 'prism' or 'perspective' - Rimmon-Kenan 1983:3

- m.i.) through which the story is filtered in the text, and it is verbally formulated by the nar

rator' (Rimmon-Kenan 1983:43). Focalization is here distinguished from the narrator and nar

ration. The reason being that even though a first or third person narrator narrates a story, both

may use different characters in the represented world of the story as a 'centre of consciousness

(or "reflector")' as focalizer or focalizer character (cf Rimmon-Kenan 1983:71-73). More

over, 'narratives ... are not only focalized by someone but also on someone or something', i.e.

focalization has both subject and object (Rimmon-Kenan 1983:74). Rimmon-Kenan (1983:74)

further explains,

The subject (the 'focalizer') is the agent whose perception' orients the presentation,

whereas the object (the 'focalized') is what the focalizer perceives.

The explication of the threefacets offocalization that Rimmon-Kenan (1983:77-82) - following

Uspensky (1973) - identifies are important for my purposes. These are the perceptual facet,

the psychological facet and the ideological facet.
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ca The perceptual facet (sight and hearing) is determined by time and space. In terms of

time and space, the focalizers in John 10 are all internal and not external to the action and

interaction. ,Except for the narrator's commentary (which is panchronic and which provides a

bird's eye-view of the responses of the characters to Jesus), the focalizers do not provide a

bird's eye-view of the action but participate in the action and are 'limited to the 'present' of

the characters' (Rimmon-Kenan 1983:78).

cb The psychological facet of perception has a cognitive and emotive component. The cogni

tive component (knowledge, conjecture, belief, memory) of the external narrator-focalizer is

such that he knows everything about the represented world and about the Jesus character. The

characters in the narrative do riot. They all function as internal focalizers with limited knowl

edge (Rimmon-Kenan 1983:79f). This discrepancy creates a powerful effect on the reader

who shares the knowledge of the narrator in Biblical narrative and therefore also in John (cf

Smit [1995]). The emotive component comprises the emotions of the internal focalizers

(Rimmon-Kenan 1983:80f). John 10:19-21 is an example. Here, the external focalizer focal-

izes the emotions of 'the Jews'.

cc The ideological facet of focalization comprises 'the norms of the text' which consist of 'a

general system of viewing the world conceptually' (Rimmon-Kenan 1~83:81). In the narrative

text, the narrator-focalizer's norms or ideology provide the 'single dominant perspective'

which 'is usually taken as authoritative, and all other ideologies in the text are evaluated from

this 'higher' position' (Rimmon-Kenan 1983:81). In John, the norms and the ideology are all

implicit in the orientation the narrator provides throughout the narrative through implicit and

explicit commentary as well as through the speech arid action of Jesus, the main character.·

The ideology of Jesus is positively evaluated by the narrator-focalizer and is the same as his

own. This ideology is· communicated to the narratee as the ideology which the narratee must

hold too. The focalization through the opposition focalizers - 'the Pharisees' or 'the Jews' _

provide a conflicting ideological perspective of who Jesus is. Since this ideological perspective

is evaluated negatively by thenarrator-focalizer, this ideology is to be rejected by the narratee.

Moreover, if the focalizer is a character who opposes the main character - Jesus - then the cog-
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nitive, emotive and ideological components of this character's perceptions are part of the story

(cf Smit [1995]).

2.2.3.3 Narrative theory: narration

Narration is that analytic category in narrative theory which accounts for the act of narrating

or the telling of a story. Following Rimmon-Kenan's (1983:86) semiotic assessment of

Booth's (1961) and Chatman's (1978) development of the notions of the implied author and

reader on the one hand and the narrator and narratee on the other, I accept her formulation of

the notions of the narrator and narratee as relevant for my purposes. The narrator is the

implicit addresser of the text and the narratee the implicit addressee. Minimally, the narrator

can be defined as 'the agent which at the very least narrates or engages in some activity serving

the needs of the narration' (Rimmon-Kenan 1983:88f). The needs of the narration - a-s"they

pertain to John 10 -, in turn are primarily determined by the narrator's perceptions of time and

space and/or the time-space ('chronotope'), the level of narration, the narrator's comnientary,

the narrator's cognition of objects and characters and the narrator's ideological nonns and

values. In addition to these elements, the narratiol1.~an be studied interms of the nature of the

~peech representation in the narrative text too.

a In John, narrative time is determined by 'ulterior narration', i.e. the narrative events are

narrated 'after they happened' (cf Rimmon-Kenan 1983:89). Two important distinctions have

to be made with regard to the narrating of what the Spirit will do and be for the disciples and

what the nature and the function is of the time-space that Jesus embodies. First, even though

the narration about the Spirit's activities is ulterior from the perspective of the narrator, from

the perspective of the narrative present, these are ~terior. Second, the time-space that Jesus

occupies is divine and timeless in scope (cf Smit [1995]).

b The level of narration in John 10 is both 'extra-diegetic' and 'diegetic'. The whole nar

rated story of Jesus in John is extra-diegetic. The parable (In 10:1-5), however, is diegetic. It

is Jesus as intra-diegetic character who tells the pa~abl~. .Just as in the discourses of Jesus in

John, this distinction is important if the performative function of the text is to be addressed.

•
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c The narrator's commentary provides narrational explanations and commentary on the

speech and action in the narrative. As such, it provides lines of direction and indirection to the

reader or listener (cf Smit [1995]).

d The narrator's cognition of objects and characters compose the cognitive elements

which the narrator holds. The narrator's knowledge about Jesus and his opponents is conveyed

through the narrative to the narratee. The narrative structure and impact on the narratee is

such that it wants to persuade the narratee to accept this knowledge too (cf Smit [1995]).

e The narrator's ideological nonns and values are also to be shared by the narratee. This

is closely related to the previous point. Smit ([1995]) points out that even though these ele-

ments of narration ·ean be studied in terms of narrative focalization as they are revealed in the

text, they must also be objectified and analysed as part of the discourse of the narrator, i.e. as

elements which form part of the interpretive community that the narrator represents. Such an

objectification provides the interpreter with the contents of the symbolic world and the prac~

tices used by the narrator and members of this symbolic world. For the purposes of this dis-

sertation, I refer to this phenomenon as the 'narrational ideology'.

f The speech representation in John is bot~ diegetic and mimetic. In mimesis (scene), the

narrator creates the illusion that it is not he who speaks. He is only 'showing' the action.

Therefore, all dialogue and direct speech in general in John (and in the other gospels) are

mimetic. Since the narrator does not create th~ illusion that it is not he who is speaking in his

direct 'telling' of the story or in indirect speech, his narration here is diegetic. In diegetic rep

resentation, the narrator does not hide the fact that he is the one who tells the story and that the

views presented are his views (cf Rimmon-Kenan 1983: 106ff).

Smit ([1995]) points out that the distinction between diegetic and mimetic speech is important

on two accounts. First, the critic has to recognize that mimetic speech is not that of the his

torical persons, i.e. Jesus or his opponents. Everything found in the'narrative is ultimately

created by the narrator and represent his views, ideologies, etc. On this level we cannot dis-
. ,
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tinguish 'between telling and showing, but between different degrees and kinds of telling'

(Rimmon-Kenan 1983: 108). This critical approach provides an avenue to the critic to objec

tify the symbolic world of the interpretive (i.e. ecclesiastical) co~munity of the narrator. Sec

ond, in the context of the study of the Biblical text in terms of its performance, the effect or

impact of mimetic speech is such that it does not only address the real reader as it was/is read

in the congregation. It also functions in such a way that it does not only come with the

guarantee of the reliability and truthfulness of the authority and integrity of the narrator, but

with that of Jesus as the 'real' extra-diegetic divine Being (!). It is then Jesus as the 'real'

extra-diegetic divine Being who addresses the congregation directly as if in the present (cf Smit

[1995]).

2.2.4 Intertextuality

Intertextuality is a concept which was developed from the notion of dialogism as used by

Bakhtin (cf Smit 1994:46ff; 1994b:55ff & [1995]). As the word, 'dialogism' indicates, this

concept denotes a particular aspect of the communicative or dialogical interaction between two

people or more. It can be linked to the communicative interaction between narrator and nar-

ratee in Narrrative Theory. Applied to the interaction between narrator and narratee in Bibli

cal narrative, intertextuality occurs when a word, phrase, sentence or utterance in the narrative

has two possible meanings of which the denotative one is picked up by the character in the nar

rative - revealing his/her misunderstanding of the narrational ideology - and the significant

meaning - which is revealed to the narratee is picked up by the reader or listener (cf Smit

[1995] for a full elucidation).

2.2.5 The performance of a text

Reader-response criticism has introduced the notion that a reader, while reading the Biblical

text, participates in the production of meaning in the text. Views range from critics who place

more emphasis on the text itself (Iser) and critics who hold that all meaning is produced by the

. reader or listener - who is ultimately determined by the interpretive community to which s/he

belongs (Fish). The dialogical and dialectical interaction between text and reader/listener may

take either the textual features or the narrator's tradition as a point of departure (cf Smit
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[1995]). As stated in the introduction of this chapter, both these facets of interaction have to

be taken into account. In order to eliminate the biases of the interpreter or the critic, the

approach itself must remain as objective as possible. In the following section, I provide a brief

overview of some of the basic notions which have to be taken into consideration in the descrip

tion of the performance of the text of John 10.

2.2.5.1 The significance of the performance of linguistic, literary and

narrative elements

Smit ([1995]) points out that texts like Mark and John were written to be 'performed' in the

early Christian congregation(s). If John 10 is interpreted in terms of its performance, - i.e. as

it was being read in a congregational setting - then the linguistic and literary features of the

text explicated above, achieves added significance. Smit ([1995]) points out that the syntactic

specification, semantic representation, transformations, metaphor theory, foregrounding as

extra-patterning and categories of narrative analysis acquire a performative character in the

text's performance in the congregational setting.

2.2.5.2 Speech-act theory

Speech-act theory aims at the description of why people understand one another and why they

respond meaningfully to one another in ordinary daily conversation. Applied to a description

of the performance of speech between characters in a text, the same procedure can be used to

account for why the characters represented as interlocuters in a text, understand or do not

understand one another. The basic theory and its application to textual communication com

prise three basic elements, namely the notions of mutual contextual beliefs, the three assump

tions of speech interaction and the cooperation principle or the five maxims regulating con-"

versation (cf Smit [1995]).

a The basic presupposition of the theory is that communication between two people is only

possible because they share (mutual contextual beliefs' (MCB's). These beliefs are related to

the mutual knowledge they share about themselves, their traditions, their culture, their society,

etc. (cf Smit [1995]).
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b In order to communicate effectively, the interlocuters must adhere to three assumptions

of speech interaction - which basically is 'a communi9ative contract or a universal convention'

(cf Smit [1995]) -, namely the linguistic assumption, the communicative assumption and the

presumption of literalness. The linguistic assumption assumes that both the one making an

utterance and the one receiving it are competent language users of the language used in the

speech interaction. The communicative assumption assumes that the intention of the one

making an utterance will be understood. The presumption of literalness assumes that if the one

making an utterance intends it literally, then it must be taken literally (cf Smit [1995]).

c The cooperation principle or the five maxims which regulate ordinary conversation are

the max.ims of quantity, quality, relation, manner and sequence. The maxim of quantity

requires that an utterance be as terse as necessary, the maxim of quality, that the utterance be

sincere and not intentionally false, the maxim of relation, that the utterance be relevant to the

communicative interaction, the maxim of manner, that the utterance be perspicuous and the

maxim of sequence that the utterance be 'appropriate to the talk-exchange' (cf Smit [1995]).

This last maxim is especially important where we have to ~reat the aporia in John 10.

This then brings us to the end of our explication of Theoretically-founded Exegesis. In the

next chapters, the theory is used to analyse John 10, Jeremiah 23: 1-8 and Ezekiel 34: 1-6.

These two Old Testament texts provide the traditional background for an adequate understand

ing of the shepherd discourse in John 10.
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CHAPTER THREE

THEORETICALLY-FOUNDED EXEGESIS OF JOHN 10:1-18

3.0 INTRODUCTION

John 10: 1-18 occupies a special place in the Gospel of John. The parable in 10: 1-5, the theme

of the relationship between the shepherd and sheep and its contrasting with the exploitive rela

tionship between the thief/robber and the sheep, the self-revelatory language of Jesus - espe

cially as it manifests in the iryw dilL - sayings - as well as Jesus' comments on his authority and

the purpose of his work all contribute to make John 10: 1-18 one of the most significant sec

tions in the Gospel. If we add to these facts the polemical or conflicting interaction between

who ,and what Jesus represents and what 'the Jews' and the Pharisees represent, then one can

safely assume that John 10: 1-18 fulfills a very important function in the Gospel narrative as a

whole. In this chapter, some of the main points of this interaction are researched. I first

attend to the structure of John as a whole and then situate and explicate the significance of John

10: 1-18 in terms of this structure.

3.1 THE STRUCTURE OF JOHN AND THE INTERACTION OF JOHN 10:1-18 WITH

THE GOSPEL AS A WHOLE

3.1.1 The prologue as progranlmatic structure for the whole Gospel

Deeks (1968:107ff) divides Johp's prologue into four sections, 1:1~5, 6-8, 9-13 and 14-18.

He regards these four sections as summaries of the content of the four main sections of the

Gospel of John as whole.

1:1-5

1:6-8

1:9-13

1: 14-18

= 1:1-18

= 1:19-4:54

= 5: 1-12:50

= 13:1-20:31

.........................

.........................

.........................

The cosmological section

The witness of John

The coming of the Light

The economy of salvation
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The main drawback of this structure is that it is too general and that it does not account for the

literary complexities of either the prologue or the Gospel as a whole. It is precisely on these

two accounts, that Staley) proposal is more comprehensive.
"""'~'-- .

Staley (1986:241ff) departs from the carefully constructed double chiastic structure of John

1:1f. Following Culpepper (1980/81:9f), Staley (1986:244) takes the 'repetition of Leitworter

. .. coupled with concentric form' as the basic indication of the delimitation of both the struc:..

ture of the prologue as well as the narrative structure of John as a whole. This symmetrical

structure of the prologue in turn, is regarded as the main point of influence on John's theology.

Hofius (1987: 1-25) too researched the structure of the prologue and likewise concludes that

both form and content or 'Gestalt und Gehalt' (cf Hofius 1987:25) are closely related and

informs the nature and theology of John.

Staley (1986: 245ff) delimits the structure of the prologue as follows.

A l: 1-5 The relationship of the Xfryoc; to God, creation, humankind

B. 1:6-8 The witness of John (negative)

C 1:9-11 The journey of the light/Ao)'oC; (negative)

D 1:12-13 The gift of empowerment (positive)

Cl. ~ l :14 The journey of the AO)'OC; (positive)

BI l: 15 The witness of John (positive)

A I :1: 16-18 The relationship of the AO)'OC; to humankind, re-creation, God.

The implications of this structure of the prologue is that 1: 12-13 forms the centre of the'

extended chiasm, that Cl, BI and AI are in inverted order and are related to A, Band C, that

A I follows an inverted order of A and finally, that AO)'~C; forms the central key word in the

prologue. Staley (1986:249ff) then divides John's narrative structure into a prologue (l: 1-18),

.- and four missionary tours (1:19-3:36; 4:1-6:71; 7:1-10:,42; 11:1-21:35). He 'explains that the

whole Gospel 'exhibits a symmetrical, concentric structure which is built upon that of the

prologue' (Staley 1986:262). He further explains that each of the five sections into which the
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book can be divided are progressively larger than the one previous to it, 'and each one ending

by climactically resolving some minor discordant story problem which opened the section'

(Staley 1986:262). Even though Staley (1986:256ff) does not treat John 10: 1-18 and its inter

action with the prologue, his two most significant comments for our purposes are that the key

word, oiba appears in John 7:1-10:42 33% of the times in John and that John 10 forms part of

the reaction to the extreme antagonism to Jesus' teaching. The function of oLba will be further

researched in the intertextual engagement of John 10: 1-18 with the rest of the Gospel below.

With regard to the reaction to the antagonism, Staley (1986:258) states,

References to excommunication and blasphemy, madness and demon possession,

illegitimate birth and Samaritan ancestry, lying, deception, moral blindness and

sinfulness, arresting, stoning and killing show that antagonism to Jesus' teaching has

reached its zenith. Even Jesus' "parable" of the good shepherd is interspersed with the

violent motifs of thieves and robbers. Yet in the midst of this strife, the contrapuntal

voice of the narrator reiterates the theme of belief (7: 12,40,46; 8:30-31; 9:38; 10:21).

Except for the last comment and his competent explication of the prologue itself, Staley' s

attempt to describe the structure of the Gospel on the basis of the prologue is not satisfactory.

His basic problem is his inadequate access of theory. .I do not belabour this point further here.

It will have to be researched and theoretically explicated in another context. Departing from

the perspective of John 10: 1-18 itself, I make an initial contribution to this problematic below.

3.1.2 The sources of John and the structure of the Gospel

Another important approach which has proved fruitful for the explication of the structure of

John is the Fonngeschichtliche identification of the sources underlying the Gospel of John.

Even though Bultmann's Fonngeschichtliche use of the sources identified is not useful to expli

cate the structure ofthe Gospel - especially because he uses transposition methods to 'restore'

the original sources for form critical purpc>ses - his identification of the possibility of the exist

ence of the sources was extremely important for Johannine scholarship. I just provide a brief

overview of the nature of these sources. This is important, because in what follows below, I
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follow Smalley' s (1992) use of the source critical distinction between the signs, the discourses

and the l".yw stJu - sayings in John.

Following Smith's (1965) explication of Bultmann's theory, Smalley (1992: 103ff) , explains

Bultmann's distinction between the signs source, the discourse source and the passion source as

follows.

The signs source: Smalley (1992: 104) points out that Bultmann holds that the six signs found

in John 2-12 could have belonged to a signs source (SQ or Semeia-Quelle). The reference to

'first' and 'second' in John 2: 11 and 4:54 as well as the O!"A"ACi uTJf.Lel,ex in 20:30 may indicate

that there might have been more signs recounted in this signs source. An additional proposal is

that the s~gns. source was \\,rit~en in Greek but influenced by Semitic languages - especially

Aramaic.

The discourse source:, The second source, the discourse source (RQ or Reden-Quelle) , is,

described by Bultmann as consisting of Offenbarungsreden, or 'revelation speeches'. Apart

from the prose sections, this source comprises poetic sp~eches written originally in Aramaic.

In this context, Jesus is portrayed as the definitive Revealer of true knowledge. John's own

contributions can the~ be identified in the evident changes from poetry to prose in the dis

courses.

The passion source: This Source originally comprised of a narrative source dealing ~ith th~

death and resurrection of Jesus. According to Bultmann, this source was also written in Greek

influenced by Semiti~ languages with contacts with the Synoptic passion tradition. The evi-'

dence of the source's influence is present in the material which does not reflect the evangelist's

own style in the passion section, e.g. the factual details of the trial of Jesus before Pilate in the

first few verses of John 19.

Against this background, I now turn to Smalley's literary use of the sIgns and discourse

sources for the explication of the literary structureof John.
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3.1.3 The prologue, signs, discourses, €"{w sip.t ~ sayings and epilogue

Following Bultmann, Smalley (1992: 87) takes John 1: 14, . the saying on the notion of the

incarnation, as the basic principle determining the significance of the signs. In the incarnation,

Smalley (1992: 87) says,

God took a fact of material existence (flesh) and expressed himself by it. From then on,

the historical and supra-historical mergeiii a particular manner.. Jesus, who comes to do

and continue the Father's work (5: 17), performs signs which express as well as

symbolise their basic meaning: that there is new life in Jesus who is the Christ.

Against this background, the central theme of John can then be formulated as: the interrelation

of spirit and matter which manifests itself in and through the signs, discourses and eyw eiJlL 

sayings of the word incarnate, gives life.

This theme is especially foregrounded in the way that the seven signs are bound together with

the seven discourses. The seven themes of the related signs and discourses link up with the

seven 8"{W eiJlL - sayings in John. The discourses may be regarded as elaborations of the signs,

elaborating on the spiritual significance of the signs and finding their own main point in the use

of the 8"{W eiJlL - formula (cf Smalley 1992:86). This can be portrayed as follows (cf Smalley

1992:91t).

Sign Discourse 8"jW eijLL-saying

Water into wine (2) - New life (3) - the true vine (15: 1)

Official's Son (4) - Water of life (4) - the way, the;truth and the life (14:6)

Sick man (5) - Son is life-giver (5) - the door of the sheep (10:7)

Feeding 5 000 (6) - Bread of life (6) - the bread of life (6:35)

and Spirit of life (7)

Blin? man (9) - Light of life (8) - the light of the world (8:12)

Raising Lazarus (11) - Shepherd, life-giver (10) - the resurrection and the life (11 :25)

Catch of fish (21) - Disciple life (14-16) - the good shepherd (10: 11)
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Apart from the bread of life (6:35), the light of the world (8:12) and the resurrection and the

life (11 :25) e'YweiJ-tL - sayings which appear in close textual proximity to the discourses and

signs, four sayings have to be linked to the signs and discourses on the basis of thematic cor

respondence. Even though it is possible to relate these four sayings as well as some of the dis

courses in a different sequence, this scheme provide some insight into the literary structure of

John and the theological significance of the theme of 'life' in the structure of John (cf Du Rand

1991a:94).

As far as John 10 is concerned, it is important to note that Smalley relates the John 10 dis-

course to the resurrection of Lazarus. On this point, he sees a link between chapter 10 and 11

where many scholars - including Bultmann - saw a decisive break. Even more important is

that the John 10 discourse as well as the two 8'YW eiJ-tL - sayings in John 10 can not be related to

the discourses and signs with confidence. This fact provides an important argument for the

view that John 10 basically impacts on the Gospel as a whole.

Of all the approaches reviewed above, this approach is the closest related to the explication of

John 10: 1-18 below. Even so, there is much more in th~ interaction between the structure of

John 10 and the Gospel as a whole. When the listener arrives at the conventional parable in

John 10, s/he has already acquired a whole body of knowledge and information about the nar

rational level of the narrative. While the listener listens to the reading of the parable, the

listener processes the different elements of the parable through this body of narrational knowl

edge. In the following section, I first analyse the story- or conventional level of the

understanding of the parable (John 10: 1-6), then continue to develop the idea of its intertextual

interaction or engagement with the preceding and following sections in the Gospel narrative as'

a whole, and then analyse the themes present in the parable as they are developed in John

10:7-18.
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3.2 A THEORETICALLY·FOUNDED EXPLICATION OF THE SHEPHERD PARABLE

3.2.1 John 10:1-2

A B

C D lA
I

oD8 eLaepxoj.Levoc; DLa 7~C; ()UpCiC; .

. ,,~ (.) ,
.................................1roLj.LY) v ea1"LV TWV 1rpOpCi7WV.

IB

John 10:1-2 form two incomplete antithetical parallelisms, ABCD/Al[BICl]Dl. The antitheti-

"
cal nature of the two parallel statements is foregrounded in the syntagmatic equivalent positions

that the contrastive elements occupy in the two statements. This foregrounding emphasizes the

semantic contrasting of the behaviour of the thief and robber with that of the shepherd. The

contrasting behaviour is present in 0 j.L~ eLaepxoj.LeVOC; DLa 7~C; evpexc; eLe; 7~V exvA~v 7WV

1rpo{3(;awv and 0 D8 eLaepxoj.Levoc; DLa 7~C; eVpCiC;. The further specification of the negative

behaviour by liAAa avex{3Ciivwv aAACixo()ev heightens the negative behaviour. The double

negative, 0 j.L~ eLaepxoj.Levoc; ... and aAAa ... is stated as a negative against the norm of con

temporary Mediterranean convention, namely that such behaviour does not conform to normal

behaviour concerning sheep in a sheepfold. Further, aAAa ... introduces an added explanation

to the deviant behaviour, strengthening the negative value of such behaviour. The entering by'

another way reveals a deviance from the norm. This deviance is then contrasted with

appropriate behaviour, namely to enter by the door. The door, here, signifies both the place

of entry and the transparency of the one entering here in contrast to the deviant behaviour of

entering by another way.
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The occurrence of KA87r7TJC; Ba7tIJ Kat Al1a7~C; and 7rOLj1.~IJ BanIJ 7WIJ 7rpo{3a7WIJ in syntagmatic

equivalent positions in the two antithetical parallelisms has two functions: First, the providing

of two objects to 'Yhom the deviant and normal behaviour can be ascribed within each state

ment respectively, reveal the objects as subjects of behaviour concerning the sheep. According

to Mediterranean convention, a person acting as a thief and a robber does not have a personal

relationship of care with sheep. The double synonymous description of the singular 0 j1.~

siasPxoj1.sIJOC; (>La 7~C; ()vpac; ••• with KA87r7TJC; 8a7tIJ Kat Al1a7~C; emphasizes the negative

behaviour of such a person concerning the sheep. The sheep is an object to be exploited for

such a character. The hendyadis - a thief and a robber - is a foregrounded substitution for the

more appropriate noun plus qualifier that one would expect. The foregrounded KA87r7Y]C; 8a7LIJ

KaL ATJa7~C; bring into play the normal qualities and activities of thieves and robbers concerning

sheep: (breaking of.unity of the flock/scattering) (non-care) (slaughter sheep without tending

them or providing for their well-being). These inferred qualities can be narrowed down to

(exploitive behaviour concerning the sheep and the flock). There is then a certain distance

between such a character and the sheep. This deviant and exploitive behaviour concerning the

sheep is contrasted with the object, 7rOLj1.~IJ BanIJ 7WIJ 7rpo{3a7WIJ. The close, normal and trans

parent relationship between the shepherd and the sheep is such that the shepherd enters the

sheepfold by the door as normally expected. The closeness is further emphasized by the geni

tive of possession, 7rOLj1.~IJ '" 7WIJ 7rpo{3a7WIJ. This genitive also signifies ownership.

Second, the paradigmatic contrasting of KA87r7~C; earLIJ KaL ATJa7~C; and 7rOLj1.~1J ea7LlI 7WlI

7rpo{3a7WIJ foregrounds the opposing semantic features revealed in the analysis above: The

thief and robber's features of (exploitation) (distance) (non-ownership) (deviancy) (breaking of

unity of the flock/scattering) (non-care) (slaughter sheep without tending them or providing for

their well-being) (exploitive behaviour concerning the sheep and the flock) are contrasted with

that of the shepherd, (care) (closeness) (ownership) (transparency) (normal relationship) (con

serving unity of the flock/bringing together) (feeding sheep and tending them or providing for

their well-being) (preserving/prote<;ting/defending behaviour concerning the sheep and the

flock).
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3.2.2 John 10:3

TOUTC{J b 6vpwpoc; aIJOL)'EL,

Kcii Ta. 1rPO(3CXTCX T~c; cPWIJ~c; CXVTOV aKOUEL ------ B

------ A

------ C

The indirect object,TouTC{J, is here topicalized in sentence initial position. TOUTC{J represents the

shepherd who has been described in tenns of the semantic features related to his care for,

closeness to and ownership of the sheep as well as his transparent behaviour and normal, con

ventional relationship with the sheep. It is because of these qualities that the door-keeper

opens the door for him. Three complete sentences with indicative verbs follow then. These

three sentences provide infonnation about the nonnal interaction between shepherd and sheep.

The activities which follow when a shepherd enters his sheepfold, namely 1) to call his sheep

by name, 2) the sheep hearing his call and 3) he leading them out of the sheepfold, are here

logically inverted - BAC. The fact that KCXL Ta. 1rPO(3CXTCX T~c; cPWIJ~c; CXVTOV aKouEL is placed

first, emphasizes the personal relationship between shepherd and sheep. The placing of the

indicative verb, aKouEL in sentence final position is a verb transfonnation emphasizing the

sheep's activity of hearing or positive activity of response to the shepherd's voice. The

inverted stacking and the syntagmatic deviation have the stylistic function of emphasis while

simultaneously providing content to the relationship between shepherd and sheep. The rela

tionship isnow further developed in A and C.

The punning in the paronomasia of T17C; cPWIJ~c; CXVTOV aKouEL and ... cPWIJE£ foregrounds the'

interaction between the sheep and the shepherd: they hear his voice and he calls. The adding

of the adjective, LOW in the sentence, KCXL Ta LOW 1rPO(3CXTcx cPWIJE£ KCXT' OIJOj1.CX, adds the addi

tional element of a personal relationship of the shepherd towards the sheep - i.e. from his side.

His calling them by name, develops this personal relationship to the relationship of the.
shepherd with the individual sheep. If we add the knowledge that, to know a person's name is

to have intimate knowledge of the person according to Mediterranean custom, then this rela-
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tionship acquires the greatest intimacy possible. Kat 8~cX'YGL airTcX signifies the shepherd's lead

ing out of his own sheep as in normal conventional behaviour. Moreover, since the shepherd

calls his own sheep, it is implied that there are other sheep in the sheepfold which do not

.belong to him as was customary. The shepherd then calls his sheep out amongst the whole

flock belonging to different shepherds.

3.2.3 John 10:4

------ A

------ B

The OTav Ta row 7rcXVTa 8K(3cXATJ expression is an adverbial time indication, indicating the

activity which follows the previous activities of hearing, calling and leading out. Whereas the

narratee takes a step backward with the narrator or character when the 'Yap-clause is used in

Biblical narrative, the narratee takes a small step forward with the narrator/character - Jesus as

intra-diegetic narrator in this instance - when 078 is used. It is then further followed by the

shepherd going before them and the sheep following. The reference to row emphasizes the

personal relationship (which include the elements of (trust) and (ownership» between shepherd

and sheep. The use of aVTi{J reflects back to the topicalized shepherd in verse 3 and 2 who is

contrasted with the thief and robber in verse 1. CxKOAOVOS'i is another addition to the activity of

the sheep hearing the shepherd's voice in verse 3, with a third addition following: they know

the shepherd's voice.

The phrase, on OLOWJLV r'iJv 4>wv'iJv aVTov, is an explanation of cause or reason explaining why

the sheep follow him. It points back to the reference to the sheep's hearing of the shepherd's

voice and his call. As such, it reveals elements like, (knowing the shepherd) (commitment to

the shepherd) (trust). The Jesus-character now returns to the relationship between the sheep

and the personified opposing one who is nothing more than a thief and robber.
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3.2.4 John 10:5
______ Al

------ BI

The indirect object, aAAorpL,¥, is here topicalized in sentence initial position and contrasted

with aurw in verse 4 and rovrw in verse 3. These features reveal a loose chiastic structure:. .
XyYly2X where X = verse la, Y verse lb, yl = verse 3, y2 = verse 4 and XI = verse 5.

The sheep's reaction of not following together with the further specified reason why they do

not follow, is contrasted with 7rpo{3ara aur'iJ aKoAov()8L, on OLOWJLV r~v cPwv~v aurov in verse

4. It foregrounds antithetical coupling between verse 5 and 4. The further elaboration on why

the she~p do not follow, aAACt cP8v~OVraL a7r' aurov, is an additional element emphasizing the

negative behaviour of the sheep concerning the stranger. Then follows an explanation of cause

or reason explaining why the sheep do not follow a stranger. It contrasts their not-knowing of

the stranger with their knowing of the shepherd and also the object of the not knowing - the

stranger's voice - is contrasted to the shepherd's voice. As such, it reveals elements like, (not

knowing the stranger) (no commitment to the stranger) (no trust of the stranger).

3.2.5 John 10:6

, -
avrOL~.

The narrator's commentary here, informs the narratee directly about what Jesus has done: he,

has told them a parable. As with al! parables, the parable can be explained theoretically as I'

have done. On this level, the parable only acquires moral significance in so far as it merely

explains the good relationship which must exist between a shepherd and his sheep. This rela

tionship is then contrasted with the adverse, antagonistic and hostile relationship which exists

between a stranger and one acting as a thieflrobber and the sheep. However, such an explana

tion will leave the interpreter and listener only on the story level of the parable and the larger

,narrative. Within the whole narrative, different elements in the parable itself is metaphorized.
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For the narratee, such a metaphorization happens retrospectively and prospectively.

Retrospectively, the statement introduced by De in eKe'ivoL De OUK s-yvweJav TLVCX ~v & eAaAeL

CXUTO'ic;, brings the listener to play out interactions between the parable and the earlier narra

tive, and in this process, to uncover meaning on the level of the metaphorization of elements in

the parable. It is on this level that theological content is provided to elements in the parable.

The listener here has to supply information which has not been revealed to the characters ear

lier in the narrative but only to the listener through the narrator's commentary. The reference

to the fact that Jesus' audience did not know what it was that he spoke, brings the disparity

between the characters' knowledge and the listener's knowledge to the fore. This device is a

device which is frequently used by Biblical narrators in narratives and has a retrospective

(analeptic) and/or a prospective (proleptic) function (cf Smit [1995]). Its retrospective function

is to draw the narratee or listener into the narrative by opening a space for the narratee to pro

vide information which has already been revealed earlier in the narrative and by doing this, to

participate in the process of the production of meaning. Prospectively, this device creates

expectations of more incidents of misunderstanding by the intra-diegetic characters in which

the narrator provides more or the final revelation to those characters or the narratee/listener.

The elements in the parable which resonate with the narration earlier in the narrative are first

and foremost the syntactically topicalized and foregrounded elements. These include T~c;

<f;wv~c; CXUTOV, O:KoveL, r&cx, <f;wve'i KCXT' OVO/lCX, O:KoAovBe'i and OrDcxaw r1]v 4>wV1]V avrov. If the

intertextuality of these elements are taken into consideration, the narratee can retrospectively

infer that the shepherd is Jesus and that the one acting as a thief and robber is 'the Jews'. In

the next section I identify the elements with which the text is intertextually engaged.

3.3 THE SHEPHERD PARABLE Mm ITS INTERTEXTUAL ENGAGEMENT WITH

THE GOSPEL AS A WHOLE

3.3.1 The voice of the shepherd and its co-text

3.3.1.1 Retrospectively, the voice of the shepherd resonates on narrationallevel with earlier
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references to the significance or theological meaning of 'voice'. In John 1:23, it resonates

with the promise-fulfilment scheme and the activities of John the Baptizer, 'E)'w </>wv~ (3owV70<;

8V 7V 8p~J1.u), EvBvvan 7~V ooov KVpLOV, KaBw<; el7rc;v 'Haaia<;; 0 7rPO</>~7TJ<;· In John 5:25,

Jesus states, CtJ1.~V CtJ1.~V A8)'W UJ1.LV on epXc7Cit wpa KaL vuv 8anv 07e oi veKpoL CtKOVaOVaLv 7~<;

</>WV~<; 70U viou 70U Beou KaL oi CtKOVaavn<; NaovaLv. This links the well-known narrational

signifiers of 'hour', 'to hear', 'Son of God' and 'to live' with the call of the shepherd, The

same matifis continued in John 5:28, J1.~ BavjJ.CxSere 70U70, on epxeTCit wpa 8V V7reXvn<; oi 8V

701-<; J1.VTJJ1.eLOL<; CxKovaovaLV 7~<; </>WV~<; aU70V ,... Between these two statements, we also find

the very important christological expression, wa7rep "lap 0 7ra7~p exeL sw~v 8V eav7C!J, OV7W<;

KaL 7C!J viC!J eOWKev sw~v exeLv 8V eav7C!J (John 5:26) which equates the life in the Father with

that of the life which he gave the Son and which is in the Son. This is then followed by the

statement, KaL 8~ovaLav eowKev aV7C!J KpLaLv 7rOLeLV, on vio<; CxvBpw7roV 8a7Lv (John 5:27).

Here, the explanatory on-clause gives a reason based on information revealed to the narrator

earlier in the narrative - especially in John 1:51 about the Son of man. The link to the motif of

judgment also resonates with Daniel 7: 14.

Jesus as Son of God and Son of man represents the divin~ chronology and has the life of God

in him. The hour which will arrive is also the hour in which he dies his glorious death on the

cross in John (Jn 17:1). The fact that he gives life is the divine l,ife that he gives. This is the

life which is with God. All these elements are drawn into the narration via the voice of Jesus.

When the narratee arrives at the parable in John 10, these na~ational elements are already

presupposed. The voice of the shepherd is then the voice of Jesl,ls as Son of God and Son of

man who is also the life-giver.

3.3.1.2 Prospectively, the listener will later encounter how the shepherd's voice resonates

with John 10:16, KaL aAAa 7rpo(3a7a exw ex OUK sanv 8K 7~<; aUA~<; 7aV7TJ<;' KCxKel-Va oet. J1.C

Ct"(a"(et.v KaL 7~<; </>wv~<; J1.0V CxKovaovaw, KaL )'ev~aOV7Cit J1.La 7rOLJ1.VTJ, ei<; 7rOLJ1.~V. This motif

is continued in John 10:27, 7a 7rpo(3a7a 7a 8J1.a 7~<; </>wv~<; J1.0V CtKOVOVaLV; KCx)'W )'LvwaKw

alrra KaL CtKoAovBouaiv J.I.OL, in John 11: 13, KaL 7au7a ei7rwv </>wvii J1.e"(eXA17 8Kpav"(aaev,

AeXsape, oeupo e~w, in John 12:28, 7reXnp, oo~aaov aov 70 ovoJ1.a. nABev o&v </>wv~ 8K mu
. , --
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ovpcxvou, KCXL Bootcxacx KCXL 7raALV ootaaw, in John 12:30, Ot7r8Kp[()'Y] 'I'Y]aou~ KCXL 8h8V, Ov OL'

BJlS ~ <pwv~ CXVT'Y] -yi-yOV8V OtAAa. OL' vJlac; and in John 18:37, 8L7r8V obv CXVT'iJ 0 IILAaToc;,

OVKOUV (3cxaLA8v~ 8i av; a7r8Kp[()'Y] 0 'I1wouC;, 1:v Ai-Y8,L~ on (3cxaLA8v~ siJlL. B-YW sic; TOUTO

-y8-yivv'Y]JlCXL KCXL 8k TOUTO BA~AVBcx sic; TOV KOaJlOV, LVCX JlCXpTVp~aw TV OtA'Y]B8LC;X' 7r&C; b WV BK

T~~ OtA'Y]B8LCX~ OtKOV8L flOV T~~ <pWV~C;. These texts all relate the listener directly to the narra

tionallevel of the narrative and therefore also to the christology of John.

3.3.2 The hearing of the sheep and its intertextual engagement

3.3.2.1 Retrospectively, OtKOV8L, interacts with John 8:47, 0 WV BK TOU B80U Ta P~flCXTCX TOU

B80UOtKOV8L' OLa. TOUTO Vfl8~~ OVK OtKOV878, on eK TOU Beou OUK eaTt. The contrasting of being

able to hear the words of God or not is grounded in the on-clause and its antithetical parallel.

The argum~nt is that if one is BK TOU Beou, then one hears the words of God. If this statement

is drawn into the context of the shepherd parable, then the shepherd's own sheep are the ones

who. are BK TOU B80U and who Ta. P~flCXTCX TOU Beou OtKOV8L. The placement of the indicative

verb in the sentence final position foregrounds the activity of hearing, accepting and obeying

the word of God. In the context, it also interacts with the element of truth in verse 46. The

argument is that since Jesus speaks the truth, people should believe him.

Another statement in the immediate co-text of the parable is John 9:31. The healed man says:

OrOCXfl8V on aflcxpTwAWV 0 B80~ OVK OtKOV8L, OtAA' Bav nc; B8oa8(3~~ n KCXL TO BiA'Y]flCX CXVTOU

7rOLV TOVTOV OtKOV8L. This statement is from the perspective of God as the hearing agent. The

presupposition is that if one stays in one's sins, God does not hear that one. This presupposi

tion has the ring of a convention in Jewish thought. This is emphasized by the introduction of

the statement with OrOCXfl8V.... The new information is present in the OtAA' Bav nc; B8oa8(3~~ n'
KCXL TO ()eA'Y]fl CX CXVTOU 7rOLn TOVTOV OtKOV8t. Even though to be 'God-fearing' and 'to do his

will', also has the ring of conventional Jewish thought, it functions here as new information.

The context here is pastoral - God listens to those who suffer and who are also God-fearing

and doing his will. The foregrounded sentence final position of OtKOV8L emphasizes this.

'..,
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3.3.2.2 Prospectively, the narratee will find that aKoveL interacts with John 18:37 later in

the narrative: eI7r'Gv obv aur({J b II~A&'TO~, OUKOUV {3wnAev~ el av; a7reKpL()'YJ b T17aou~, :Ev

Ai'Ye~~ on {3aa~Aev~ eiJ.LL. e'Yw ek rouro 'Ye'Yivv'YJJ.LaL Kat ei~ rouro eA~Av()a ek rov KOaJ.LOV,

Lva J.Laprvp~aw rv aA'YJ()eL~' 7r&~ b wv eK r~~ aA'YJ()eLa~ aKove~ J.Lov r~~ <pwv~~. Jesus' king

ship is here thematized. It is especially the final statement, 7r&~ b wv eK r~~ aA'YJ()eLa~ aKove~

J.Lov r~~ <pwv~~, by Jesus that achieves significance in terms of the narrational level in the

dialogue. To hear Jesus' voice, is to be eK r~~ aA'YJ()eLw;. To be eK r~~ aA'YJ()eia~ is here

paradigmatically the same as eK rou Beou in John 8:47 and also contains the elements of being

God-fearing and doing God's will. To hear his voice in this sense is not only to hear the voice

of Jesus as shepherd, but to hear his voice as King. As such, he is as King also in John 18

contrasted with Pilate and the regime that he represents.

3.3.3 The relationship of ownership between the shepherd and the sheep and its inter

textual engagement

3.3.3.1 In the parable, the two statements by Jesus, Kat ra row 7rp6{3ara <PWV8L Kar' ovoJ.La

(10:3) and orav ra row 7ravra eK{3aATJ (10:4) refer to the shepherd's personal relationship

with the sheep. Since the shepherd is intertextually and retrospectively equated with Jesus as

the incarnated Logos, Son of man and Son of God. the personal relationship between the

shepherd an~ the sheep, together with the use of the adjective, rOLa, provide the sheep with the

narrational meaning of 'Israel'. Intertextually, this is especially evident in John 1: 11, where

the narrator states, ei<;; ra rbw ~Aeev, Kat oi rbw~ aurov ou 7rape'Aa(3ov. If the use of Lbw is

contrasted with the universal statement, oao~ oe 8'Aa{3ov aurov, eowKev auroLC; e~ovaiav r8Kva

Beou 'YeviaBaL, rOL(; 7rLCJreVOVaLV ek ro ovoJ.La aurou in John 1: 11, then LOLa most probably

refers to Israel. On story level, it may just refer to the ethnic nation, Israel. On narrational

level, it refers to the spiritual or real Israel, i.e. the Israelwhich is eK r~~ aA'YJ()eia~ and eK 'TOU

()eou and which is equated with the shepherd's own sheep in the parable in John 10. The inter

textual use of Israel in John which can be compared are: KCt'YW OUK noeLV au'Tov, aAA' Lva

<pavepwBv r({J 'Iapa~A OLa rouro ~Mov 8'YW ev voan(3a7rri fwv (1: 31), .Ct7reKpiB'YJ aU'T({J

NaBava~A, 'Pa{3(3i, av el b vio~ 'TOU Beou, av {3a(JLAeV~ el 'TOU 'Iapa~A (1 :49), a7ieKpiB'YJ

'I'YJaou~ Kat eI7rev aur({J, :Ev el b o~oaaKaAo~ rou 'Iapa~A Kat rauraou 'YLVwaKe~c;; (3: 10),
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Ciuro.; 'Yap 'hwov.; ej.lCiprUP1Ja8P on 7rpo4>~r1J'; ep rv iO£r;:t 7rCirp£OL nj.l~p OUK eX8L (4:44) and

8ACi{30P ra {3CiiCi rwp 4>Of,P£KWP KCiL e~~A(Jop si.; v7rapTrWLP CivriiJ KCiL eKpCiu'YCiSOP, 'OaCiPVa'

8Vt,OAi1Jj.l8Po,; b epxOj.l8lJO'; ip OPOj.lCin KVP£OV, [KCiL] b {3CiaLA8v.;rov 'IapCi~A (l~:13).

In John, the Baptizer's baptism introduces the revealing of Jesus to Israel - the historical,

story-level nation. Nathaniel's confession is a confession of Jesus as King of the spiritual

IsnieL"Jesus;' statement to Nicodemus' reveals Nicodemus to"bean ethnic Israelite'b~t not :t~

belong to the spiritual Israel. The relationship between Jesus and Israel on story level is con

tinued in John 4:44 where the narrator states, Ciuro.; 'Yap 'I1Jaov.; ej.lCiprUP1Ja8P on 7rpo4>~r1J';

ep rv iO£r;:t 7rctrp£Ot nj.l~p OUK eX8L. This statement remains on story level and is contrasted with

Jesus' relationship to the real, spiritual Israel. The cry of the crowds in 12: 13 is ambiguous.

Some of the characters, obviously, must have expected a political king. The narratee - who

has been party to what has been revealed on the narrational level throughout the narrative,

knows that Jesus is the King of the spiritual Israel. In the context of the shepherd parable, the

relationship of ownership between the shepherd and the sheep, is then the relationship between"

Jesus as the King of the spiritual Israel and the members of the spiritual Israel.
..,.....\

3.3.3.2 Prospectively, the relationship between Jesus and his own sheep is continued and

contrasted with that of the relationship between the sheep and the stranger in John 10: 12, b

j.lw(Jwro.; KctL OUK WP 7rOLj.l~P, o~ OUK eanp ra 7rpo{3ctrct LOW, (J8WP8~ rop AUKOP epxOj.l8POP KctL

a#1JaLP ra 7rpo{3ctrct KCiL 4>8U'Y8L - KCiL b AUKO'; ap7rareL ctUra KCiL aKOp7rLseL - and also in John

16:32, ioov epX8rm WpCi KctL eA~Av(J8P tPct aKOp7rL'a(J~re 8Kctaro.; cl.; ra rOtct d:tj.l8 j.lOPop

a4>~re' KctL OUK sij.lL j.loPo,;, on b 7rctr~p j.l8r' ej.lov eanp. Whereas the stranger is one who

does not have a relationship with the spiritual Israel, :as Shepherd-king, Jesus has such a rela-'

tionship.

3.3.4 The sheep's following of the shepherd and its intertextual engagement

In the parable, aKoAov(J8~ refers to the conventional following of the shepherd by the sheep..

Prospectively, aKoAov(J8~ acquires significance on the narrationallevel. This is especially evi- .

dent in John 21:19 and 22. In John 21:19, rovro 08 8l7r8P a1Jj.lCiLPwP 7rO£4J (Jctpar4J oo~aa8L rop.
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()eov. Kcd 70U'TO ei7rwv Ai,,/eL aU7C!J, 'AKoAou()eL /.l0L, the narrator's commentary draws Peter's

death into the divine chronology by linking his suffering and death - which refer to the extra

textual legend of Peter's death on a Roman cross - to that of Jesus. Jesus' command,

,AKoAou()eL /.l0L, then indicates a following of the shepherd. In Peter's case, it included his

own death through suffering. The same idea is repeated in John 21 :22, Ai,,/eL aU7C!J b TIJCTOU~,

'Eav aU70v ()eAw /.liVeLV SW~ epxo/.laL, 7£ 7rPO~ CTi; CTU /.l0L CtKOAou()eL. This time, however, it is

contrasted with (presumably) John himself who did not die a death of suffering or who has not

died as yet at the time of the writing of this section in John. Returning to the shepherd

parable, Peter's following is then a special case in the spiritual following of Jesus. In his case,

it includes a death similar to that of Jesus, the Good Shepherd.

3.3.5 The sheep's knowing of the voice of the shepherd and its intertextual engagement

3.3.5.1 In the parable, on OrOaCTLV 7~V 1Ywv~v aU70u in 10:4 links up with the knowing of

the spiritual narrational domain revealed earlier in the narrative, as well as Jesus' voice as it is

directed to both the intra-diegetic characters and the extra-diegetic listeners. Retrospectively,

this explanation engages the motifs of understanding (knowing) and non-understanding (not

knowing), the ironic disjunction between the knowledge revealed to the narratee and the

limited knowledge of the characters in the narrative, the knowledge that Jesus himself has of

his mission, who he is and from where he is as well as his foreknowledge in the narrative

about his fate and how it links up with the divine will.

The motif of non-understanding is present in 1:24, where we read that a7reCT7aA/.livOL ~CTav SK

7WV if>apwa£wv (1 :24) do not perceive who he is. This reveals an element of conflict in the

understanding of who Jesus is. This is continued in the Baptizer's statements in 1:26, 'E,,/w·

{3a7r7£SW BV voan' /.liCTOr; V/.lWV sCT7y/Kev OV V/.lel.r; OUK oroan, in 1:31, Ka,,/w OUK voeLv aU70V,

aAA' Lva 4>avepw()fJ 7<{J 'ICTpa~A OLa 701rro ~AeOV B"/W BV voan {3a7rT£SWV and in 1:33 Ka,,/w OUK

voeLV aUTov, aAA' b 7riwfar:; /.le {3a7rT£seLV BV voan BKeI.VOr; /.l0L ehev, 'E1Y' ov av r017~ TO

7rve~fJ:a KaTa{3aI.VOV Kat /.livov B7r' aUTov, O~TO~ eCTnv b {3a7rT£SWV ev 7rveu/lan a,,/£'¥. All

these have a preparatory function in the narrative in so far as it creates expectations about both

who Jesus is and about the conflict in understanding about who he is later in the narrative. It
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therefore prepares the narratee for the progressive revelation of who Jesus is and for the inci

dents of non-understanding and conflict. The ironic playing out between understanding and

non-understanding reaches its first climax in the discussion with Nicodemus.

The irony becomes evident in that even though Nicodemus says the right thing in 3:2, the sub

sequent discussion with Jesus reveals that he does not have the right knowledge about Jesus.

This is evident in his statement in 3:2, 'Pa{3{3i, OLOaJ,LeV on a7ro Beou BA~AVBw:; OLocUJKaAOe;·

ouoete; 'Yap ovvaTCXL TaUTa Ta CTY)j.Le'ia 7rOLe'iv a CTV 7rOLe'ie;, Bav j.L~ V0 Beoe; j.LeT' aUTOU, Jesus'

statement in 3: 10 Ev eI 0 OL06lCTKaAoe; TOU 'I(Jpa~A Kat TaUTa OU )'LvwCTKeLe;; John 3: 11 - which

is placed in the mouth of Jesus - sounds more like the narrator's polemical commentary. He

j.LapTvpiav ~j.LWV ou Aaj.L{361ve78. John 4:22 has a similar function: vj.Le'ie; 7rpOCTKvve'i78 0 OUK
. -

oLoa78· ~j.Le'ie; 7rPOCTKVVOUj.Lev 0 OLOaJ,LeV, on ~ CTwTY)pia BK TWV 'Iovoaiwv BCTTiv. The statement

in 4:42 by the crowds from Samaria is the ultimate synthetic and correct statement, OUKen OLa

CTWT~P TOU KOCTj.LOV. The themes of 'hearing', 'knowing' and 'being saviour of the world' are

all present in this statement. All these are equivalent to the hearing (on the narrationallevel)

of the shepherd's voice in 10:4. The universal statement is also further continued in John

10:16.

The irony is taken further in 6:42and 7:27, where characters in the narrative do not h~ve the

correct narrational knowledge about Jesus while the narratee is already in possession of such

knowledge, e.g. 4:10, Ei voeLe; T~V owpeav TOU Beou Kat Tie; 8CTnv 0 Ae'Ywv CTOL, ~oe; j.LOL 7re'iv,

CTV av VTY)CTae; aUTOV Kat eOWKev av CTOL VOwp ~wv, in 6:42, OUX O~TOe; BCTnv 'Iy)CToue; 0 vioe;'

'IwiT~cf>, o~ ~j.Le'ie; OLOaJ,LeV TOV 7raTepa Kat T~V J,LY)Tepa; 7rWe; VUV Ae"(eL on 'EK TOU oupavou

KaTa{3e{3Y)Ka; and 7:27 aAAa TOVTOV OLOaj.LeV 7roBev 8CTTiv 0 08 XpWTOe; oTav epXy)TCXL ouoete;

)'LvwCTKeL 7roBev BCTTiv. This clash of information requires of the narratee to provide the knowl

edge s/he already has. By doing so, the narratee finds confirmation of his/her knowledge and

is moved into the sphere of the understanding of who Jesus is. This sphere is ultimately

determined by the Spirit. This is evident in 3:8 where Jesussays, TO 7tveuJ,La ;hov Be'AcL 7rve'i
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Kat, 7~V cf>wv~v aU70U CxKoveu;, Cx'A'A' OUK oloae; 7ro()ev epxe7W Kat, 7rOU V7rCt')'ec OV7W~ ea7t,V

7ra~ 0 ')'e')'eVVYJjl8VO~ eK 70U 7rVeVjla70~. The narratee knows where Jesus, the Spirit as well as

the reborn person is from - from above, or from God.

In 4:25, the narratee is conscious that the proleptic statement by the woman at the well, Oloa

on Meaaia~ epxe7w 0 'Ae')'ojlevo~ XpW70~· 07av 8A()V eKeLvo~, Cxva')'')'e'AeL ~jlLV CX7raV7a, is

already fulfIlled and present tense. The reader knows that Jesus is the Messiah. The irony

here has the function of strengthening the relationship between the narrator's and the narratee's

knowledge. In this context, we can say that the pragmatic function of the text is such that

every time that Jesus speaks, the narratee is the receiver who has to appropriate and accept

what he says. Returning to the parable, one can then say that if the narratee hears and accepts

what Je~~s says, if the narratee believes, then the narratee becomes 'a sheep' who knows the

voice of the Shepherd and who follows the Shepherd.

The act of knowing also plays an important role as far as Jesus himself is concerned. In 5:32,

he says, cx'A'Ao~ ea7t,v 0 jJ.uP7VPWV 7rept, ejlOU, Kat, oloa on Cx'AYJ()~~ eanv ~ jlap7vpia ~v

jlap7VpeL 7rept, ejlou. This statement does not only have the function of confirming the witness

of the Baptizer. It also confirms the self-conscious knowledge that Jesus has about his own

mission and the fact that his opposition does not know the Father - from whom he is. This is

stated more clearly in 7:28: KCxjls OLOa7G Kat, OLOa7G 7ro()ev eijlL· Kat, Cx7r' ejlaV70U OUK

eA~'Av()a, Cx'A'A' eanv Cx'AYJ()~VO~ 0 7r8jlif;a~ jle, QV VjleL~ OUK OLOa7G. This is further streng

thened by both Jesus' statement that he knows the Father as well as the double perspectival

reason which he provides in 7: 29 (after the explanatory on): e')'w oloa aU7ov, on 7rap' aV70u

eijl~ KCxKeLvo~ jle Cx7r8a7G~'Aev. This same theme, together with the contrasting of the people·

knowing him and knowing the Father, is taken further in the contrasting sayings in 8:14 when

he says, Kav e')'w jlap7Vpw 7rept, ejlav7oU, CxAYJ()~C; eanv ~ jlap7vpia jlOV, on olba 7ro()ev ~A()OV

Ka~ 7rOU V7rCt')'w· VjleL~ be OUK oLba7G 7ro()ev epxojlw ~ 7rOU V7rCt')'w, in 8: 19, 8'Ae')'ov o&v aU74J,

IIov eanv 0 7ra7~p aov; Cx7rSKPWYJ 'IYJaov~, OU7G ejls oLoa7s OU78 70V 7ra78pa jlOV· ei ejls

VbS~7G, Kat, 70V 7ra78pa jlOV av VOSL7G, in 8:37, olba 07L a7r8pjla 'A{3paajl ea7S· CxAAa SYJ7SL78

jlS Cx7rOK7GLVW, on 0 'Ao')'o~ 0 ejlo~ OU XWPSL ev VjlLV and in 8:55 Kat oUKe')'VWKa7G aU70V, e')'w
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oe oloa aU70v. Kav 8L7rW on OUK oloa aU70V, 8(J0j.J.O!L OJ.J.OLO<; Uj.J./'1I 1{;8V(JTy/<;· CtAAa oloa aU7011

KaL 7011 AfryOIl aU70V 7YJPW. The statement by the healed man in 9:30, 'Ell 70V7CP 'Yap 70

OaVj.J.a(J70v 8(In11 , on Vj.J.8/'<; OUK OLoare 7r008V 8(J7/'1I, KaL ~IIOL~iv j.J.OV 70U<; 6cj>OaAj.J.ov<;, brings

the theme of the conflict to the fore - 'the Jews' do not know from where (!) Jesus is. The

moments of non-understanding which follow Jesus' signs, also continue the theme or rather the

'from where' or 'who' - question, e.g. 2:9, w<; oe 8'Y8v(Ja70 0 CtPXL7P/,KALIIO<; 70 iJowp olllov

'Y8'Y8I1YJj.J.ivov KaL OUK V08L 7r00811 8(J7/'V, 01. oe OUXKOIIOL V08wall 01. ~1I7AYJKore<; 70 VOwp, </>WV8/'

70V IIVj.J.eJ>/,OV 0 exPXL7P/,KALVO<;, in 5: 13 0 oe ia08L<; OUK V08L 7/,<; 8(Jnv, 0 'Yap 'IYJ(Jov<; 8~iv8V(J8V

OXAOV OV70<; 8V 70 707rCP and in the reactions of the Pharisees after the healing of the blind man

in 9:24, AO<; 06~av 70 08CiJ' ~j.J.8~<; 0'[oaj.J.8v on 0~70<; 0 aIlOpw7ro<; Otj.J.ap7wAo<; 8(Jnll, in 9:29,

~j.J.8~<; 0'[oaj.J.8v on MWV(J8~ "A8"AaAYJK811 0080<;, 70V7011 08 OUK 0'[oaj.J.811 7r08811 8(J7/'1I, and in 9:31

0'[()aj.J.8v on Otj.J.ap7wAwv 0 080<; OUK CtKOV8L, CtAA' eav.7L<; 080(J8{3~<; nKat 70 OlAYJj.J.a aU70V

7rOL?1 70V70V CtKOV8L. At first, the Pharisees state that they know that Jesus is a sinner (9:24),

then they confess that they do not know from where he is (9:29) and finally, their statement

that if one is God-fearing and does his will, God hears him, are - in view of the knowledge

that the narratee has of Jesus - the requirements (and much more - because he is the ultimate

saviour) that Jesus adheres to.

Likewise, the narrative commentary about Jesus' foreknowledge, creates suspense ·and expecta

tions in the narratee, e.g. in 6:6 when the narrator states, 70V70 oe 8A8'Y811 7r8LparWV aU701/"

aU70<; 'Yap V08L 7/' 8j.J.8AA8V 7rOL8/,V and in 6:64, when he states, CtAA; 8i(Jtv e~ uj.J.w:v nve<; or ou

7rW78VOVCJLV. n08L 'Yap s~ CtPX~<; 0 'I1](Jou<; 7/'ve<; e!.(JLII oi j.J.~ 7rWTCVOIITC<; Kat: 7/,<; s(Jnll 0

7rapaow(Jwv aU701l. This last statement about those who do not believe is equated with dis

ciples murmuring against Jesus' explanation about him being the bread of life and a statement"

that 'the flesh does not profit anything'. This is then contrasted with a statement that Jesus as

Son of man 'goes up to where he was before', the 'Spirit who gives life' and the words of

Jesus which are spirit and life in 6:61-63: 8Low<; oe 0 'IYJ(Jov<; ell 8av7~ on 'Y0'Y'YVrOV(JLV 7rept

70V70V oi j.J.a81]7aL auTOV ei7r811 auTO/,<;, TOV70 vj.J.a<; (JKalloa"A/,f'eL; sail O'{,II Oewp~TC 7011 violl 70U

CtvOPW7rOV Ctva{3a/'v01l7a· 07rOV ~V 70 7rPOTCPOV; 70 7rV8Vj.J.a 8(Jnll 70 f'CP07rOLOVII, ~ (Jap~ OUK

WeJ>8A8~ ouDiv· 7a p~j.J.a7a a e'Yw A8ACLAYJKa Vj.J./'v 7rV8Vj.J.a 8(Jnv Kat rw~ eanll.
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Throughout the Gospel narrative, all the sayings and statements of Jesus are equivalent to the

voice of the Shepherd. The explanatory comment in the parable in 10:4, on oToCimv 7~ v

cPwv~v CiU70U, provides the reason why sheep or people in the narrative follow after Jesus. All

the incidents where the correct knowledge about Jesus is explained have the pragmatic function

of providing the listener with the correct knowledge about who Jesus is as well as to move the

listener into a narrational level 'knowing' of who Jesus is and from where he is. The charac-

ters who respond positively in the narrative, provide examples of how one is to respond to

Jesus. The most important example is present in the response of the crowds of Samaria. Since

this was continuously contrasted with those who do not understand and those who understand

incorrectly, the parable in John 10 has the function of concentrating this distinction not only in .

terms of the relationship between the listener and the real Shepherd in distinction to the rela

tionship with those who are thieves, robbers or strangers, but also in terms of the distinction

between Jesus and the Pharisees or 'the Jews'.

3.3.5.2 Prospectively, the same threads are continued. The motif of understanding (know-

ing) and non-understanding (not knowing) is continued. The contrasting of 0 1rept1rCi7WV BV 7V

(JK07Lqt and vioL cPW70e; in 12:35f is equivalent to the contrasting of those who know the

shepherd's voice and those who do not know his voice. We read, el1rev o&v CiU70Le; 0 '!7woue;,

"'En JUKPOV XPOVOV 70 cPwe; BV VjJ.LV B(Jnv. 1rept1rC:t1"eL7e we; 70~We; 8xe7e, LVCi jJ.~ (JK07LCi VjJ.Cxe;

KCi7CiACX{3yl' KCiL 0 1rept1rcaWV BV 7V (JK07Lqt OUK oloev 1rOU V1ra'¥et. we; 70 cPwe; 8xe7e, 1rW7even

, A

CiV7WV.

The thread of the ironic disjunction between the knowledge revealed to the narratee and the

limited knowledge of the characters in the narrative is also continued in Martha's statement in

11 :22, Kat VUV oloCi on o(Ja av ai7~(JTJ 70V Oeov oW(Jet (JOL 0 Oeoe; which is correct according to

the knowledge which the narratee has of Jesus, but which is subsequently revealed to be ironi

cally insufficient. This becomes evident in the second step in the revelation of the content of

what she knows in 11 :24. Jesus' communicative interaction with her in 11 :23-26 places this in .

context: 'AvCi(J7~(Je7m 0 a08AcPOe; (Jov. A8'¥et CiU7'iJ ~ MapOa, Oloa on aVCi(J7~(Je7m BV 7V
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avaa7(y.aSL BV rv BaxarTJ ~jl8PCf!. sl7rsV avrv 0 'I1]CJou~, 'E)'w djlL ~ avaaram~ Kal- ~ rW~· 0

7rWreVWV sk Bjl8 KaV a7ro()aVTJ Nasrw, KaL 7rCt~ 0 rWV KaL 7rWreVWV sk Bjl8 ov jl~ a7ro()aVTJ

si~ rov aiwva· 7rWreVSL~ rouro; As in the previous instances, the narrator subtly moves from

the interaction between Jesus and Martha, to a statement by Jesus which has significance both

in terms of their communicative interaction and which is also directly addressed to the extra

diegetic narratee.

In the logical progressIOn of the story, the disciples' not knowing, proleptically creates

expectations that a moment of greater revelation and clarification lies in the future. This is

evident in the saying by Jesus to Peter in 13:7,10 "0 B)'W 1rOLW au OVK oloa~ apn, ),vwaTJ 08

jlsra raura .... and '0 ASAOVjl8VO~ OVK 8XSL xpeiav ei jl~ rou~ 7rooa~ viy;aa()w, aAA' 8anv

Ka()apo~ OAO~· KaL VjlSL~ Ka()apoi Bare, aAA' ovxL 7ravre~. Then follows the narrator's com-

mentary, clarifying the aAA' OVXL 7ravre~: noeL )'ap rov 7rapaOLOOvra avrov· OLa rouro shsv

on OVXL 7ravre~ Ka()apoi Bare. This contrasting is then further developed. It is introduced by

the question in 13: 12f, rLvwaKsre ri 7rS7rOiTJKa VjlLV; VjlSL~ cl>wvsLr8 jlS '0 OLoaaKaAo~ KaL '0

KVPW~, KaL KaAw~ A8)'sre, SijlL )'ap. The references to the disciples' acknowledgement of

Jesus as teacher and Lord, together with his SijlL )'ap- confirmation, draw this into the narra

tional domain. Then follows the reference to Jesus' feet washing as V7rOOsL)'jla and his saying

in 13:16f ajl~v ajl~v A8)'W VjlLV, OVK 8anv OOUAO~ jlsirwv rou Kvpiov avrou OU08 a7rOarOAO~

jlsirwv rou 7r8jly;avro~ aurov. In 15:15, this is closer specified with oUK8n A8)'W VjlCt~

OOVAOV~, on 0 OOUAO~OVK oloev ri 7roLe7 avrou 0 KVpW~· Vjl&~ oe erpTJKa cl>iAOV~, on 7ravra ex

~Kovaa 7rapa rou 7rarpo~ jlOV B)'vwpwa VjlLV and also in 15:21, aAAa raura 7ravra

7rOL~aOVaLv ei~ VjlCt~ OLa ro ovojla jlOV, on OUK oLoaaw rov 7r8jly;avra jlS. This also refers to

lhe idea of following after the shepherd in the parable in John 10. It is strengthened by eC

raura oLoare, jlaKapwi Bare Bav 1rOL~re aura. In 13: 18, ov 7repL 7raV7WV VjlWV A8),W' i"(w

oloa riva~ B~SAe~ajlTJV' refers to those who know and do (and follow) and is contrasted with

aAA' Lva ~ )'pacl>~ 7rATJPW()V, '0 rpw)'wv jlOV rov aprov B7r~peV B7r' Bjle r~v 7rr8pVaV aurou,

which is a reference to the intra-diegetic character, Judas. John 13: 19 then proleptically refers

to Judas' handing over of Jesus, a7r' apn AS)'W VjlLV 7rPO rou )'ev8a()w, Lva 7rwrevaT/re orav

)'SvT/rw on B)'W sijlL. The proleptic reference is also an indication that its fulfillment in story
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time will confirm the narrational B'YW eip,L-nature of Jesus.

The interaction between Jesus and Thomas in 14:4ff again provides information about what is

known and not known as well as about Jesus' destiny. In 14:4, Jesus says, KaL 07rOV [e'Yw]

V7reX'Yw oroare 7~V OOOV, and Thomas answers, KupLe, OVK oroap.ev 7rOU V7reX'YeL~' 7rW~

ovvCLp.eOa 7~V boov ei08vm; Jesus then responds with one of the seven I am-sayings, 'E'Yw eip.L

~ boo~ KaL ~ Ct"A~OeLa Kat ~ rw~' OVOeL~ 8Pxe7m 7rPO~ 70V 7ra78pa ei jJ.~ &' BP.OU. This is one

of the crucial moments of revelation of the knowledge which the disciples as well as the nar

ratee have to appropriate about Jesus as ultimate Shepherd, i.e. the Shepherd who is also the

door. Jesus' statement in 14:7, again contrasts the correct knowledge with those who do not

have this knowledge, ei B'YvwKa78 jJ.e, KaL 70V 7ra78pa P.OV 'YvwaeaOe'Kat Ct7r' apn 'YLvwaKere

aV70V Kat 8wpCLKare aV70v. The same thread is continued in terms of Jesus' destiny in

16: 16ff, MLKPOV KaL oVK8n ()ewpeL78 p.e, KaL 7reX"ALV P.LKPOV KaL oiftea()8 p.e. ehav o~v BK 7WV

jJ.aOYJ7wv aV70U 7rPOC; Ct"A"A~"Aov~, Tt Banv 70U70 0 "A8'YeL ~P.LV, MLKPOV KaL ov OewpeL78 p.e, Kat

7reX"ALV P.LKPOV KaL oiftea08 p.e; Kat, "On V7reX'Yw 7rPO~ 70V 7ra78pa; BAe'YOV o~v, Tt Banv 70VTO [0

"A8'YeL] 70 P.LKPOV; OVK oroap.ev 7t "Aa"AeL. 8'YVW [0] 'IYJaou~ on ~()e"Aov aV70v Bpw7av, KaL eI7rev

aV70LC;, IIepL 70VTOV rYJreLre p.e7' Ct"A"A~"Awv on ehov, MLKPOV KaL OV OewpeL78 p.e, KaL 7rCL"ALV

jJ.LKPOV Kat oiftea08 p.e; The disciples' response that they do not know, provides the occasion

for the revelation of more kilowledge to both intra-diegetic characters (the disciples) and extra

diegetic narratee. The disciples' response after Jesus' explanation about his allegorical sayings

in 16:29f provides an important moment of revelation: 'loe vuv BV 7rappYJatQ! "Aa"AeLC; Kat

7rapOLjJ.tav ovoejJ.tav "A8'YeLC;. vuv OrOajJ.l3V on oIoa~ 7reXv7a KaL ov xpetav 8XeLC; Lva 7tC; ae

BPW7Qt.· BV TOlmiJ 7rwrevojJ.ev on Ct7rO ()eov B~~"AOec;. This is also the response that the narrator

expects from the narratee.

Pilate's non-understanding of who Jesus is in 19:10, 'EjJ.OL ov "Aa"A8LC;; OVK oloac; on B~OVatav

8XW Ct7ro"Auaat ae KaL B~OVatav 8XW (navpwaat ae; becomes evident if his statement is com

pared with the knowledge that the narratee has of who Jesus is. It is Pilate (!) - the intra

diegetic character - and not Jesus who does not understand.
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Despite these elements of revelation, the narrator's commentary in 20:9, ouoi7rw 'YOtP poewav

r~v 'Ypwl>~v on oet aurov eK veKpwv avaar~vm, links up with both the activity of finding ful

filment from the Old Testament in the life and acitivities of Jesus - which was farely

widespread in the first churches - as well as with the idea that Jesus as Shepherd can take up

his life again in John 10: 17f. Mary Magdalene's statement in 20:2, "Hpav rov KVPWV eK rou

j1.vYJj1.eLOV, KaL OUK OLoaj1.eV 1rOU eBYJKav aurav, the narrator's commentary in 20:14, raura

and his statement in 21:4 that the disciples did not know that it was the resurrected Jesus that

they encountered on the morning of his resurrection, 1rpwfa<; 08 ~oYJ 'YeVOj1.8vfjC; earYJ 'IYJaouc;

eic; rov aL'YLaAav, ov j1.8vrOL poewav oL j1.aBYJraL on 'IYJaovc; eanv, all function to create ironic

twists in the narrative. The story-level characters do not know where Jesus is. The narratee

. may infer, that they do not know this, because they have not taken up the revelations about

Jesus' resurrection in the narrative. The narratee knows that it is not the question of 'where',

but 'who' Jesus is. If one accepts that he is the one who would have been and was resurrected,

then one can accept the narrational information that he is indeed the Shepherd who has powe~

to both lay down his life and take it up again. The narratee, do however find that the disciples

do perceive who Jesus is when he appears to them at the. sea, ovoeLC; 08 haAj1.a rwv j1.aBYJrwv

e~eraam aurov, Ev rLC; el; eLoarec; on b KVPLOC; eanv (21:12). The narratee may infer that the

disciples do perceive who Jesus is, i.e. after his previous appearances.

The narrational knowledge in John is given legitimacy on the basis of the content that the one

witnessing knows in 19:35, KaL b ewpaK0x; j1.ej1.aprvPYJKev, KaL aAYJBLv~avrov eanv ~

j1.aprvpLa, KaL eKe'ivoe;; oloev on lx}\YJ{}iJ Ai'YeL, rva KaL uj1.e'ie;; 1rwrev[c;;]YJre and 21 :24, O~roe;;

eanv b j1.a{}YJr~e;; b j1.aprvpwv 1repL rDvrwv KaL b 'Ypaif;ae; raura, KaL OLoaj1.eV onaAYJB~e;; aVrDu·

~ j1.aprvpia ecniv.

The knowledge that Jesus himself has of his mission, who he is and from where he is also con-

tinued in 11:42, e'Yw 08 poew on 1ravrDrs j1.0V aKoveLC;, aAAOt OtOt rov OXAOV rov 1repLeaiwra

ehov, Lva 1rwrevawaw on av j1.e a7rSareLAae;; and in 12:49f, on e'Yw e~ ej1.avrDu OUK

eAaAYJaa, aAA' b 1rij1.if;ae;; j1.e 1rar~p aurae;; j1.0L evroA~v oeowKev rL eL7rW KaL rL AaA~aw. KaL.
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oIoa on ~ evroA~ aurou rw~ aiwvu)~ eCJrtv. ex o&v e'Yw AaAW, Ka()w~ eLp1JKiv J.Lot 0 7rar~p,

ovrwr; AaAW.

Jesus' foreknowledge about his own fate and how it links up with the divine will, is continued

in the narrator's commentary in 13: 1, IIpo 08 r~~ eopr~~ rou 1r<:xoxa eiow~ b 'I1Jaou~ on ~A()ev

aurou ~ wpa Lva p.era[3fi eK rou Koap.ov rovrov 7rPO~ rov 7raripa, a'Ya7r~aa~ TOV~ ioiov~ rov~

ev re;, Koaj.L<.JJ ei~ re'Ao~ ~'Ya7r1Jaev avrov~, in 13:3, eiow~ on7ravra 80wKev aUTe;, 0 7raT~p ek

rCt.~ xe'ipa~ Kat. on a7rO ()eou e~~AOev Kat. 7rPO~ rov Oeov v7ra'Yet, in 18:4, 'I1Jaou~ o&v eiow~

7ravra TCt. epxop.eva e7r' aVTov e~~AOev and in Jesus' saying in 13:18, ov 7rept. 7raiifwV vJ.Lwv

Ai'Yw· e'Yw oIoa Tiva~ e~eAe~ap.1JV aAA' Lva ~ 'YpaeJ>~ 7rA1JPwOfi, '0 TPW'YWV ·/J.ov rov apTov

e7r~pev e7r' ep.8 T~V 7rTipvav aUTO. When Jesus is on the cross, the narrator's commentary

gives a similar indication in 19:28, MeTCt. TOU70 eiow~ 0 'I1Jaou~ on ~01J 7raVTa rere'AeaTm,

Lva reAetwOfi h 'YpaeJ>~, r..i'Yet, !::'t1f;w.

In this discussion, I addressed the intertextual interaction between' themes in the shepherd

parable and the larger co-text of the narrative. These are, the voice of the shepherd, the hear

ing of the sheep, the relationship of ownership between the shepherd and the sheep, the sheep's

following of the shepherd and the sheep's knowing of the voice of the shepherd. Both

retrospectively and prospectively, these themes acquire content in the parable. In the

immediate context of John 10, John 10:7ff continue some of the themes addressed in the

parable. As Smit ([1995]) points out with regard to the interpretation of parables, it is not

necessary to identify allegorical signifieds for each and every element in a parable. Further

more, the author-narrator may choose to abstract only some elements which are then further

elab~rated on. The abstractions themselves do not have to cohere with one another. This is'

the case in John 10:7ff, where Jesus is equated both with being the door and being the

shepher~. What follows on the parable in 10: 1-5 may be regarded as metaphoric abstractions

from the parable. These abstractions are then provided with more content - especially on the

narrational level.
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3.4 ABSTRACTIONS FROM AND FURTHER ELABORATIONS OF THE SHEPHERD

PARABLE IN JOHN 10:7-18

3.4.1 The structure of John 10:7-18

This section may be divided into four sections, 10:7-10, 10:11-13, 10:14-16 and 10:17-18.

John 10:7-10 forms a unit because Jesus the Shepherd as door of the sheep is here contrasted

with thieves and robbers. John 10: 11-13 forms a unit because Jesus as Good Shepherd who

lays down his life for the sheep is here contrasted with the hired servant. John 10: 14-16 forms

a unit because Jesus' relationship as Good Shepherd is explicated to those who belong to him 

whether they are from historical Israel or not and John 10:17-18 forms a unit because Jesus'

main act as Good Shepherd - to lay down his life for the sheep - is provided with narrational

content and grounded in the commandment of the Father.

3.4.2 John 10:7-10

EI1l"SV obv 1l"(X'ALV 0 '!1wov<;,

'AJ.L~v aJ.L~v A8'YW'VJ.LLV on
eyw SiJ.LL ~ BUPCi TWV 1l"po(3aTwv.

[ ]

1raVT8<; oam ~ABov [1l"PO elLov]

KA81l"Tm siaLv KCit AYWTCiL,

Ctf.../..' OUK ~KovaCiv CiUTWV Ta 1rpO(3CiTCi.

syw siJ.LL ~ BUpCi ..... : ....... · [TWV 1l"po(3aTwvl"

{n' SJ.L0V eav n<; siaSAOn awO~asTm

KCit- siasAsvasTm

KCit- s~s/..svasTm

KCit- voJ.L~v sup~asL.
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oKAi7rTy/C; OUK epxeTCiL

eL J.I.~ rva KAil{;T/

Kat eVCYT/

Kat Cx7roAiCYT/·

8"(W ~AeOV

rva rw~v eXWCYLv

Kat 7repLCYCYOV eXWCYLV.

John 10:7-10 forms a unit because Jesus the Shepherd as door of the sheep is here contrasted

with thieves and robbers. John 10:7 and 8 form an incomplete introductory contrasting paral

lelism. Jesus the Shepherd is here as door of the sheep contrasted with 7ravrec; OCYOL ~AeOV

[7rPO 8J.1.0V] KAi7rraL eLCYtV Kat AT/CYraL. In a fashion similar to the parable, the negative, CxA)...'

OUK ~Kovcyav cxurwv ra 7rpo{3cxra can also be read back into the first statement about Jesus as

door of the sheep. It is as door of the sheep, that the sheep listen to him but not to the thieves

and robbers.

As indicated in the discussion of the retrospective inte~extual engagement of the shepherd

parable with the preceding co-text, the narratee has enough information to infer that the

shepherd in the parable, is Jesus. When Jesus now says, 8"(W eLJ.l.L ~ ()upa rwv 7rpo{3arwv in

10:7, the narratee infers that it is Jesus as Shepherd (!) who is the door of the sheep. The

metaphoric equation, here, is then, 'Jesus as the shepherd is the door of the sheep', with 'the

shepherd' the tenor and 'door of the sheep' the vehicle. The interaction between '~hepherd'

and 'door' provides a transfer of semantic features from 'door' to shepherd. These can be

specified as (transparency) (passage) (entrance) (access) (exit) (going out) (trustwbrthiness)·

(protection) (safety) (defense) (shelter). These are some of the semantic features which can be

applied to 'shepherd' and therefore in terms of the narrationallevel of the narrative, to Jesus as

Shepherd who is the door. The genitive-link metaphor rwv 7rpo{3arwv reveals that these

se!fiantic features belong to or is the possession of the sheep - who the narratee" knows from the

intertextual engagement of the parable, signifies those who belong to Jesus the Shepherd.
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It is as door, that further content is provided with regard to the activities of the shepherd in

10:9 and lOb where it is stated that Jesus as Shepherd who is the door of the sheep, provides

entrance to salvation - n<; eieJet..Bv eJwB~eJeTCI.L.... Intertextually, salvation acquires theological

content on the narrational level - cf 3: 17. The explanations, KaL eieJeAeveJeTCI.L KaL i~eAeveJeTCI.L

KaL VOJl~V evp~eJeL, indicate parable content. On the narrational level, it indicates total (trust)

and (dependence) on the shepherd as door. This is then provided with more explicit theologi

cal content in 10:10b when Jesus says, 8"(W ~ABov Lva rw~v exwmv Ka£ 7repweJov exwmv. The

pasture which the shepherd as door provides for the sheep is here theologically explained as the

giving of abundant life. By stating it in terms of the purpose why Jesus came, this content

forms part of the narrational ideology, namely that Jesus came td bring abundant (i.e. in terms

of quality and quantity) life.

In John 10:7-10, Jesus as Shepherd who functions as or is also door of the sheep, is then fur

ther contrasted with thieves and robbers. The contrast between shepherd and thief/robber in

the parable is here abstracted and provided with more information. Moreover, the contrasting

semantic features in the parable are explicated in greater and more concrete detail. The

activities of those who came before Jesus (10:8), are clos~r specified in 10:10a and contrasted

with what he as door does for the sheep in 10:9 and lOb. The statement, KA87rTCI.L eieJLv KaL

AT/(naL, aAA' OUK ~KoveJav aUTWv Ta. 7rpo(3aTa links up with the parable, and draws the

semantic features of KAe7rTCI.L KaL AT/eJTaL identified in the parable into this section in the text.

These are (exploitation) (distance) (non-ownership) (deviancy) concerning the sheep. To this
"",

is added the activities which are the manifestation of the purpose of one acting as thief in

10:lOa, Lva KAiif;T/ KaL BVeJT/ KaL a7roAieJT/, i.e. (steal) (kill) (destroy). The sheep's relationship

to the one who acts as thief and robber is such that they do not 'hear' him.

3.4.3 John 10:11-13

oJlWBWTO<; KaL OUK WV 7rOLJl~V,

o~ OUK eeJnv Ta. 7rpo(3aTa LOLa,
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()8Wp8L TOV AUKOV epxOJ.l8VOV

Ka~ aeJ>[1]OlV Ta 1rpo(3aTa

Ka~ cP8U'Y8L -

Ka~ 0 AUKOr:; ap1rar8L aUTa

Ka~ aKop1rir8L -

on J.lW()WTOr:; eanv

Ka~ OU J.l8A8L aUT'!J 1rep~ TWV 1rpo(3aTWV..

John 10: 11-13 forms a unit because Jesus as Good Shepherd who lays down his life for the

sheep is here contrasted with the hired servant. At this stage in the narrative, the narrator

finds it sufficient to reduce the parabolic statement about the Good Shepherd to the laying

down of theJife of the shepherd. The 'Eye;, eiJ.lL - introduction draws the whole statement

about the shepherd laying down his life into the narrational domain. As such, it contrasts it

with· the activities of the hired servant. These activities are parabolically explicated in terms of

a conventional event, i.e. when a wolf stalks the sheep. In such an event, the narratee knows

from conventional wisdom, that if the owner of the sheep is also the shepherd, the owner will

guard and defend the sheep - even if it costs his life. The hired servant, however, is not the

shepherd, which is the same as to say that he does not own the sheep. Since there is no per

sonal attachment between hired servant· and sheep, the hired servant leaves the sheep and flees

in the face of danger. The result is that the wolf captures the sheep and scatters them.

. The reason why the hired servant flees' is explained with Ka~ OUK WV 1rOLJL~V, o~ OUK eanv Ta

1rpo(3aTa Lbw, which indicates conventional wisdom: there is no personal attachment between

a hired servant and sheep that belongs to someone else. The hired servant also does not care'

for the sheep. All this results in the capturing and scattering of the sheep. In terms of the nar

rational ideology, any person acting in a manner which results in the capturing and scattering

of the flock of God relegates him or herself to the domain of the hired servant outside the nar

rational ideology. Returning to the idea of the Good Shepherd, these activities of the hired

servant are now contrasted with Jesus as the Good Shepherd.
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3.4.4 John 10:14-16

'E)'w Bip.L 0 7roLJ.l.~V 0 KCiAOC;

KCit. )'LVWUKW ra. SJ.l.a. A

Kat. 'YLVWUKOVUL J.l.B ra. SJ.l.Ci!, B

Ka()wc; )'LVWUKBL J.l.B 0 7T'ar~p B

KC'i.)'W )'LVWUKW rov 7T'aripa, A

Ka~ r~v 1f;vx~v J.l.OV rL01] J.l.L

v7T'ep rwv 7T'po{3arwv.

Kat. Ct.AAa 7T'p6{3ara BXW

Q: OUK Bunv 8K r~c; aUA~C; ravr1]C;'

KCtKBI.Va OBI. J.l.B Ct)'a)'Bl.v

Ka~ r~c; <!>Wl1-qC; J.l.OV CtKOVUOVCJLV,

Kat. )'BV~UOV7m J.l.La 7T'OLJ.l.V1], Bic; 7T'OLJ.l.~V.

After Jesus' 8)'W BiJ.l.L-sayings in 1:7,9 which reflect on him being the door of the sheep in con

tradiction to the thieves and robbers (10:1,8,10) and strangers (10:5) who kill and destroy and

whom the sheep do not follow, trust or listen to, the 8)'W Bl-/-U 0 7T'OLJ.l.~V 0 KaAoC;-saying in

·10: 11 states that the Good Shepherd lays down his life for the sheep and can provide true pas

ture. The giving of his life is the ultimate sign of his care and compassion (10: 11). The con

trasting of his attitude and conduct towards the sheep with that of his opponents is then taken

further in the contrasting of them being hired servants (0 jlwOw'rc)(;) who do not own (ov OUK

8WL7a. 7T'p6{3a7a LOW) and do not care (J.l.BABLV) about the sheep but flee.:Then follows 10:14ff.

The 8)'W BiJ.l.L-saying that Jesus uses in John is the formula of self-revelation commonly used by

Greek-speaking gods and goddesses in the Mediterranean world, including the God of Israel in

the Septuagint. This saying introduces information which is revealed to the reader in the paral

1elisms that follow. It is this revealed information which defines the goodness of Jesus'

shepherding.
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In John 10: 14-15, we find two paralle1isms which foreground the mutual knowing of good

shepherd/Jesus-sheep/disciples and the Father-Jesus in an ABBA inverted parallelism or

chiasm. In the parallelisms, the mutual knowing can be explicated when we take the alternat

ing foregrounded Ist person - 3rd person and 3rd person - I st person verbs into account.

I/Jesus ---------- > mine/my own (A)

I/Jesus <--------- the Father (B)

I/Jesus <---------- mine/my own (B)

I/Jesus --------- > the Father (A)

This argument specifies a chiasm where Jesus' knowing of the sheep/disciples is equivalent to

that of his knowing of the Father, and the sheep/disciples' knowing of him is equivalent to that

of the Father's knowing of him. The similarity of the quality of the mutual knowledge of the

Father and Jesus and_ that of Jesus and the disciples is foregrounded in the similitude, intro~

duced by KaOwc;. This adverb introduces commentary or an interpretive key that draws the

relationship between Jesus and the sheep/disciples into the narrational ideology of the whole

gospel narrative. The similitude together with the reference to Jesus both as subject and object

in the initial positions in each of the stanzas focus the attention on him and that the knowledge

or the content of the knowing which is mutual is related to him.

KaZ -YL1JW<JK~ Ta SjleX

KaZ -YL1JW<JKOV<J[ jle Ta SjleX,

KaOwc; -YLVW<JK8L ~ 0 7raT~p

Ka-yw -YLvwaK~ TOV 7raTipa,

The content of the knowing or knowledge is provided in the final Km-clause which offers·

strategically withheld information: KaZ T~V 1f;vx~v 1.J.OV TWTJjlL v7rep TWV 7rPO(3eXTWV. In 10: 11,

the reference to the Good Shepherd laying down his life is stated in the third person and that

Jesus will lay down his life is only revealed through inference. The first person statement of

Jesus in 10:15, is the climax of the built-up in Jesus' speech, nmning from 10:11-15.
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Together with the revelatory BYW dilL b 7rOLIl~V b KaAoc;-saying and the similitude introduced

by Ka(Jwc;, all the information revealed - 1) that he is the good shepherd, 2) that he knows

(yLVwaKw) the sheep and 3) regards them as his own (7(~ Blla) - is drawn into the narrational

ideology of the whole gospel narrative. In contrast to 'the Jews' who should have acted as the

leaders and shepherds of the flock, but ended up as hirelings who do not care, do not know

and do not have a personal relationship with the flock, Jesus as the incarnated AO"(OC; has a per

sonal relationship of care with the sheep. The statements which emphasize mutual belonging

and knowing and the fact that he lays down his life for the sheep draws God, Jesus/shepherd

and flock/disciples together in a closely knit unity within the spiritual realm. That this is a

total transparent realm, comes to the fore in the use of "(LvwaK8LV which may be linked to the

Hebrew )71' which emphasizes the mutual total, permeating and transparent knowing which

exists between God and his people and has its analogy in the total unique, open, trustworthy

and naked relationship between husband and wife. It is the sheep's existence in this spiritual

realm which has been advocated throughout the gospel and which finds ultimate expression in

the metaphor of Jesus as Good shepherd. The fact that all the verbs are in the gnomic Present

tense, universalizes Jesus' statements. John 10: 16 then takes this global and universal claim

further.

Traditionally, the statement by Jesus, Kat &'AAa 7rpo{3ara exw ex OUK eanv BK rijc; CiU'AijC;

rCiVrTJC;, has been interpreted to signify a different congregation than the lohannine one or to

signify one that includes the heathen in distinction to ethnic Israel which is taken to be the

origin:al flock. Be that as it may. This ambiguity will not be solved. The important fact is

that this statement opens the way to include more people than a unitary closed circle of

believ'ers. And this is important. Four facts are here important. First, from the perspective o(

a closed circle or group of believers, this statement opens the acknowledgment of the fact that

there will always be other people not belonging to the closed circle, who are or might be

believers. Second, the activity of the bringing in of these believers (sheep) forms part of the

narrational ideology of John. This becomes evident in the use of 08/, in -KCtK8/'VCi OB/' IlB

Ct"(Ci"(B/'V. Third, these believers are drawn in on the basis of the fact that they hear the

Shepherd's voice, rijc; ~wvijc; 1l0V CtKovaovaLV. Fourth, the unity of the one flock and the one
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Shepherd (excluding all others) continues the idea of the. unity created in 1O:l4f, Km

')'eV~(JOVTm jJ.ia 7roijJ.VYI, eI~ 7rOLjJ.~V. This last statement opens the way even more to a

universal interpretation of this section. If there is only one Shepherd, and if the flock compris

ing many different people from different groups or circles (at least two) is a unity, then there is

no reason not to accept this as one of the most universal statements by Jesus in John. It is

against this background - the one Shepherd, the unity and the universal idea of the one flock,

that John moves to the final section of John 10: 1-18. This section links up with the main

thread of the narrator's ideology, that of the divine initiative which manifested itself in and

through all the events recounted in John.

3.4.5 John 10:17-18

OLCt TOUTO jJ.e 0 7raT~p Ct')'a7rC;

on B')'W 7LeYljJ.L T~V 1f;vX~/I jJ.OV,

rva 7raALV Aa(3w aUT~/I.

ouoe"i~ aLpeL aUT~v Ct7r' BjJ.OU,

CtAA' B')'W T[()YljJ.L aUT~v Ct7r' BjJ.avTou.

B~ov(Jia/l 8XW Be'ivm aUT~v,

Ka"i B~ov(Jia/l 8XW 7raAL/I Aa(3eL/I aUT~1J"

----------------------------- j\

----------------------------- ]3

----------------------------- <:
_____________________________ <:1

----------------------------- ]31

----------------------------- ]3

----------------------------- <:

TaVTYlV T~V BVTOA~V 81\a(30/l 7rapCt TOU 7raTpO~ jJ.OV. -------------~--------------- j\
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explicitly in the final line, TCi£rrT/V T~V eVToA~v ;fACi(3oV 1rCipa TOV 1rCiTpf)(; J.lov. The love and

commandment of the Father function as the narrational content which confers the authority on .

Jesus. Jesus' obedience in both the laying down and the taking up of his life again draws his

saying, his works as well as who he is, into the narrational level. This contrasts with the story

level where the narratee will learn later in the narrative that Jesus is killed by his opposition.

Since his opposition acts contrary to the narrational level ideology, they find themselves out

side the ideology which is to be appropriated by the narratee. If the listener responds by

appropriating the ideology, the listener becomes part of the community accepting the narra

tionallevel information, i.e. the spiritual Israel. The narrator's commentary in John 10:19-21

takes this issue further, and drives the point home.

3.4.6 John 10:19-21

EXtaJ.lCi 1rCXALV e'}'iveTo ev TOLe; 'IovOCito~e; <?La TOVe; AO'}'OVe; TOVTOVe;.

fAe'}'ov oe 1rOAAOt e~ CiVTWV, D.CiLJ.l0VLOV exe~ KCit J.lCitVeTCiL· Tt CiVTOV CtKOveTe;

&AAO~ i;'"Ae'}'ov, TCiVTCi Ta P~J.lCiTCi OUK eaTLV OCiLJ.lOVLrOJ.livov· J.lT/ OCiLJ.lOVLOV OVVCiTCiL TV<pAWV

6<pflCif:.J.lOVe; CtVOL~ CiL;

The narrator's commentary in John 10: 19-21 functions to both portray the response that the

message of Jesus illicits as well as an additional nudge to bring the listener to make a choice 

to choose for or against the narrational level ideology and to become part of the spiritual Israel

or not. The Ota TOVe; AO'}'OVe; here does not only refer analeptically to Jesus' discourse in John

-10:1-18. The narratee is also expected to know that Jesus is the incarnated AO'}'Oe;. The main

point causing the division is then precisely this point - whether one accepts Jesus to be the

incarnated AO'}'Oe; or not.

The response by some that D.CiLJ.l0VLOV eXBL KCit J.lCiEveTCiL and the question, TE CiUTOV CtKOUere

show that these characters do not 'hear' or respond positively to the narrational level ideology.

Moreover, the narratee understands that the response of those who say, J.l~ OCiLJ.lOVLOV OVVCiTCiL

TV<pAWV 6<pBCiAJ.lOVe; CtvoL~CiL; is also a reference to the healing of the blind man. As such, it is

then both the verbs of 'hearing' and 'seeing' which have a reference both in the physical and
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spiritual realm. Those who accept what they physically hear what Jesus said and those who

accept that the blind man physically sees again are also those who accept the spiritual or the

narrationa1 ideology. This then is the main point which draws the whole shepherd discourse in

John 10: 1-18 into the realm of the relationship between signs and discourses - which I have

pointed out above, are embedded in and find their basic thematic unity in the Gospel of John in

John 1: 14, the notion of the incarnation.

In the following section, I provide a brief theoretically-founded exposition of the shepherd

metaphor in Jeremiah 23: i -8 and Ezekiel 34: 1-6. The basic results of this exposition is then

compared with John 10: 1-18 in the fInal section of this chapter.

3.5 A THEORETICALLY-FOUNDED ANALYSIS OF JEREMIAH 23:1-8 AND

EZEKIEL 34:1-6

3.5.1 Introduction

Both the texts in Jeremiah 23 and Ezekiel 34 are structured in terms of the three facets of

criticism, judgment and salvation. I use these three them~s to explicate the signifIcance of the

shepherd metaphors in Jeremiah 23: 1-8 and Ezekiel 34: 1-6 in the following sections.

3.5.2 Jeremiah 23-:1-8

Jeremiah 23 forms part of the larger section, Jeremiah 21:11-23:8 which comprises 'threats

against the 'kings of Judah' (ef Eissfe1dt 1974:356). Even though it 'cannot be dated with

certainty' (cf Eissfeldt 1974:357), it most certainly represents the situation in Judah during

Jeremiah's adult life. The references to kings in Jeremiah 23 refer to kings that Jeremiah·

knew. In the larger context, the whole section starts with an analeptic reference to the death of

Josiah and then deals in order with Jehoahaz-Shallum, Jehoiakim, Jeoiachin and Zedekiah.

The basic criticism is that these kings did not do what was required of the Davidic monarchy,

namely to establish justice in society, especially as it relates to the defending ·of the rights ~f

Jhe helpless as demanded by covenant law. An important aspect here is that the section con

cludes with a messianic section in the last verses (cf Eissfeldt 1974:356)..
,
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Jeremiah 23: 1-8 can be divided into three sections as follows.

Critique of mii' ------------------ 23: 1

Judgment by iiiii' ------------------ 23:2

Salvation through the new king ------------------ 23:3-4

The messianic king ------------------ 23:5-8

3.5.2.1 Jeremiah 23:1

The LXX translates this verse as follows, "0 oi 7roLjJ.8ver; oi OLCXaKOp7rirov7er; KCX~ Ct7rOAAUOV7er;

7a 7rP0(3CX7CX 7~r; VOjJ.~r; jJ.OV. In Jeremiah, oi 7roLjJ.iver; is frequently used to refer to the kings

in distinction to the priests and the prophets. This indicates the political leadership of Judah.

Because the political leadership rebels against iiiii', it is continuously criticized in Jeremiah.

This is evident in 2:8, oi iepe'ir; OUK ehcxv IIov eanv KUpWr;; KCX~ oi aV7exojJ.evoL 70V vOjJ.ov OUK

The description of the shepherds as those who t:l'~~~i t:l"~~~ is rendered in the LXX with oi·

OLCXaKOp7rirov7er; KCXt. a7rOAAUOV7er;. These are also the two verbs used to denote the judgment

of iiiii' (cf 1:10; 5:10; 6:5; 15:3,6,7; etc and 9:16; 13:24; 18:17; 49:32, 36). However, they

are used in Jeremiah 23 to denote the activities of the kings against covenant Israel.

An interesting variation in the LXX version of this verse is the replacement of the phrase,

ii1ii;·t:l~~ with a genitive of possession linked to the noun, 'the sheep', 7a 7rP0(3CX7CX 7~r; VOjJ.~r;

jJ.OV. This foregrounds the element of possession or ownership.

: .
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3.5.2.2 Jeremiah 23:2

.-n~ c~~t'v c~Y'v-')l '~ltp: ~~:f'~ ;"IV'; '~lr;"l'~ P7
'p'!) ~~t0 cOx Ctllj?;J x"1 cm~p]l ~~x'rnl:5 C.n·~;JD ct\l5 ~~)l

:;"I';"I~-CXJ c;:)~")l~ )l',-n~ c~~7.:l
T: _'. : 0." •• : - .,.

This verse is translated by the LXX as exa. 701)'ro 7688 'Ai"(8L KUPWC; E1rt 70VC; 1rOLJ.lCXLVOV7CXC; 70V

'Acxov J.lov 'TJ.l8LC; ex8<JKOP1rL<JCiT8 7a. 1rpo(3cx7a J.lov KCXt -i~w<Jcx7G CXU7a. KCXt OUK E1r80xiy;cx<Je8

cxu7a, i80v E"/W EKexKW E4>' vJ.lac; KCX7a. 7a. 1rovYJPa. E1rL7YJ88UJ.lCX7CX VJ.lwv·

The metaphoric equation, 'my people' is the 'flock'is evident here. The basic criticism here

is that the shepherds have actively scattered and driven away the people of ;"I';"I~. They have

also not tended the flock.

3.5.2.3 Jeremiah 23:3-4

n~!~~-nl:5 nm~ ~~~1

-')llVJ;1l:5 ~l:i:J~D1 c~ 01)X ~1:l~10-'W~ n;~l~O ,.~~ ~~X·~

:1:J111'~1 10J.t

,;y 1Xl':-X"1 c1Yl1 c~)t' c~p7.:l ~J:i~j?m

:;"Il;"1;-c~~ 1'j?~: X"111lIT.-X·'1

~ . -..

The LXX translation here is KCXt E"/W ei<J8i~oJ.lm 70UC; KCX7cx'AoL1rOVC; 70U 'Acxou J.lOV a1ro 1ra<JYJC;

CLU~YJ()~<JOV7(:iL KCLt 1r'AYJeVV()~<JoV7m' KCXt aVCL<J7~<JW CLU70LC; 1roLJ.livcxC;, or 1rOLJ.lCXVOU<JLV CLU70UC;,'

KCXt ou 4>o{3YJ()~<Jov7m en oubs 1r70YJ()~<Jov7m, 'Ai,,/eL KUpWC;.

These. two verses signify salvation for Israel. Three important points should be mentioned

here. First, the gathering of the remnant and the bringing back of the flock· by ;"I';"I~ is con

trasted with the scattering and driving out of the flock by the shepherds in verse 2. The results

of being fruitful and their multiplication, signifying prosperity for Israel. Second, the promise
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by i11i1' that he will set up shepherds who will tend the flock in verse 4, contrasts with the not

tending of the flock in verse 2. The result of the shepherds who will tend the flock is that the

flock will 'fear no more, nor be terrified; nor will they be missing (anything)'. Third, the

activities of scattering and driving away are presumably references to the causes of the exile.

These activities are ascribed to the bad shepherd's behaviour in verse 2. However, in verse 3,

the voice of i11i1' states that he was the agent who drove them into the alien lands. This is in

keeping with the idea of corporate personality. Even though the exile took place because of

the neglect and activities of the shepherds, the exile is ultimately the act of God. In terms of

the narrational ideology used here, the significance of the exile is that of divine judgment and

punishment. Punishment here has the purpose to bring the flock back to i11i1' and to restore

the covenant people of Israel through the return of the remnant.

3.5.2.4 Jeremiah 23:5-8

i"l~ n~; '117 'J:1.~i?Ql i11i1;-0~~ O'~~ 0'7;1: i1~0

:r~.~~ i1R1~1 ~~!p7;1 i1~Y.l ~'~ip011?7? 177i1

n~~? 1:l!P: ~~nip:l i111i1; YW1T:l 1'7i:~

:Ui?l~ I i11i1; i~qp:-'o/.~ i~ifi1!1

'o/.~ i11i1;-'1] ,iy 1'~N·'-N·~1 i11i1;-0~~ O'~~ 0'7;1:-i1~0 P?

:0:1~7;1 r~.~~ ~~nip: '~~-n~ i1?:'!li

~·:l~1 ;'~i~¥ r~.~?'? ~~nfp: 11'~ Y·n-l1~ N':70 1W~1 ;'7~1)

:on~'W~3l1JlD'1 OlD 0'nn1;' 1lDN ni~'N;'
"rT:- - :T: T -:- .... -.: T-:T

This last messianic section forms the conclusion of the complex dealing with the threat against

the kings. It is especially verses 5 and 6 that deals with the righteous Davidic branch which

;'1;" will raise in the last days, that provide the positive aspects of this shepherd or king.

These are that he will act and reign wisely, and that he shall do justice and righteousness in the

earth. This will result in the salvation of Judah and in the fact that Israel shall dwell safely.

His name, 1Ji?1~ i11;';, contrasts with the unjust and unrighteous acts of the kings. It also func

tions as the label which comprehensively draws together the acts expected of a king and tme
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shepherd of the covenant people. Eissfeldt (1974:99) states in this regard that Jeremiah 23:5f

forms part of the messianic sections in the Prophets (e.g. Is 9:3-6; 11: 1-9; Mi 5:3) which

'glorify the virtues of the Messiah and the times of happiness and peace which he is to bring

about'. He continues to say that all these songs must also be understood 'as an echo of the

songs which glorify the reigning monarch' (Eissfeldt 1974:99). In contrast to these kings,

however, the messianic king will ensure that 'justice and equity' will prevail in both life and

land (cf Harrison 1977: 820).

3.5.2.5 The covenant demands in Jeremiah 21:12 and 22:3

;,,;,~ ,~~ ;,":;, ", n~J
T: - T • T ••

" PW;y ,~~ 'iq i'~~Dl ~~O/~ 'R"J? U~l

ii4~~ 1'~1 ;'~~i ~J:17?q ~~~ x~~n~

:0~~7.7)l~** 0~)'7.7)l~* )l"' ~~~i?

o;n: '~1 p;~~ '~i? 'iT~ i'~~Dl ;'R1~i ~~o/i? it':l, ;'1;'; ,~~ ;,":;,

:;':JD o;P?i~ i;:)~o/r:r't\ ~i'~ 011 iO"~~.t:r't\ u"rr't\ ;'~7?7t\1

Fouiissues present in the larger section of Jeremiah 21:11-23:8 link up with Jeremiah 23:1-8.

In the larger section of the criticism against the kings of Judah, they are criticized concerning

their not keeping of the covenant. The criticism is based on their not fulfilling of the demands

of the covenant as explicated in 21:12 and 22:3. The demands in 21:12 to execute justice (iJ~1

~~o/i?) and to deliver the robbed ones from the hand of the oppressor (PW;y '~i? 'iq i'~~Dl)

together with the demands in 22:3 that the king should do justice and righteousness and deliver

him who is robbed out of the hand of the oppressor (P;~~ '~i? 'iT~ i'~~Dl ;'R1~i ~~o/~ it':l,),"

not to do wrong, nor do violence to the stranger, the fatherless or the widow and not to shed

innocent blood (i;:)~o/1:1·'t\ ~i'~ 011 iO"~~tl·'~ i~in·'~ ;'~7?7~1 o;n: '~1) are typical socio-pastoral

covenant demands placed on the king. Since Jeremiah 23 relates the requirements for acting as

shepherd as well as the non-fulfilment of these requirements by the kings; these covenant

demands provide content to the elements of neglect by the kings. The socio-pastoral demands

are also related in the lamentin 22: 13, '"J:l,: i;')!.·P;'~"J ~;;, ~~o/i? N"'~ '~~;!l7:l,1 PTr~"'~ ;n~~
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:;'-FT ~., ;,~t:>, c~n. These are all social activities which should be regulated by the kings in

accordance with the demands of justice. It is, however especially 22: 17 which relates the

activities of the kings concerning their own enrichment plainly, -,)[-c~ ':;l o;P71 '9't:.? r~ ':;l

:n;~~? i1¥"7pD-')[l P~iY~-')[ll;~ifl7 'i'#D-c1 ')[1 '9)('~~. Moreover, the devastation which will

follow the oppression is explained in the statement put into the mouth of the passers-by in

22:9, :C"~)[~l C''1lj~ C'0·'~7. "qtlifl~l C0'0"~ i11i1: n''1~-n~ 'J1)[ 'W~ ')[ "7?~1· The main

reason for the destruction (and exile) is the fact that they (i.e. the city) have forsaken the

covenant of i1,i1'.

3.5.3 Ezekiel 34:1-6

Ezekiel 34 cannot be dated with certainty. We may assume that it refers to the time of the

exile of the ten tribes, i.e. 575-550 RC.E. Even though it might have specific significance to

this period, it is better to assume that it functions here as a generalization and that it does not

refer to a particular period or circumstances. We may then assume that the basic view is that

the kings did not do what was required of the Davidic monarchy throughout Israel's history,

namely to establish justice in society by seeing to it that the kings themselves as well as the

nation live according to the covenant law. Central to the prophetic criticism is that these kings

did not defend the rights of the helpless as demanded by covenant law. The basic structure of

Ezekiel 34 can be explicated as follows.

Introductory formula and theme (34: 1-2)

The shepherds/kings and their conduct (34:3-16)

Critique of i1,i1'

Judgment by i11i1'

Salvation

------------------ 34:3-6

------------------ 23:9-10

-----~------------ 23: 11-16

The flock/Israel and their conduct (34: 17-24)

Critique of i1,i1'

Judgment byi1'i1'

Salvation. through new king

.Covenant promises (34:25-31 )

Closing covenant formula and theme

------------------ 34: 17-19

------------------ 23:20-21 + 22 (hinge)

------------------ 23:22 (hinge) + 23-24

------------------ 34:25-31
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3.5.3.1 Ezekiel 34:1-2

')7.;'-')[ ~:;H0 0l~rl~

,;;'\ ;'\1;'\; '~1~ I ,~~ ;'\':;) 0':1"'7 ov'7.~ J;l1~~1 ~~~0 '~l~:

:0')'-';:1 1>7T l~'XV ~;'W 01);~ 0'>'" 1';:1 'W~ '~1~'-')7.·'

The basic criticism against the shepherds of Israel is that they Ctl;~ 0'>.7' (LXX: Jl~ /3oaKovaw

7roLJlivBC; 8av7ovc;) in stead of the flock. The basic theme is that the shepherds fed themselves

and not the flock. The rhetorical question, 0'>"';:1 1>7T l~'XV ~;'w, invites the response from

the listener, 'Yes, the shepherds should feed the flock'. It becomes evident in the whole of the

chapter that this feeding or nourishment refers to both the material and socio-religious well

being ofJ4e covenant people. This is painted in metaphoric language throughout. the chapter.

In the following section, I explicate the significance of the metaphoric language usage.

3.5.3.2 Ezekiel 34:3-6

:1>711) l{, l~'XV 1n~1T:l ;'\~'''!~V 1flj~7T:l '~~V-rI~11'~~'11 :l7.lJv-n~

nIj1~0-n~1 0tl~~q ~~ nl.~~~71 OD.~;n-~·' ;'\7;n0-n~1 0tl~lIJ ~., 1i;'No-n~

:11.~~1 CO~ 0D.'11 ;,\iW:9' 0tl~R:7 ~., nl.~·~;:I-n~l CtlJWn ~.,

:;'iJ'~mm1 ;'i1t';,\ I1'n-,;:" ;'i';:'~' ;'iJ";'im mt, "J~ ;'iJ'~mm
T O

.":- "."T- -- T: T:T; T".o:o- "." ":0 T".":-

1'~1 '~~.~ l~!)~ rl.~;:I ,~~-,~ ')l1 ;'\~l ;'\~~~-,~ ')[1 C'''!;:Iv -,~~ ,~~.~ u~:

:fljp'~~ 1'~! lO·I;1 .

The critique of the ;,\1i1' against the shepherds has two sides in Ezekiel 34:3-6. On the one

hand, the shepherds are criticized fo~ what they do for themselves. On the other, they are'

criticized for what they did not do for the flock, i.e. their neglect, as well as for their exploita

tive activities concerning the sheep. The influence of these activities on the flock or the people

ofIsrael, is then explored in verses 5 and 6.

The metaphoric catalogue of criticism concerning what they do for themselves comprise the

following: eating the fat, clothing themselves with the wool and sacrificing the fat ones. On
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the level of the conventional understanding of a shepherd's relationship with his flock, the

three metaphoric descriptions of the shepherds' activities relate to the ordinary use that a

shepherd makes of his flock, namely to use the flock for nourishment (eating the fat), for clo-
;

thing (clothe themselves with the wool) and for religious purposes (sacrifice the fat). This

indicates the normal conventional behaviour of a shepherd concerning his flock. The presup

position, on this level of the conventional behaviour is that the shepherd should feed the flock,

where feeding indicates the shepherd's general care for his flock. In the immediate co-text,

however, the narratee has information that the shepherds or rulers of the nation who are meta

phorically criticized in this text, did not adhere to this basic conventional requirement.

References to the command of il'il' to prophesy against the shepherds, the 'woe', as well as

the thematic statement at the end of verse 2 provide information concerning the criticism of

i11il'. The reiteration of the basic.theme in the concluding phrase in verse 3, 1Yln ~. l~"~iJ,

functions as additional point of reference for the evaluation of the shepherds' activities and

analeptically links up with the information which the narratee already has. From this perspec-

tive, the activities of (eating the fat), (clothing themselves with the wool) and (sacrificing the

fat) appear exploitive. The narrational ideology evaluates these activities negatively. The

activities of the shepherds in the three domains of nourishment, clothing and religious practice

are~ then revealed' to be exploitive' of the flock and in non-figurative terms indicate the

shepherds' use of the produce of the covenant people of Israel for their own benefit without

any care for the people themselves. This assumption is then further elaborated on. in verse 4.

Verse '4 comprises the catalogue of activities which, stated in the positive, wo'uld signify the

normal behaviour of a shepherd concerning the 'feeding' of his flock: making the weak strong,

healing the sick, binding up the broken, bringing back the banished or those excluded from the"

. flock and seeking the lost. On this conventional level, these activities comprise the normal

behaviour of a shepherd concerning the tending and caring of his flock, i. e. tending and caring

for the weak, the sick and the broken, the exclude from and the lost of the flock. These are

five crucial areas of a shepherd's conventional care of his flock. On this level it also corn..:
. '"

prises a catalogue of activities with which the narratee is familiar and in the co-text provide

content to the use of the verb metaphor, 'feeding' the flock. Since all these activities of a
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shepherd's conventional care for his flock are here stated in the negative, the rulers' activities

of neglect concerning the covenant people of Israel are here negatively evaluated. The

shepherds' active interaction with the flock is then contrasted by way of a summary statement

with what is conventionally expected from a shepherd in the final phrase of verse 4, 0t'~R:;1

l1~~i cO~ C~Tl1 ;'iRrQ~i. In stead of care, the shepherds 'rule with force and harshness'.

This statement functions on the ideological level and draws the activities of non-care into the

domain of the criticism of the rulers of the covenant people by m;'i~.

The influence of these activities on the flock or the people of Israel, is then explored in verses

5 and 6. Since the activities of the shepherds basically leave Israel without a shepherd, verse 5

states that the flock is scattered for the lack of a shepherd and that they became food for all the

beasts of the field when they. were scattered: Verse 6 states what is the case by providing a

metaphoric description of what happened to the sheep, they strayed in dangerous places

(mountains and every high hill) and they were scattered very far from Israel (on all the face of

the earth). In this situation, the lament is that 'none searched and none sought (for them)'.

The section comprising the criticism is then followed by the judgment of ;'i';'i~ (34:9-10) -

which basically repeats the criticism and judges the kings -, and the announcement of salvation

(34:11-16).

The salvation by God comprises the facts that he will search, rescue, gather and bring back the

flock, feed them with good pasture, seek the lost, bring back the strayed, bind up the injured,

strengthen the weak and judge those who functioned as the exploiters (34: 11ft). He then

announces that he will appoint a Davidic shepherd over Israel who will feed and care for them

(34:23t), ::i;t'7 107 ;'i:.0:·~i;,·q C~i~ ;'i~T ~i;'i '~11 ~1~~ 11~ lryJ;1l$ ;'i~11 'Ql$ :i~.' cry~7.~ ~J:1.~i?W1

:~T:11~1 :i1:i; ~~~ C~;I1~ ~~f?'~ '11 ~1~~1 C~j:f'~7. ory7 :i:.0l$ :i1:i; ~~~1. This act includes a

covenant of peace, C;'W 11~",!~ cry? ~T:11:;;11, which will ensure prosperity (34:25-29). The chap

ter closes with the covenant formula, O~~ '~lfp: 11~~ ~~~ :i7im 0J;1~ Cry~0·'~ :i1:i; ~~~ ~~ i>71:

::i1:i; ~~.,~ O~~ 0~~0·'~ ~~~ 0t'~ O·W ~J?Y.l~l~·~ ~~~.~ 1Jj~1 ::i1;'i; ~~.,~, in 34:30L
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3.6 A COMPARISON OF JEREMIAH 23:1-8 AND EZEKIEL 34:1-6 WITH

JOHN 10:1-18

3.6.1 A summary of the fmdings

At least three important conclusions can be drawn from the analysis and interpretation of John

10:1-18, Jeremiah 23:1-8 and Ezekiel 34:1-6. First, in both Jeremiah and Ezekiel, the meta

phor, 'shepherd' is used to denote kings. This is important in so far as the idea of the kingship

of Jesus is also addressed in John - especially in the context of him being the Son of God.

This idea will be further explored in the next chapter.

Second, all three these Biblical texts draw on the historically-specific conventions concerning

shepherding. In John 10:1-5, the conventions which are used later in 10:7-18 and infused with

ideological content are stated in parable form. In Jeremiah 23: 1-8 and Ezekiel 34: 1-6, these

are just assumed. These conventions - and the parable in the case of John 10 - are then pro

vided with theological content in the texts. Throughout, metaphorization takes place in terms

of elements which were abstracted from the parable.

Third, since it is difficult to date and to find specific referents for both the Jeremiah and the

Ezekiel texts, it seems appropriate to treat John in the same way. This approach, then,

relegates an allegorical or historically-specific interpretation of John 10 to a secondary level.

We have already seen in the overview of the history of research that it is notoriously difficult

to treat John 10 in this way.: As far as John 10 is concerned, an allegorical interpretation

would attempt to find stable referents in terms of conventional schemas related to a gnostic

Christian community or the historically contingent exclusion of Christians from the Synagogue

by 'the Pharisees' or 'the-Jews' at some point towards the close of the first century. Numerous

interpretations in the past have shown that these interpretations run into trouble on various

points. A metaphoric interpretation, however accounts for the abstraction of certain elements

from convention or the parable. This was done comprehensively in this chapter. Such an

approach does not have to find extra narrative referents in the historical circumstances of the

Johanannine church, but can be applied and used metaphorically in all possible circumstances _
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in the same way that Jeremiah and Ezekiel were applied to different kings of the time and not

to one or two in particular. According to such an approach, anybody who then acts towards

the sheep, the flock of the Lord, in a fashion similar to the thieves and robbers in John, is

excluded from the narrational discourse of the Gospel according to John. Anybody acting in

terms of the shepherd discourse and Jesus' activities, acts within the contours drawn by the

narrational ideology. As the incarnated 'AfJ'yoC; and also as messianic King, Jesus is the only

one who can claim to have acted as shepherd in fulfilment of the promises of the messianic

Shepherd-king.

The evidence uncovered in the analysis of John 10:1-18, Jeremiah 23:1-8 and Ezekiel 34:1-6

will be summarized and used in the next chapter. Here, this information is used to address the

question of the christology of John as it is presented through the prism of John 10: 1-18.
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CHAPTER 4

JOHN 10:1-18 AND THE CHRISTOLOGY OF JOHN

4.0 INTRODUCTION

It is virtually axiomatic that the christology of John forms the central theme in the Gospel of

John. The study of christology involves the identification of the picture, nature or meaning

that Jesus has according to John. In this study, I have concentrated on the study of this theme

from the vantage point of John 10:1-18. Even though the christological titles used in John are

obviously not the only prisms through which we can identify the nature or meaning of Jesus,

they form the main anchor points in the Gospel. In this chapter, I first provide an overview of

the results of the research as it pertains to the understanding of who Jesus is according to John

10: 1-18. I then provide an overview of the interaction of the christology of John 10: 1-18 with

the rest of the Gospel and finally return to study the interaction of the information uncovered

up to this point with Jeremiah 23: 1-8 and Ezekiel 34: 1-6.

4.1 THE CHRlSTOLOGY OF JOHN 10:1-18

4.1.1 Introduction

I have pointed out that the metaphoric interpretation of the parable and the conventions con

cerning shepherding in Jeremiah 23:1-8 and Ezekiel 34:1-6 takes presedence over an

allegorically-contingent interpretation towards the end of the previous chapter of this disserta

tion. Reinliartz (1992) makes a different distinction. Her distinction, however, amounts to the

same approach as my own. In the narrative content, signified or story of John, she distin

guishes between a historical tale, an ecclesiological tale and a cosmological tale in John (cf

Reinhartz 1992:2ff). The historical tale comprises an account of the events concerning the his

torical Jesus at the story time early in the first century C.E. (Reinhartz 1992:2,5). On this

level of interpretation, John reports that Jesus as historical figure acted as Shepherd concerning

the true Israel of God. The ecclesiological tale recounts the fate of the Johannine church

which was excommunicated from the synagogue in the story-time late in the first century C. E.
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(Reinhartz 1992:3f,5). In this context, the Jesus events are placed within the context of the

Johannine community. Jesus is then equated with the Christian preacher or pastor in John 10.

The Christian preacher or pastor has Jesus as example of how to act concerning the true Israel

of God. The cosmological tale - which I have described as the 'narrational ideology' of John 

relates the theological or spiritual ideology of John, especially as it is based in John 1: 1 and the

idea of the incarnation in John 1: 14. Reinhartz (1992:5) states that the historical Jesus events

are here

placed in the continuum of the Word's pre-existence with God and the eventual return of

the Word and his disciples to God's realm, that is, the 'story time' of the cosmological

tale.

Following Smit ([1995]) I regard this domain as the ideological domain, because this forms the

primary point of evaluation and judgment of all the events recounted in Biblical narrative.

This ideology is narrational because this is the primary domain in which the narrator functions

and which he expects his reader to function too if s/he would come to an understanding of who

Jesus is or then the christology of John. This is a stronger and I believe more adequate view

than Reinhartz' view that the cosmological tale merely 'intersects and parallels the historical

and ecclesiological tales at many points' (Reinhartz 1992:4f).

4.1.2 The christological themes in John 10:1-18

I have indicated that, the basic theme of John can be formulated as 'the interrelation of spirit

and matter which manifests itself in and through the signs, discourses and B)'W eip.L - sayings of

the word incarnate, 'gives life'. In John, the mediation of the spiritual reality through the"

material is then the basic underlying mechanism for the understanding of the idea of the

incarnation as well as the spiritual significance of the signs, discourses and the e'¥w eiJlL 

sayings of Jesus. The important theme is that it is precisely through the material events of

Jesus' signs, discourses and B)'W eip.L - sayings that the real spiritual life is imparted to the nar

ratee!
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John 10: 1-18 uses the conventional relationship between shepherd and sheep or flock as the

material substance which is used to reveal real spiritual life to the narratee. The basic material

used is the contrasting of the relationship between shepherd and sheeplflock on the one hand

and the relationship between thieves/robbers and the sheeplflock on the other. The contrasting

on the material level is continued in John 10:7-18. Thematically, the contrasting addresses the

spiritual or narrational ideological themes: Jesus the Shepherd is the door of the sheep (10:7

10), Jesus as Good Shepherd lays down his life for the sheep (10:11-13), Jesus the Good

Shepherd's relationship to those who belong to him - whether they are from historical Israel or

not (10:14-16) and Jesus' main act as Good Shepherd is to lay down his life for the sheep in

accordance with the commandment of the Father (10: 17-18). All these themes relate to the

material and conventional level of shepherding. These themes are metaphorized and provided

with theological 'Of' the na.rrational ideology. I provide a summary of the findings of my

research in the following section.

4.1.2.1 The relationship between shepherd and sheep/flock - the parable

From the shepherd's side, the relationship between the shepherd and the sheep has been sum

marized semantically as follows: (care) (closeness) (ownership) (transparency) (normal rela

tionship) (conserving unity of the flock/bringing together) (feeding sheep and tending them or

providing for their well-being) (preserving/protecting/defending behaviour concerning the

sheep and the flock). When the listener listens to the reading of John 10:1-5, the narratee

knows that all these features can be applied to Jesus.

His care, tending, providing for people's well-being or his preserving, protecting, defending

behaviour concerning people has become evident in John 1-9 - especially through his healings'

of the official's Son (In 4) and the sick man (In 5), the feeding of the five thousand (In 6) and

the healing of the man born blind (In 9). His personal attention to each has revealed his close

ness, ownership as well as his transparency or openness with which he did this. On the

pastoral level, this signifies that Jesus provides exemplary conduct towards people in need. On

the christological level, these were all occasions on which different aspects of his nature were

revealed. These elements are explored by John in 10:7-18.
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4.1.2.2 Jesus the Shepherd is the door of the sheep (10:7-10)

Central to this theme and the three following ones is the control Jesus has over his self revela

tion. It is as door of the sheep, that the sheep listen to him. This is based on the semantic fea

tures which we identified as (transparency) (passage) (entrance) (access) (exit) (going out)

(trustworthiness) (protection) (safety) (defense) (shelter). The genitive of possession indicates

Jesus' ownership of people. All this function to reveal that Jesus provides entrance to salvation

_ theologically speaking. The nature of salvation which he provides is the giving of abundant,

quality life.

4.1.2.3 Jesus as Good Shepherd lays down his life for the sheep (10:11-13)

In the event of danger, the Good Shepherd lays down his life for the sheep. The giving of his

life is the ultimate sign of his care and compassion.

4.1.2.4 Jesus the Good Shepherd's relationsWp to those who belong to him - whether they

are from Wstorical Israel or not (10:14-16)

The social unity created by the Shepherd is more important than the care for individuals. The

Good Shepherd's care for the individual believer is embe9ded in the corporate unity of Jesus,

the believers (those who hear/see/know spiritually) and the Father. However, the individual is

not excluded. S/he finds his/her unity with the Shepherd through the corporate unity of the

mutual knowledge which exists between the Father, Jesus and the individual(s) as well as the

Father and Jesus' ownership of the individual and the flock. The mutuality of knowledge

about the fact that Jesus lays down his life for the sheep creates the unity. This mutuality is

then taken further in Jesus' universalizing statements in 10: 16. This universalizing embeds

those outside the group and not belonging to the group - but who will be brought in - in the·

corporate complex of the knowledge of Jesus' death shared by the Father, himself as well as

the believers. Christologically speaking, both the individual, the mutuality and unity as well as

the globalizing of the 'flock' are all embedded in the knowledge that Jesus lays down his life

for the sheep (10:15).
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4.1.2.5 Jesus' main act as Good Shepherd is to lay down his life for the sheep in accord

ance with the commandment of the Father (10:17-18).

Central to this theme is that Jesus has control over his destiny as determined by the divine

initiative. His obedience is then an obedience which defies the activities of Judas and his

opposition which would plot and bring about his death. The theme of the divine initiative runs

throughout John and is the main determining factor of the christology of John.

4.1.2.6 Discipleship

Discipleship is especially developed through the references to the spiritual following, hearing,

knowing and seeing of who Jesus in reality is. These metaphors are used to denote belief or

faith in Jesus the Good Shepherd. The spiritual relationship with Jesus. is of an individual

nature - he calls by name. There also exists an element of trust between Jesus and the sheep as

well as total dependence on him for salvation. However, this individuality is embedded in the

corporate identity created by the mutual knowledge between Father, Jesus himself as well as

the believers. Following Jesus as Good Shepherd and being part of the spiritual Israel might

include the death of the believer - as in the case of Peter. However, if the minister of the

word does this in and while serving the flock, even this death and suffering will form part of

thelQ:ve of God for his covenant people as indicated in John 21.

4.2 THE CHRISTOLOGY OF JOHN 10:1-18 AND THE GOSPEL AS A WHOLE

'Since the listener to John's Gospel already has the knowledge revealed about Jesus through the

various titles and his activities and discourses recounted earlier in the narrative, the christology

'of John 10: 1-18 is informed by all this information. However, the study of the intertextuality'

between John 10: 1-18 and the rest of John revealed that there exists thematic relationships

between John 10: 1-18 and the rest of the Gospel which inform the christology of John 10 more

closely. I have researched the elements which draw the christological elements in the rest of .

the Gospel into the domain of the Shepherd parable in the previous chapter.- These are the

voice of the Shepherd, the hearing of the sheep, the relationship of ownership between the

shepherd a~d the sheep, the sheep's following of the shepherd and the sheep's knowing of the
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voice of the shepherd. Eight main points can be made on the basis of this research.

Jesus' voice, then one is God-fearing, does his will and can be sure that God hears one also

pastorally speaking (cf 9:31). Jesus' kingship is further grounded in 1:49 where 'Son of God'

and 'King of Israel' are equated (cf 12:13 also where Jesus comes in the name of God and is

the king of Israel, the covenant people) and in 19: 19 where Pilate's inscription, 'bwov~ 0

Narwpa~o~ 0 {3aaLAelx; TWV 'Iovoaiwv, is not altered despite an alternative suggestion by 'the

Jews'. One can then say that Jesus is the Shepherd-king of spiritual or covenant Israel if

viewed from the perspective of John 10.

4.2.2 The Shepherd-king as Son of God and Son of man

The life which is in Jesus and the life which Jesus gives is the same as the life which is in the

Father. This links up with Jesus being both Son of God and Son of man. It is as Son of God

that he has and gives the life. Those who have done good receive this life and will hear the·

voice of the Son of God for the purpose of resurrection of life. Judgment is related to the

activity of Jesus as Son of man. Judgment - his activity as Son of man - involves those who

have done evil. Those who have done evil will hear his voice to the resurrection of condemna

tion.· The conclusion which can be drawn here is as follows: in the life of goodness in this

world as well as in the resurrection of life, believers will encounter Jesus as Son of God (and

King). In the life of evil in this world as well as in the resurrection of condemnation non-,
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believers will encounter the Son of man.

4.2.3 The Shepherd-king as the incarnated AO-YO~

The relationship of ownership between Jesus as Shepherd and the spiritual Israel is grounded in

the incarnation. The use of LOW both as adjective and noun emphasizes the personal relation

ship between the Shepherd and the sheep. LOLlY is also used in 1: 11 where it denotes both the

historical Israel and the group of people delimited through the narrational ideology. On story

level, it may just refer to the ethnic nation, Israel. On narrational level, it refers to the

spiritual or real Israel, i.e. the Israel which is eK TijC; aAT/()eiac; and eK TaU ()eou and which is

equated with the sheep in the parable in John 10. This link between the prologue and John 10

also infuses the nature of the Shepherd with what is said about the A0-y0C;. The relationship of

ownership between Jesus as Shepherd and the spiritual Israel is grounded, in the incarnation.

Therefore, the Shepherd is also the incarnated AOy0C;.

4.2.4 The Shepherd-king as the saviour of the world

The knowing of the voice of the Shepherd in John 10 is to know and share the knowledge that

Jesus has about God, himself, from where he is, his mission and the foreknowledge of his fate,

and how all this link up with the divine will as pointed out above. This knowledge which the

listener progressively acquires in the listening to the reading of the narrative is contrasted with

the non-understanding of characters in the narrative. This has the function of moving the

listener into the domain of accepting what is revealed as well as revealing that the accepting of

this and the life according to this knowledge will bring about conflict with Jesus' opponents in

the narrative. In 4:42, the motifs of 'hearing', 'knowing' and 'being saviour of the world' are

all linked. All these are equivalent to the hearing (on the narrationallevel) of the shepherd's·

voice in 10:4. The phrase, 'saviour of the world' in 4:42 is found in the mouths of the

Samaritan crowds. That this universal statement is made in John by those who were tradi

tionally excluded from Judaism links up - i.e. through the idea of the knowing of the

shepherd's voice in John 10 - with the universal ~tatement by Jesus in John .10:16. So, we

may conclude that the Good Shepherd is 'the saviour of the world' universally speaking - i.e.

if we take it together with 4:42 as explained.
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4.2.5 The Shepherd-king as the realization of the covenant promises

To know the voice of the Shepherd in John 10 is - i.e. in the narrative as a whole - to know

from where or who Jesus is, i.e. that he is from the Father, speaks the words that he has seen

with the Father (12:49f), is to believe and accept him as Shepherd. He is the Shepherd who is

the representative of the Father (7:28,29; 8:14-19,37f,55). Those who do not accept this, do

not know either Jesus or the Father. Even if they claim to be the descendants of Abraham

(8:56) - i.e. they belong to the covenant people - they do not belong to the covenant people if

they reject Jesus. Jesus is then the Shepherd who fulfils the promises that God made to

Abra.~am. The Good Shepherd, therefore, is the realization of the covenant promises God

made to Abraham.

4.2.6 The Shepherd-king as the giver of covenant and spiritual life

The pasture or abundant life that the Shepherd gives in John 10 relates to the eating of the flesh

of the Son of man and the drinking of his blood in 6:53-64. This represents the participation

. in the eucharist. To do this is to participate and to believe (6:64) in the true food and drink of

the words which are spirit and life (6:63). In the context of the reference to the desert trek of

Israel (6:58), this signifies the participation in the fulfilled covenant as brought about by the

Son of man who ascended to where he was before. In this context, the Good Shepherd gives

covenant life which is also the life of the Spirit.

4.2.7 Jesus is the Shepherd-king in whom people can believe

In the same way that the Son of man is the one whom can be regarded as merely another

human being or as the one whom a person may believe in (6:64) to be the one appointed by·

God for judgment, the Shepherd, likewise evokes a response of belief or rejection (10:19-21).

4.2.8 The metaphoric interpretation of the shepherd discourse

On each of the occasions that the elements of John's christology as it links up with John 10 are

revealed throughout John, the listener encounters a conflict between the knov,:ledge that is

revealed through the Jesus character and by the narrator's commentary on the one hand and
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character who do not understand, who do not want to believe or who oppose Jesus. The oppo

sition to Jesus as Good Shepherd is explicitly stated in the narrator's commentary in John

10: 19-21. Apart from confirming and grounding the knowledge of the listener, this device

also has the function of excluding the characters who act in this manner from the Johannine

community. The significance is that all the characters and the views, knowledge and practices

they represent are excluded from the covenant community of the true spiritual Israel as it real

izes itself in the Johannine community and by implication by the universal spiritual 'Israel'.

Therefore, on each point, the christology of John or in each moment of the revelation of who

Jesus is, the listener is confronted with a choice: to follow the Shepherd and the practices he

represents or to follow the various characters and the practices they represent, e.g. the

thief/robber, hireling, 'the Jews', 'the Pharisees', and the regime represented by Pilate. This

element is .especially important when we now proceed to discuss the interaction between John

10 and Jeremiah 23:1-8 and Ezekiel 34:1-6.

4.3 THECHRISTOLOGY OF JOHN 10:1-18, THE GOSPEL AS A WHOLE AND ITS

INTERACTION WITH JEREMIAH 23:1-8 AND EZEKIEL 34:1-6

4.3.1 The christology of the Shepherd discourse

The main points made about the christology of John related to the shepherd discourse include

the following: the Shepherd represents (care) (closeness) (ownership) (transparency) (normal

relationship) (conserving unity of the flock/bringing together) (feeding sheep and tending them

or providing for their well-being) (pre~erving/protecting/defending behaviour concerning the

sheep and the flock); as door, the Shepherd is (transparent), provide (passage) (entrance)

(access) (exit) (going out) (protection)' (safety) (defense) (shelter), is (trustworthy), gives··

abundant life and in the event of danger, the Shepherd lays down his life for the sheep. The

mutuality of knowledge about the fact that Jesus the Shepherd lays down his life for the sheep

creates the unity of the universal flock or covenant community. Central to these issues is that

Jesus has control over his destiny as determined by the divine initiative.
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4.3.3 john's christology in conflict

In the context of John 10 as well as in the interaction of John 10 with the whole narrative, the

christology of John is contrasted with the thief/robber, hireling, 'the Jews', 'the Pharisees',

and the regime represented by Pilate. These characters and character complexes represent

activities which are contrasted with the activities of Jesus as Good Shepherd as well as with his

relationship with the covenant or spiritual Israel. The activities and semantic features have

been described as (non-care) (distance) (non-ownership) (deviancy) (relationship of exploita

tion) (not conserving unity of the flock) (scattering of the flock) (no feeding and, tending or

provision for the well-being of the sheep) (no preserving/protecting/defending behaviour con

cerning the sheep and the flock) in the context of the relationship between the one acting as a

thief and robber and the sheep/flock. In the context of the relationship between the hireling

and the sheep, the following semantic features have been identified: (deviancy) (do not provide

passage/entrance/access into the covenant community) (is not tmstworthy) (do not p~ovide pro-"

tection) (do not provide safety) (do not defend but exploit) (do not provide covenant life). In

the event of danger, the hireling flees because he does not own the sheep. There is also no

mutually shared knowledge which people can trust and which can form a universal corporate

body of believers. All this information reveals that these characters do. not participate in,

represent or continue the divine initiative.
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In this context, discipleship is impossible because the person belonging to the covenant people

of the spiritual Israel would not follow, hear, know and see the true realities of life and the

spirit in these characters. This is so because none of the characteristics of care, compassion,

giving of life, etc. are present with these characters - not for the individual and also not for the

flock.

4.3.4 The function of the Shepherd in Jeremiah 23:1-8

Jeremiah 23 is aimed against the political leadership of Judah and more specifically the kings

who have forsaken the covenant and its socio-pastoral demands. The main criticism is that the

kings rebelled against jn;,~ and that they destroyed, scattered and drove away the covenant

community of Israel instead of tending them in accordance with the covenant and ownership of

Israel by il1;'~. These covenant demands comprise: in 21: 12 to execute justice and to deliver

the robbed ones from the hand of the oppressor; in 22:3 that the king should do justice and

righteousness and deliver him who is robbed out of the hand of the oppressor, nor do wrong,

nor do violence to the stranger, the fatherless or the widow and not to shed innocent blood..

These typical socio-pastoral covenant demands are the demands that the kings and political

leadership had to fulfill. Instead, they have exploited the covenant community socially and

economically. The social and economic exploitation by the political leadership is thematized in

22: 13 as the practicing and living of unrighteousness, injustice and the use of another's labour

without payment. Instead, they enriched themselves through dishonest gain, the shedding of

innocent blood and the practicing of oppression and violence.

Jeremiah announces salvation for Israel in this situation of exploitation by the kings and politi

cal leadership. This includes the gathering of the remnant and the bringing back of the flock'

(to Israel after the exile) by ;,,;,\ The result is that Israel will again experience prosperity - an

indication that God is with them. In this situation, the promise is that ;,,;,~ will set up

shepherds who will tend the flock, with the result that the flock will 'fear no more, nor be ter

rified; nor will they be missing' (anything). The promise of these shepherds \vill find fulfill

ment in the righteous Davidic branch which ;,,;,~ will raise in the last days. This last messianic

section forms the conclusion of the complex dealing with the threat against the kings. It is
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especially verses 5 and 6 that deals with the righteous Davidic branch which m;"1' will raise in

the last days, that provide the positive aspects of this shepherd or king. He will act and reign

wisely, and he shall do justice and righteousness in the earth. This will result in the salvation

of Judah and in the fact that Israel shall dwell safely. His name, ui?l~ ;"11;"1;, contrasts with the

unjust and unrighteous acts of the kings. It also functions as the label which comprehensively

draws together the acts expected of a king and true shepherd of the covenant people. This will

happen after the exile. The exile is however necessary in so far as this 'punishment' has the

purpose to bring the flock back to ii1;"1' and to restore the covenant people of Israel through the

return of the remnant.

4.3.5 The function of the shepherd in EzekieI34:1-6

Instead of 'feeding' the flock, the shepherds of Israel fed themselves. It is evident in the con

text of Ezekiel 34 that this feeding or nourishment refers to both the material and socio

religious well-being of the covenant people. The critique of the shepherds includes criticism

because of both neglect and active exploitation for their own benefit. The result is that the

covenant community is the object of the exploitation by the shepherds who eat the fat, clothe

themselves with the wool and sacrifice the fat ones,i.e. Israel is exploited for nourishment,

clothing and religious practices by the kings and political leadership. Instead of 'feeding' the

flock, i.e. making the weak strong, healing the sick, binding up the broken, bringing back the

banished or those excluded from the flock and seeking the lost, the kings exploit the flock.

Instead of care, the shepherds 'rule with force and harshness'. These activities leave Israel

without a shepherd, make them an object of exploitation by others and. result in a scattering of

the flock. In this situation of.being scattered, none has searched for the flock.

The salvation by God comprises the facts that he will search, rescue, gather and bring back the

flock, feed them with good pasture, seek the lost, bring back the strayed, bind up the injured,

strengthen the weak and judge those who functioned as the exploiters (34: lIft). He then

announces that he will appoint a Davidic shepherd over Israel who will feed and care for them

(34:23f), :;"1){'7 F1? ;"1~.~:-1'\~;"11 0-01'\ ii~T 1'\~;"1 "n '1~)l n~ F1J;l~ ;"1Y,11 'lJ~ ;"1~., ory'7.~ 'J:i7.)i?Ol

:'!:l1~1 ;"11;"1; '~~ O~in~ I'\'tp~ 'n '1~)l1 O'::f!;ll'\7. ory? ;"1~.~~ ii1ii; '~~1.· This act includes a
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covenant of peace, c;'W n~!:;l CV? ~T:l1~1, which will ensure prosperity (34:25-29). The chap

ter closes with the covenant formula, C~~ '~~ntp: n~~ '~3l i1~iJl C1)~ CV~0"~ i11i1; ~~~ ~:p 1>71:

: i11i1; ~~.,~ C~~ C~~0"~ ~~~ C1)~ C1~ ~J:l~Y.l~ 1~':S '~~':S V~~l :i11i1; '~,~, in 34:30f.

4.3.6 The interaction between the christology of John 10:1-18, the Gospel as a whole,

Jeremiah 23:1-8 and EzekieI34:1-6

In Jeremiah 23:1-8 as well as in Ezekiel 34:1-6, the metaphor, 'shepherd' denotes a king,

kings or corporately speaking, the political leadership of Israel. The narrational ideologies of

these two texts therefore include the element of political leadership required by the covenant

community. In accordance with the general conception of political leadership and rule of the

time, this notion of political leadership does not exclude economic, socio-pastoral and religious

functions of the king. These functions had to be practiced by the kings in covenant

responsibility to i1'i1~. One may say that their response to mi1' had to manifest in their pastoral

or shepherd-like behaviour towards the covenant community of Israel. To be a shepherd-king,

then, was to practice covenant justice and covenant righteousness towards and on behalf of the

covenant community or 'flock'. However, the kings did not do this. Since the main critique

against the kings was that their rule 'destroyed' and 'scattered' the covenant community, we

may infer that the primary demand of the covenant-rule of the shepherd was to serve the unity

and oneness of the covenant community through activities which are metaphorically described

as making the weak strong, healing the sick, binding up the broken, bringing back the .

banished or those excluded from the flock and seeking the iost - an explication of the metaphor

of 'feeding' the flock.

Instead of tending covenant Israel in accordance with the covenant and ownership of Israel by·

i11i1\ the shepherds rebelled against God and the covenant, ruled with force and harshness, did

not do justice and righteousness, did not deliver him who is robbed out of the hand of the

oppressor, did wrong, practiced violence to the stranger, the fatherless and the widow and shed

innocent blood. Their social and economic exploitation is described as the use of another's

labour without payment and the enriching of themselves through disho~est gain and the practic

ing of oppression and violence. This left Israel without a shepherd and made them an object of
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exploitation by others and resulted in a scattering of the flock. In this situation of being scat

tered, none has searched for the flock. The promise of restoration has the restoring of the

covenant community as aim.

If we allow Jeremiah 23:1-8 and Ezekiel 34:1-6 to interact with the christology of John 10 as it

was interpreted in terms of the Gospel as a whole above, then we can draw six conclusions

concerning this interaction with John 10:1-18.

4.3.6.1 The root presupposition underlying John 10: 1-18 is that covenant Israel is without

a shepherd. That is why God provided for the ultimate Shepherd, Jesus who is the incarnated

'AfY',/oC;, the Shepherd-king or Son of God and the Son of man. This, we may infer, is true of

both the historical time of Jesus, the ecclesiological time of the Johanninecommunity as well

as any subsequent situation. The basis, the ground and the ultimate reason for the coming of

Jesus as Shepherd-king is therefore based in the shepherdless situation in which covenant or the

spiritual Israel of God finds itself. We may therefore conclude that the divine will of sending

Jesus as well as Jesus' total obedience to the divine will are founded in God's pastoral concern

for his people.

4.3.6.2 This pastoral concern is most lucidly portrayed in Jesus' signs in John. The chang

ing of water into wine symbolizes the replacing of the old order with the new order 

inaugurated by the Shepherd-king - which promises new life from above; the healing of the

official's son, with the new life and eternal water - provided by the Shepherd-king - which

provide eternal spiritual life; the healing of the sick man, with the new life which the Son of

God or Shepherd-king gives; the feeding of the five thousand with the true bread - provided by·

the Shepherd~king - which gives eternal spiritual life; the healing of the blind man with the

true sight, hearing and knowledge of the abundant life which God gives through the Shepherd

king; the raising of Lazarus with the eternal life after death which the Shepherd-king gives.

The individual events of the signs here, therefore, signify both the Shepherd-king's individual

care for people in specific circumstances as well as the Shepherd-king's pastoral concerns as

portrayed by the narrational ideology in its universal dimensions. The Shepherd-king, there-
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fore is the ultimate and final Shepherd who fills the gap of the shepherdless situation in which

covenant Israel finds itself. "

4.3.6.3 As the Shepherd who fills the gap of the shepherdless situation through his pastoral

signs, the 10hannine Jesus is the ultimate fulfillment of the promise of the Davidic branch in

Jeremiah 23 and Ezekiel 34. The Shepherd-king is the ultimate Shepherd who provides

ultimate pasture, feeding and abundant life or as the Old Testament texts explicated it meta

phorically, he makes the weak strong, heals the sick, binds up the broken, brings back those

excluded from the flock and seeks the lost.

4.3.6.4 Covenant Israel is incontrovertibly expanded to include people from other nations

and not only from ethnic Israel. In this sense, this expansion of God's love cuts through his

torical Israel, through ecclesiological Israel as well as through the universal Israel to include

those who believe, in the one flock. The unity of the flock is grounded in the knowledge

which the Father, Jesus the Shepherd-king as well as 'his own' all share, namely Kat 7~1I

Ij;VX~lI jJ.OV 7iO'YJjJ.~ inrep 7WlI 7rpo(3cnwlI (10: 15c) '" ovf>eL<; arpet aV7~1I a7r' EjJ.OV, aAA' E"(W

4.3.6.5 Jesus is the universal Shepherd-king of the covenant or spiritual Israel because he is

the incarnated "Ao"(o<;. In the words of Reinhartz, the shepherd discourse, therefore, is

grounded in the universal cosmological tale. God's pastoral conc~rn both for his people but

even more importantly, for his cosmos, therefore, finds expression in the "Ao"(Oc; that became

flesh. The ultimate sign of God's universal pastoral concern is 'therefore grounded in the"

'Ao"(OC; that tabernacled in the world to manifest God's glory and love to the individual, the cor

porate ecclesiological as well as the universal to save the world, the corporate body of

believers and the individual. The ultimate realization of this act of salvation is found in the

glorious death of the Shepherd-king on the cross - crucified by his own, i.e. ethnically speak

ing. This is the ultimate sign of establishing unity and peace in contrast to those who cause

and bring about the scattering of the sheep through their neglect of the covenant community
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and their exploitive behaviour.

4.3.6.6 Even though Jesus is crucified for political reasons and for being 'a king' (18:37),

his universalized pastoral kingship dissolves the ties with political kingship as expected from

the kings ruling covenant Israel in the Old Testament once and for all. Jesus did in no way

whatsoever expected a political kingship or even a restoration of covenant kingship which had

both political and socio-pastoral responsibilities. This is especially evident in John 6: 15. In

the context of Roman oppression and the secondary rule of Jewish governance agencies, the

covenant people was not cared for socially and economically by 'the Jews' and 'the Pharisees'.

As Shepherd-king, Jesus did not aspire to universal political power - i.e. to 'overthrow the

Roman or Jewish political powers. What he aspired to and established, is the universal rule of

the universal covenant community. His kingship is grounded in the incarnation.~ and in his

responsibility and obedience to the command of God. It is as ultimate Shepherd-king that he

establishes a new' order, a new life and a new covenant. This covenant can rightly be

described as the 'covenant of peace', the c;?~ n'l~. That is also why Jesus emphasizes in

John 14:27, Eip~v'Y]v ac/>LYJlu VJl'iv, 8ip~vYJv 7~V 8Jl~V bLbWJlL VJl'iv' ov Kcd)wc; 0 KOaJlOC; bLbwaLv

8"{W bLbWJlL VJl'iv. Jl~ 7CipCiaaiaOw Vf.LWV ~ KCipbLCi JlYJbe b8LAUX7W and in 16:33, 7CiV7Ci

A8ACtAYJKCi VJl'iv LVCi 8V 8JlO/. 8ip~vYJv 8XYJ78' 8V 74J KOaJlU) OA'i1/;W eX878j aAAa OCiPa8'i78, 8"{W

v8viK'Y]KCi 70V KOaJlOv. An these references to peace in John refer to the time after the departure

of the Shepherd and is grounded in his act of conquering the world. The new covenant of

peace, therefore has brought about a new unity in the universalized community of covenant

Israel.

4.3.6.7 The question of how this interpretation of John 10 may be used in our con":

temporary society has already become clear. If we use it metaphorically in all possible cir

cumstances - in the same way that Jeremiah and Ezekiel was applied to different kings of the

time and not to one or two in particular - then, the message.of the universal unity of the

covenant community and the universal covenant of peace of which it forms part have to be

established in our own circumstances metaphorically. According to such an approach,

anybody who then acts towards the sheep, the flock of the Lord or the covenant community in
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a fashion similar to the kings of Israel and Judah, the thief/robber or the hireling in John, is

excluded from the narrational discourse of the Gospel according to John. Anybody acting in

terms of the shepherd discourse and Jesus' activities, acts within the contours drawn by the

narrational ideology. If one acts in accordance with it, one continue in the same vein as the

incarnated A(Y'yOC;, the Shepherd-king. Jesus is the only one who can claim to have done it as

fulfillment of the promises of the messianic Shepherd-king which would come. We do it in

obedience to the commandment to serve t~e flock of God.

4.4 CONCLUSION

I have concentrated on the explication of the christology of John 10:1-18, the christology of

John 10: 1-18 and the Gospel as a whole and the christology of John 10:1-18, the Gospel as a

whole and its interaction with Jeremiah 23: 1-8 and Ezekiel 34: 1-6 in this chapter. Since the

last section forms the main point of this whole dissertation, the major conclusions can be sum-

marized as follows:

First, as Shepherd-king of covenant or spiritual Israel, Jesus fulfIlls all the pastoral require

mentsas promised and expected by and for the shepherdless covenant people of Israel. Jesus
,

does this in ac<;ordance with the divine will of God because the covenant community belongs to

God.

Second, Jesus' signs and discourses in John provide theological content to the pastoral acts and

concerns of the Shepherd-king.

Third, as Shepherd-king, Jesus provides real pasture in accordance with the prophetic and

divine expectations of the coming of a Davidic branch.

Founh, the pastoral activities of the Shepherd-king expands covenant Israel incontrovertibly to

include people from other nations into the unitary social group of the universal covenant or

spiritual Israel.
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Fifth, Jesus' claim to be the universal Shepherd-king of the universal covenant or spiritual

Israel is grounded in him being the incarnated 'Afryoc;.

Sixth, the Shepherd-king's kingship is socio-pastoral and not political. Its aim is to establish

the universal covenant of peace which brings about a new unity in the universalized community

of covenant Israel.

Finally, the significance of Jesus' vocation as Shepherd-king can be used in our contemporary

society through a process of metaphorization.

In the final chapter of this dissertation, I draw a few lines of what the understanding of the

shepherd discourse means in our own .situation of conflict, separation and disunity.
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CHAPTERS

JOHN 10:1-18 AND THE CHRISTOLOGY OF JOHN IN THE LOCAL CONTEXT

5.0 INTRODUCTION

We have seen that the Old Testament texts as well as John 10 function in a context of the

'shepherdlessness' of the covenant community of God. As the climax of the pastoral christol

ogy of John, John 10 presents us with the ultimate figure of the shepherd who answers to the

needs of· the shepherdless covenant community. Therefore, the shepherd discourse has sig

nificance in a situation where the church of God is shepherdless and where the believing com

munity is scattered.

After a brief explication of the notion of 'contextualization as metaphoric practice' as

developed by Smit (1991), I provide such a contextualization for the local believing com

munity. The basic procedure is that I take the situation of the 'shepherdlessness of the

covenant community' as the universal context in terms of which John 10 has significance. I

then identify a few elements of the 'shepherdlessness' of the believing community in the

greater Durban area where I serve as minister. These elements remain questions. These are

some of the questions which churches, church organizations and ministers have to address if

we want to give expression to the significance of the christology of John as it manifests itself

in John 10 and its interactions with the Gospel as a whole and Jeremiah 23 and Ezekiel 34.

.5.1. CONTEXTUALISATION AS METAPHORIC PRACTICE

In his articles, Smit (1991: Hf & 1991: 17ff) uses the interaction view of metaphor theory to

analogically describe the procedures of the contextualization of a text. Since metaphor can be

defined as a word in counter-determining context, this definition and the procedures

accompanying it can be used to define and describe contextualisation. The process of con

textualization can then be defined as the use of a text in counter-determining context. The

basic theory underlying this definition and which Smit explicates more fully in his dissertation .
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(cf Smit [1995]), is three~fold.

5.1.1 The tension between text and contemporary context .

The unconventional contextual use of the text creates a tension between the text and the con

temporary context which can be explained in terms of the decontextualization and the recontex

tualization of the text.

5.1.2 The interaction between text and contemporary context

In the same way that metaphor theory explicates the interaction between vehicle and tenor, the

interaction between text and contemporary context (or discourse) or the practice of con

textualization functions as contextual filter which selects, emphasizes, suppresses and organizes

features of the text by implying statements about it that normally apply to the contemporary

context. Viewed from the perspective of the text, one can state that the contextualization also

selects, emphasizes, suppresses and organizes features of the contemporary context or dis

course by implying statements about it that normally apply to the text in its conventional or

original context or discourse.

5.1.3 The political, ethical and pastoral facets of contextuaIization

As a practice, the use of metaphor as well as the contextualization have socio-political sig- .

nificance because it is determined by the discourse or discursive interests of the reader or con

textualizer. This point has to be qualified. Smit ([1995]) points out that the political aspect of :

contextualization as practice will always be subject to the 'other's' experience of the revelation'

of the divine will in that context. This might be better, different, more ~omprehensive or

worse. Smit ([1995]) points out that 'how' this happens, is through the process of dialogue:

with the 'other'. This has to happen in terms of two requirements. First, the contextualizer

contextualizes in the full consciousness that all contextualization has to be done as part of the

confession that human understanding of the divine will remains refractory and is ultimately

subject to the judgment of the eschatological Son of man. Second, any contextualization must

be an expression of the main ethical requirement of the Christian gospel, i.e. it must answer to

the question whether it continues and manifests the pastoral aspect (which does most definitely
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not exclude material well-being) of the good news of the glorious death of the Son of God.

Therefore, all contextualizations will have to meet the pastoral question of whether it serves

the needs of the shepherdless.

5.2 THE SHEPHERDLESSNESS OF THE LOCAL COVENA1'Jl COMMUNITY

There are especially five facets of the contextualization of the texts researched and their inter

action with our local community which have to be addressed. These include the experience of

being scattered or the non-unity among believers, the possibility that churches, church organi

zations or ministers/pastors do not serve the covenant community but exploit it, the experience

of shepherdlessness by believers as well as the material, social and spiritual needs of believers.

The shepherdlessness of the covenant communities 10 Jeremiah, Ezekiel and John was

described in terms of the experience of being scattered, of being the object on which the kings

and the leaders 'fed' socially, economically and religiously speaking and of being without

pastoral care. The question in our context is to honestly ask whether and to what degree we

have a similar situation. I raise a few very general questions.

First, the disunity among churches, church organizations and individuals who claim to be min-

.. isters of the Word of God but attempt to function on their own and without the interaction with

other churches cause a breaking up of the covenant community of God. The question which

has to be asked is whether this does not result in confusion, misunderstanding and lostness con

cerning the gospel message among many believers.

Second, since it is possible that some of these churches, church organizations and individuals

do not have the aim to serve the unity and the care for the covenant community, the question

has to be asked honestly of whether some of these are not actively busy exploiting the

believers.
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Third, as we are emergmg from the ravages of Apartheid which influenced our history,

society, and even the unity of the church of God, the question is what the areas are where the

church can make positive and constructive contributions towards the healing and restoration

which has to take place in the spheres of education, family life, relations in the workplace, etc.

Fourth, since the covenant community is universal in scope and purpose, the question has to be

asked as to what extent and how the universality of the one covenant community can be given

expression in our local situation.

Fifth, the churches' care has to manifest in terms of the care for both the individual as well as

the corporate body of believers. How this requirement has to be met in terms of the vast

material and spiritual needs of people has to be planned and executed together with as many

churches as possible.

5.3 CONCLUSION

The understanding and acceptance of Jesus as the Shepherd-king in our own context place

de~ands before us. These demands have to be addressed by churches. Churches will have to

give material and organizational expression to these demands if we want to enrich our ministry

as shepherds or become shepherds who continue the work of the Shepherd-king. To do this,

we have to take responsibility for the flock of God and give material expression to the

covenant of peace. It manifested. once and for all in the Shepherd-king from Nazareth. The

quest is not any more to understand who he is, from where he is or what his demands are.

The quest is how to give material expression to the covenant of peace here and now. The

covenant of peace was established when he tabernacled amongst humans and humanity saw his

glory. We have to make the spiritual truth of the abundant life that he brought, a reality in our

material and physical existence. This has to be done in line with the gift of the covenant of

peace brought about by God through the incarnation, life, ministry, death and resurrection of

the Shepherd-king, Jesus the Son of God and the Son of man.
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CONCLUSION

THE SHEPHERD DISCOURSE OF JOHN 10

Introduction

In this dissertation I addressed the topic, The shepherd discourse of John lOin five steps. I

addressed the History of research: John 10:1-18, the Theoretically-founded Exegesis explained

from John 10:1-18, the Theoreticallyjounded Exegesis of John 10:1-18, John 10:1-18 and the

christology ofJohn and John 10:1-18 and the christology ofJohn in the local context.

Chapter 1

In the chapter on the History of research of John 10:1-18, I basically followed the edited ver

sion lDy Beutler and Fortna (1991) of some of the papers read at the 1985 (Trondheim - Nor

way) and 1986 (Atlanta - Georgia) conferences of the Studiorum Novi Testamenti Societas. I

traced some of their arguments to some of the sources that the contributors to these con

ferences went into dialogue with. I also added some of my own sources and material.

I concluded that, except for Busse's text-critical choice in John 10:7, I basically accept his

arguments related to the unity of the narrative, the function of John lOin the narrative as a

whole and the significance of the parable in John 10. Even though I did not disagree with the

view that John 10:1-5 must be regarded as a parable, I went further by stating that the parable

can be regarded as a conventional story about the relationship between a shepherd and sheep,

i. e. if it is abstracted from the narrative whole. This is an important first step in parable

research. The next step, obviously, is to related the parable again after its abstraction to the

greater narrative whole. I illustrated this approach in chapter 3 where I related the parable to

the gospel as a whole as well as to John 10: 1-18.

I further accepted Busse's views on the question about the appropriate context for the inter

pretation of the relationship between the legitimate and ilIegitimate shepherd, the salvation

historical framework of the gospel and Jesus' consciousness of his mission and his one-ness

with the Father. These issues were also further developed through the use of Theoretically-
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founded Exegesis in Chapter 3 and as they relate to the christology of John in Chapter 4.

In response to Beutler's very comprehensive study, I concluded that the shepherd metaphor is

virtually exclusively used in the Old Testament as a reference to i1ii1~ or the promised Davidic

branch. This fact was worked out a little more in Chapters 3 and 4.

Even though I did not work with Turner's coverage of the history of religions origin of the

shepherd discourse, it revealed that semantic features related to the shepherd metaphor in other

religions are also related to the use of the metaphor in the Bible.

My response to Painter's allegorical reading of the parable, was to show in Chapters 3 and 4

that John 10:7-18 does not have to be reduced to a one-dimensional ecclesiological allegorical

reading. John 10:7-18 are in fact abstractions from the parable and all the elements addressed

in these verses do not have to match each and every element of the parable. His approach can

not account for the universal claims that we traced in John 16.

-'\- .

My response to Sabbe was that he discounts the historical elements of John and John's inde

pendent relationship with the tradition. In this instance I accept Smalley's proposals. Even

though he does provide some speculative arguments with regard to some of the traditional

'Questions of introduction' to John, Martin Hengel's recently published The lohannine Ques

tion, corroborates this view.

As far as Du Rand's very lucid explication of the syntactic and narrative elements of John 9

through 10 is co;ncerned, I pointed out that this is in fact a very comprehensive approach

accounting for both the unity and narrative explication of the text.

I basically accepted Thyen's arguments with regard to the literary unity of John, the multiple

interpretation theory, the nature of the Johannine group, the historical situation of John, the

unity and relationships of John 10 with the rest of the gospel and the internal organization and

interpretation of John 10. I pointed out that I disagree with his endorsing of the Synoptic
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dependence theory.

Chapter 2

In the chapter on Theoreticallyjounded Exegesis explained from John 10:1-18, I provided a

brief overview of the theory that was used. Even though the theory was more elaborate than

used, the broader theoretical description provided the theoretical discourse context for the con

cepts which were used interpretively. Some of the concepts not used can be utilized in further

research_(cf last paragraph).

Chapter 3

The chapter on the Theoreticallyjounded Exegesis ofJohn 10:1-18 is the main exegetical chap

ter. Here, I addressed the structure of John~and the interaction of John 10: 1-18 with the

Gospel as a whole, a Theoretically-founded explication of the shepherd parable, the shepherd

parable and'its inteftextual engagement with the Gospel as a whole; the abstractions from and

further elaborations of the shepherd parable in John 10:7-18, a theoretically-founded analysis

of Jeremiah 23:1-8 and Ezekiel 34:1-6 and a comparison of Jeremiah 23:1-8 and Ezekiel 34:1

6 with John 10:1-18. I drew three preliminary conclusions from this research, first, in both

Jeremiah and Ezekiel, the shepherd-metaphor was used to denote kings. If this element is used

in John 10 to describe the christology of the whole Gospel, then the main pastoral element

which must be used if the significance of the shepherd-metaphor is determined in John 10 and

in the interaction between John 10 and the Gospel as whole, is that of Jesus' kingship, espe

cially his activity as 'Shepherd-king'.

Second, since the texts from Jeremiah, Ezekiel and John all drew on the: historically-specific

conventions concerning shepherding, the description of the christology of John 10 must be

based on those elements which were abstracted from the conventional level of the parables and

metaphorized in terms of the narrational ideology.

Third, I argued that John 10 - as in the cases of Jeremiah 23 and Ezekiel 34 - c~ not be

limited to one particular ecclesiological or allegorical perspective. The narrational. ideology
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which plays a role in John 10 must be interpreted in terms of the narrational ideology of the

Gospel as a whole.

The other information uncovered in this chapter was further summarized and used in chapter 4.

Chapter 4

I addressed the theme of John 10:1-18 and the christology ofJohn in this chapter. I attempted

to describe the christology of John 10: 1-18, the christology of John 10: 1-18 and the Gospel as

a whole and the christology of John 10:1-18, the Gospel as a whole and its inter-action with

Jeremiah 23: 1-8 and Ezekiel 34: 1-6. My main conclusions were that:

First, as Shepherd-king of, covenant or spiritual Israel, Jesus fulfills all the pastoral require

ments as promised and expected by and for the shepherdless covenant people of Israel. Jesus

does this in accordance with the divine will of God because the covenant cOmmunity belongs to

God.

Second, Jesus' signs and discourses in John provide theological content to the pastoral acts and

concerns of the Shepherd-king.

Third, as Shepherd-king, Jesus provides real pasture in accordance with the prophetic and

divine expectations of the coming of a Davidic branch.

Fourth, the pastoral activities of the Shepherd-king expands covenant Israel incontrovertibly to

include people from other nations into the unitary social group of the universal covenant or

spiritual Israel.

Fifth, Jesus' claim to be the universal Shepherd-king of the universal covenant or spiritual

Israel is grounded in him being the incarnated 'Acryoc;.

Sixth, the Shepherd-king's kingship is socio-pastoral and not political. Its aim is to establish
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the universal covenant of peace which brings about a new unity in the universalized community

of covenant Israel.

Chapter 5

In this chapter, I identified some questions related to John 10:1-18 and the christology ofJohn

in the local context. After briefly describing the notion of 'Contextualization as metaphoric

practice' as developed by Smit, I identified the 'shepherdlessness of the local covenant corn..

munity' as a horizon which can be regarded as a broad common denominator in Jeremiah 23:1

8, Ezekiel 34: 1-6, John 10: 1-18 and the current situation of the local church. I then concluded

with five questions related to

* the disunity among churches,

* the possibility that some church officials are not actively busy exploiting the believers,

* the quest for healing and restoration in the post-Apartheid era which has to take place in the

spheres of education, family life, relations in the workplace, etc.

* the question of how and to what extent the univerSality of the one covenant community can

be given expression in our local situation,

* and finally how the churches' care has to manifest in terms of the care for both the individual

as well as the corporate body of believers as it is embedded in the Shepherd-king christology of

the Shepherd discourse.

Further research

In many respects, this dissertation is only a beginning. The question of the unity ofJohn can

be further elaborated on with the help of Speech-act Theory. The christology of the shepherd

discourse may be further enriched by a more comprehensive study of the interrelationship

between John 10 and the other Old Testament texts (i.e. in addition to Jeremiah 23: 1-8 and
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Ezekiel 34: 1-6) where the shepherd metaphor appears. The relationship between the shepherd

metaphor and the older strata of the Gnostic writings which have their origin in the Jewish

wisdom traditions can also be researched. Another avenue of research is the relationship of the

uses of the shepherd metaphor in the various socio-political horizons of the Old and New

Testament. The ultimate task of these approaches should be to come to a comprehensive

Pastoral Biblical Christology which includes not only theological elements but also social,

political and economic frames 6f reference and action.

. ", '. ~;.
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SUMMARY

In this dissertation I addressed the topic, The shepherd discourse of John lOin five steps. I

addressed the History of research: John 10: 1-18, Theoretically-founded Exegesis explained

from John 10:1-18, the Theoretically-founded Exegesis of John 10:1-18, John 10:1-18 and the

christology of John and John 10: 1-18 and the christology of John in the local context.· After a

comprehensive overview of the history of research as it pertains to John 9: 1-10:42, I furnished

a Theoretically-founded explication of the shepherd discourse as it interacts with the whole

Gospel of John, Jeremiah 23: 1-8 and Ezekiel 23: 1-6. I then proceeded to provide an overview

of the christology of John 10 and concluded with some questions directed to the local covenant

community (church).

My main findings were that the basic common horizon underlying John 10: 1-18, Jeremiah

23:1-8 and Ezekie1 23:1-6 is that of the 'shepherdlessness' of the covenant community of God

and that the basic christology which addresses these situations is a pastoral christology that pre

sents Jesus as the Shepherd-king of covenant or spiritual Israel.

........ "
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